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This is the first of four parts of a printer-friendly version of the Fair Labor Association’s
Year Two report, which was designed for website use.  Therefore, some of the website
features (including links and layering) have been modified or removed from this print 
version. Please access the FLA’s website, accessible at www.fairlabor.org/2004report, to
utilize these features.
Please note also that the FLA publicly reports on all of its independent external
monitoring visits on a factory-by-factory basis.  Those reports, which are called FLA
tracking charts, complement the FLA’s annual public report by providing very detailed
information about selected factories.  The tracking charts can be found at
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html
Please direct questions about the report to info@fairlabor.org.
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This report is organized as follows:
In Part One:
I. About this Report
II. Companies Up Close – an Introduction
A. Participating Companies
1) adidas-Salomon 2) Eddie Bauer
3) GEAR for Sports 4) Liz Claiborne
5) Nike      6) Nordstrom
7) Patagonia     8) Phillips-Van Heusen
9) Reebok (including Reebok footwear, an FLA-accredited compliance program)
10) Zephyr-Graf-X 
In Part Two:
B. Category B Licensees
1) American Pad and Paper, LLC 2) Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
3) Cutter & Buck, Inc. 4) Drew Pearson Marketing
5) Global Accessories, Inc. 6) Herff Jones, Inc.
7) Jostens, Inc.     8) Lands’ End, Inc.
9) MBI, Inc. 10) New Era Cap Company, Inc. 
11) Outdoor Cap Company 12) Oxford Industries, Inc. 
13) Riddell, Inc. 14) Twins Enterprise, Inc.
15) VF Corporation 
In Part Three:
III. Overview of Findings
A. Facts and Figures
B. Findings and Analysis
In Part Four:
IV. Freedom of Association – Year Two Featured Code Provision
A. Overview of Standard
B. FLA Efforts
C. Four Countries in Brief
1. China 
2. Vietnam 
3. Bangladesh 
4. Mexico
V. Third Party Complaints Case Studies
A. Facility Contracted by Nike in Sri Lanka 
B. Facility Contracted by Lands’ End in El Salvador
C. Facility Contracted by Liz Claiborne in Guatemala
VI. FLA Process
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I. ABOUT THIS REPORT: 
FLA Year Two Annual Public Report 
What does this report do?
This is the second Annual Public Report published by the Fair Labor Association (FLA). It 
provides the public with an impartial, in-depth view into what 25 diverse companies
have done in the past year to improve the working conditions in the factories where 
they produce around the world.  The Year Two Public Report complements the FLA
Tracking Charts, which are extremely detailed reports from FLA monitoring visits to FLA
company supplier factories.  Together, these macro- and micro-level views of 
companies’ labor compliance activities represent the most comprehensive body of 
independent reporting on companies’ efforts to promote adherence to international labor
standards published to date.  By perusing a company’s factory monitoring reports and
reading about its labor compliance program in the Year Two Public Report, a concerned
consumer or shareholder can gain valuable perspective into a company’s approach to
improving factory conditions.
This report includes:
 Updated progress reports on companies’ labor compliance programs
o 10 Participating Companies
o 15 Category B University Licensees 
 The FLA’s evaluative report of the first accredited labor compliance program,
Reebok footwear
 An overview of the FLA’s findings from its independent external monitoring visits
to companies’ supplier factories around the world
 An in-focus report on freedom of association: the FLA’s approach to it, and the
challenges it poses
 Case studies of third party complaints issued to the FLA during Year Two
The FLA was formed in 1999 and developed a system of monitoring, remediation, third 
party complaints, and public reporting that aims to increase and sustain factory
compliance with its Workplace Code of Conduct.  The Code is based on the core labor
standards of the International Labour Organization (ILO).  While the FLA must continue
to make improvements in public reporting, it considers that its efforts to push the 
boundaries in its field will ultimately contribute to more rigorous systems for corporate 
accountability and improved conditions for workers around the world.  We look forward 
to continued experimentation with ways to improve workplace conditions and to
communicate companies’ activities to the public.
What is different about this report?
The Fair Labor Association is the only multi-stakeholder initiative that promotes
international labor standards and provides an unprecedented level of detailed reporting 
on companies’ efforts to improve workplaces.  This report is different from other 
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transparency reports in that it includes a wide range of companies – large and small,
with diverse suppliers – and strives to report their activities in an objective and 
consistent manner.  This report differs from the FLA’s Year One Public Report mainly as 
a result of improvements that have been made to the FLA’s systems for public reporting
and verification, based on the FLA’s experiences in Year One and feedback from the 
public.
Improvements in FLA public reporting in Year Two:
 This year’s report covers more companies.  It includes information about 25
companies, up from 6 in the first year’s report. 
 It contains an evaluative report of Reebok footwear, which is the first FLA
accredited labor compliance program.
 The Year Two Public Report is more accessible to more readers.  By putting the
report in web format, it is easier to download and navigate, affording readers
access to particular information in a matter of a few clicks.
 It offers a more in-depth look into an essential yet challenging Code provision:
freedom of association.
Improvements in FLA verification measures in Year Two:
 In Year Two, all FLA independent external monitoring visits were conducted by 
FLA-accredited monitors who were selected and paid by the FLA.  They were
unannounced to the supplier factory and the company.
 Due to improved FLA oversight of monitoring, reports from visits were more
rigorous and comprehensive.
 The FLA conducted verification visits to selected facilities following company
remediation, signifying an added check on company and factory efforts to comply
with the FLA Code. 
 The FLA staff conducted on-sight audits to all participating companies’
headquarters.  In some cases, the staff also made visits to companies’ field 
offices.
Who should use this report?
Consumers and shareholders who seek to make educated buying decisions
This report can be useful for consumers interested in learning more about companies
that are committed to international labor standards.  After a review of a particular
company’s section, a consumer or shareholder can make an informed decision about the 
products he/she is buying or wearing.
Other companies seeking to learn from good practices in labor compliance
By providing examples of good practice, the FLA aims to raise the bar for company
compliance with labor standards internationally.  Companies within the FLA share
different approaches to challenging situations, and the Public Report offers other
companies the opportunity to benefit from some of these experiences.
Researchers and others seeking reliable information 
The FLA strives to provide credible, independently-verified information about company
labor compliance activities.  This report offers a broad view of companies’ activities by
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bringing together information collected through factory monitoring visits, audits at
participating company headquarters, company self-reporting, and third party complaints.
What to keep in mind when reading this report
Dif erent companies have dif erent needs and resourcesf f
The FLA does not believe that there is any one tried and true approach to addressing
noncompliance internationally. The size of a company, where it does business, how
diffuse its supply chain is – all of these factors and more influence the approach a 
company takes to ensuring compliance with international labor standards. For this
reason, direct comparisons or the application of a single labor compliance model may 
not necessarily prove helpful in designing or evaluating a company’s compliance
program.
Systems lead to sustainable compliance
Over time we have learned that it is only once we address the root causes of
noncompliance that sustainable solutions can be found.  Therefore, we have moved to a
reporting approach that has a greater focus on companies’ progress in systematically 
addressing serious or persistent noncompliance issues.
The issues addressed here are global and pervasive
The global challenges facing workers and their advocates are overwhelming.  The FLA is
working to address these challenges using a model of cooperation, monitoring,
remediation, and public reporting.  Other initiatives are taking different approaches to 
deal with these same issues.  We look forward to continued experimentation and shared
learning with the diverse group of people working to improve the lives of workers
around the world.
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II. Companies Up Close
This section provides detailed reports on 25 companies’ efforts in Year Two to improve
the working conditions in the factories where they produce around the world.  Each
report provides:
 An overview of each company -- its size, applicable brands, the number and
location of facilities and monitoring visits 
 A description of the staff and program responsible for promoting FLA Standards
 Features of the program focusing on the company’s particular approach to labor
compliance and, in some cases, improvements in the program since the Year One
Public Report
Participating Company reports also include:
 A summary of FLA independent external monitoring in factories where a company 
produces – information about the visits and what the monitors reported 
Company reports have been arranged in two categories, Participating Companies and 
Category B Licensees. The report structure for each category differs slightly from the
other, reflecting the differences in the FLA requirements for each category.
A. Participating Companies
Participating Companies commit to implement FLA Standards in factories hroughout
their supply chains. In Year Two, all companies in this category were apparel and 
footwear companies.  They ranged in size from major publicly traded multinational 
companies to small, private companies.  Approximately half of the participating
companies included in this report are FLA university licensees, which are sometimes
referred to as Category A Licensees.
t
B. Category B Licensees 
Category B Licensees commit to implement FLA Standards in the factories where they 
produce licensed goods for FLA College or University Affiliates.  The companies
included in this category produced a range of collegiate products ranging from
collegiate apparel to paper products to commemorative jewelry.
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A. Participating Companies
Participating Companies (PCs) commit to implement FLA Standards in factories
throughout their supply chains.  Reports on the following companies seek to provide the 
reader with information about their efforts to comply with FLA requirements.
1) adidas-Salomon
2) Eddie Bauer
3) GEAR for Sports
4) Liz Claiborne
5) Nike
6) Nordstrom
7) Patagonia
8) Phillips-Van Heusen
9) Reebok (including Reebok footwear, an FLA-accredited compliance program)
10) Zephyr-Graf-X 
It is important to note that these reports are descriptive in character during companies’
“initial implementation period,” which is the period of two or three years when a
company develops its labor compliance program.  At the end of that period, the FLA
Board decides whether the program is in compliance with FLA requirements. If so, the 
program receives FLA accreditation. As of the end of Year Two, only Reebok footwear’s
compliance program was eligible for FLA accreditation. When applying to the FLA,
Reebok footwear opted for a two-year initial implementation period.  Therefore, an 
evaluative report on Reebok footwear’s labor compliance program is included here.
FLA Participating Companies must comply with the following requirements throughout
their supply chains:
 Adopting and communicating the Workplace Code to workers and management
at applicable facilities
 Training internal compliance staff to monitor and remediate noncompliance
issues
 Conducting internal monitoring of applicable facilities
 Submitting to unannounced, independent external monitoring visits to factories
throughout its supply chain
 Remediating noncompliance issues in a timely manner
 Taking steps to prevent persistent patterns of noncompliance, or instances of 
serious noncompliance
 Collecting and managing compliance information effectively
 Providing workers with confidential reporting channels to report noncompliance 
issues to the company
 Consulting with non-governmental organizations, unions, and other local experts 
in its work 
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1) adidas-Salomon
1. adidas-Salomon Company Profile 
Company Name: adidas-Salomon
Year of FLA Implementation: 2nd year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2004 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): 6,267 € Euros 
Company Status: Public -- listed on German Stock Exchange 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
  adidas® / 78% 
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
436 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of wherei
Applicable Facilities Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
257 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where 
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
13 applicable facilities (12 apparel; 1 footwear) were
independently monitored by FLA.
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit. 
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
32 fulltime, 1 part-time staff worldwide – based in Europe, 
Americas and Asia
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted.ii
Notes:
 adidas is included in FLA Year One report, available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/annual_report.html
 adidas is a Category A university licensee. 
See endnotes for a list of the universities, iii or access the FLA database to learn 
about where licensed goods are produced. 
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2. adidas-Salomon’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two1
The Social and Environmental Affairs department (SEA) administers adidas’ Standards of 
Engagement, which correspond with the standards enumerated in the FLA’s Workplace
Code.  The SEA team is comprised of 32 full-time and one part-time staff members, who
are based in three regions, Asia, the Americas, and Europe.  The department is
overseen by a global director, who shares decision-making and operational management
with three regional heads.  The leadership team reports to adidas-Salomon’s General
Counsel, who sits on adidas-Salomon’s Executive Board.
In Year Two, with the exception of licensees’ facilities, adidas did not rely on third
parties to conduct internal monitoring visits.  In some particular circumstances, the 
company did work with some third parties for capacity-building and training (see
endnote 3 for details).
The company has developed a “Lean” manufacturing2 production model, which requires
collaboration between SEA and the teams implementing this model.  As a result, SEA
conducted several joint audits with Lean teams.  Moreover, staff from other
departments, including Quality Control and Operations, has been involved in remediation
of particular issues, such as verification of workers’ hours in China. Senior sourcing
management also used their influence with suppliers to address serious noncompliance
issues in various instances.
A notable example of adidas’ compliance mainstreaming within adidas’ corporate 
structure is the development of SEA’s factory rating tool in Year Two.  Factory
compliance ratings are among the factors used to determine where adidas sourcing
takes place (other factors are quality, delivery, and product development), and the 
amount of orders any given factory receives.  adidas consolidated more than a quarter
of its supply chain in Year Two, based on combined ratings in these categories.
1 For the six companies that were part of the first FLA Public Report, Year Two spans from July
2002 until December 2003, rather than the January-December 2003 reporting period for other 
companies included in this report. The FLA extended the Year Two reporting period for these 
companies in order to transition to a reporting cycle that is based on the calendar year.
2 In this context, “Lean management” is an approach to managing supply chains to improve quality,
eliminate waste, reduce total costs, and shorten lead times. The methodology includes fostering a company
culture of continuous improvement in which all employees improve their skill levels and production
processes so that the organization achieves just in time delivery and efficiency goals.
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3. Features of adidas’ Labor Compliance Program in Year Two
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
f t1. Freedom o Association in Cen ral America
With a view to addressing the endemic problems facing fledgling unions in Central
America, adidas conducted an assessment of the underlying causes of freedom of
association issues in the region. Among key issues were perceptions among some
workers that unions were corrupt; the pre-screening of job applicants by export
processing zone administrators in order to ensure that union-affiliated workers do not 
access zone workforces; and, government’s ineffectiveness in addressing hiring 
discrimination, blacklisting, and union-busting.
The company has taken several steps towards remediation and prevention of this major
noncompliance issue in all factories in the region.
 adidas’ factory team interviewed hundreds of workers (of a 2,500 worker population)
to gain a better understanding of problems, and tailor future trainings to workers’
needs.
 adidas encouraged factories to hire SOE coordinators, and has since trained those
coordinators, and conducted two self-audit pilots at the end of the reporting period.
 adidas also worked with management and workers to establish worker-management
communication committees. (Notably the company acknowledges that the
committees need improvement with regard to their representativeness, depth of
topics addressed, and clarity of purpose among participants.)
 With a view to improving worker and management understanding about freedom of 
association, adidas cooperated with Reebok to sponsor an interactive training session 
for 155 factory managers and workers conducted by Verite.  More trainings are
planned in all facilities for the next reporting period.
According to reports from FLA Year Two monitoring visits to adidas’ applicable facilities
in Guatemala, Honduras, and Mexico, monitors did not observe noncompliance with
freedom of association standards. 
Go to http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html to access reports from FLA
independent external monitoring in adidas’ applicable facilities.
2. Hours of Work in China
In two of adidas’ applicable facilities in China, FLA-accredited monitors observed that 
hours of work exceeded the acceptable hours delineated in the FLA Workplace Code. It
was also reported that overtime was not fully paid in some cases. As reported in the
tracking charts, adidas devised plans to remediate these issues.
adidas observed that these cases illustrated some of the problems that arise in the
majority of its apparel and accessory suppliers in China, where it is common for workers 
to work excessive hours.
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In response to this issue, in 2002, adidas’ SEA team formed a Working Hours Taskforce
to investigate root causes.  The taskforce traced long hours to poor production planning,
inefficiencies on the production floor, delays in raw materials, and demands from
purchasing companies. Relating to this last point, in 2003, the taskforce reviewed
adidas’ sourcing, development and production systems; customer expectations; and the
performance of material supplier to determine if they affected working hours in the
supply chain.  After finding that these factors did, indeed, impact supplier working
hours, they adopted recommendations for sourcing managers, which included:
 A revised method of calculating supplier production capacity, order forecasting and
dealing with unplanned orders
 Suggestions for monitoring the quality and delivery performance of raw materials
suppliers
 Guidelines for adidas staff who are making last-minute orders. 
At the local level, the SEA staff has started to work with factory management to
implement the company’s standardized remediation policy for hours of work
noncompliance.  The policy requires that they:
 Develop management system for working hours and payroll
 Eliminate excessive hours from the factory work schedule, as well as double 
bookkeeping systems 
 Set up monitoring systems to help managers identify when workers or departments
are approaching legal limits
 Develop overtime sign-up lists for workers as proof that overtime is voluntary
 Submit overtime approval request forms to adidas country managers prior to
working overtime
For factories that were less responsive to these remediation efforts, SEA developed
formal enforcement policies including warning letter protocols and factory performance
ratings that ultimately would affect the level of production volumes awarded.  SEA staff
and sourcing management also were expected to follow up with management (via 
phone, email, joint factory visits and face-to-face meetings) consistently to address
working hour compliance. While there is anecdotal evidence that this strategy can,
indeed, decrease working hours, the program had not been rolled out in all facilities,
and its impact is still to be measured at the end of the Year Two reporting period. 
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
 The SEA department moved towards a monitoring system that can identify underlying
causes of noncompliance findings. To this end, the team began using a new audit 
tool and factory rating system during the reporting period (described in section 2).
According to adidas, the tools prompted deeper evaluation of the standards, provided
standardized remediation steps, and resulted in more objective factory performance
ratings.
 In Year Two, the department focused resources on training and capacity-building for
suppliers with a view to addressing the systemic causes of noncompliance.  In Year 
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Two, adidas conducted more than 90 factory management trainings in Asia, Europe 
and the Americas.
 adidas’ Fair Wage Study in Indonesia focused on finding ways to define, measure and
implement a fair wage.  The study was conducted by an Indonesian NGO and an
independent expert analyzed the findings.  The company used the findings to develop
the company’s wage policy.
 adidas organized stakeholder dialogue meetings in Guangzhou, China in November
2003, and Brussels, Belgium in October 2003.  The meetings involved representatives
from academia, investment groups, labor and advocacy groups, and factory workers,
and focused on areas where adidas could improve its approach to compliance.  The
company reported that it needed to further improve its approach to these
consultations, but that the meetings helped to focus the SEA program’s plan for the
following year. 
 In Portugal and Turkey, adidas piloted worker consultations in which a cross-section
of apparel factory workers participated in discussions about compliance, led by third
party groups.  adidas staff were observers at the meetings.  The worker discussions
revealed that top-down and bottom-up methods of communication about compliance
were not working, so adidas reported that it was working to change these structures.
4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in adidas’ Applicable Facilities
A. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (accessed at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
provide detailed information about monitoring findings and adidas’ approach to 
remediation of noncompliance issues.
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B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent Externa  Monitoring in adidas’ 
Applicable Facilities
l
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in adidas’ Applicable Facilities in Year Two.  It provides background 
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
adidas Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two:  13
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:  6
Remediation undertaken independently:   7 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities: 83
Please note: This total does not include the audit conducted by COVERCO in Guatemala.
COVERCO’s methodology differs from the standard FLA audit in that monitors visit the factory
repeatedly over a four-month period and a total number of person days is not
calculated.
Average person days per facility:   7
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:  1,603
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia
-- China 2
Bureau Veritas (2) 
Southeast Asia
-- Vietnam, Indonesia,
Thailand, Malaysia, 
7
 Global Standards (3), Bureau Veritas
(1), Kenan Institute Asia (3),
South Asia
-- Pakistan 1
 Societé Generale de Surveillance (1) 
Americas
-- Mexico, Guatemala,
Honduras
3
 A & L Group, Inc. (2), Coverco (1)
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C. Independent External Mon toring Resultsi
adidas-Salomon
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 12** 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the sections following the pie chart.
Nondiscrimination, 3%
Harassment or Abuse, 10%
Forced Labor , 3%
Child Labor, 1%
Code Awareness, 6%
Miscellaneous, 0%
OT Compensation, 7%
Hours of Work, 8%
Wages and Benefits, 25%
Freedom of Association, 4% Health and Safety, 33%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking charts (http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html  to)
learn more about adidas’ approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized in the chart
above.
** Because the report for one of the facilities was not available at the time when this 
repor  was written  this chart is based on 12 out of 13 factory reports.t ,
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code Provision of the total non-
compliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors in adidas facilities, which
adidas addressed through remediation in Year Two.  Non-compliance findings with
regard to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues, making up
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33% of the total non-compliance issues identified.3  The most commonly reported and
remediated Health and Safety issues were related to inadequate postings and 
evacuation procedures, safety equipment, personal protective equipment, and
machinery maintenance.
Noncompliance with the FLA’s Hours and Wages standard was also common, with a total 
of 40% of all findings relating to Wages and Benefits (25%), Hours of Work (8%) 
and Overtime Compensation (7%).  The top Hours and Wages issues that were
reported by FLA monitors and taken up by adidas through corrective action plans were
related to overtime limitations, overtime compensation, worker awareness of their
wages and benefits, and the factory's provision of legal benefits to workers.
Noncompliance with other Code Provisions was reported by FLA monitors with less 
frequency. As discussed in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for 
more effective monitoring and remediation of the Code Provisions that are particularly 
complex and difficult to assess, such as Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, Nondiscrimination, and Harassment and Abuse.
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for adidas.
Likewise, there were no findings of underage workers in these facilities.  The Forced
Labor (2%) and Child Labor (1%) noncompliance reported above related to other
benchmarks categorized under these Code provisions.  Please follow the links in the
graph above to learn more about the benchmarks for these and other FLA Code
provisions, and visit the FLA factory tracking charts to learn more about adidas’
approach to remediating all of the noncompliance issues mentioned above.
3 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable issues in a facility, and therefore figure very 
highly in the total number of findings.
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2) Eddie Bauer
1. Eddie Bauer’s Company Profile 
Company Name: Eddie Bauer
Year of FLA Implementation: 2nd year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2004 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $1,300
Company Status: Part of Spiegel Group, which is publicly traded 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
Eddie Bauer® Apparel / 84% 
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
288 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of whereiv
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
201 applicable facilities 
See endnotes for a list of where
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
9 applicable facilities independently monitored by FLA
Part 4 below provides detailed information.  The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
4 full-time and 14 part-time staff worldwide – based at corporate 
headquarters and in two regions: Asia and the Americas.
Part 2 below provides detailed program information.
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted.v
Notes:
Eddie Bauer is included in FLA Year One report, available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/annual_report.html
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2. Eddie Bauer ’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two4
In Year Two, Eddie Bauer’s Global Labor Practice Program continued its compliance
work with respect to Eddie Bauer’s Code of Conduct, which corresponds to the FLA Code
of Conduct. The company experienced bankruptcy, however, in Year Two, which had a
direct effect on relationships with suppliers, as well as the Global Labor Practices’
Program’s monitoring plan.  As a result, Eddie Bauer Compliance staff members focused 
on key compliance activities in an effort to uphold the company’s FLA obligations despite
bankruptcy.
In Year Two, the Global Labor Practices Program was managed by the Director of Public
Affairs and Corporate Social Responsibility, who reports to the Divisional Vice President 
of Sourcing and Production.  Two full-time compliance staff members at headquarters
coordinated with two full-time compliance staff members in Asia to administer the 
program. Approximately 14 staff members from various divisions of Eddie Bauer -- 
including corporate and overseas sourcing staff, merchandising staff, and senior
management -- have part-time responsibilities for compliance work.  At the field level,
merchandising and sourcing staff communicated Eddie Bauer’s Code to factories,
assisted with internal audits, and followed-up on some remediation plans.
Eddie Bauer contracted the monitoring company Global Social Compliance to conduct 34
first-time monitoring visits to new sourcing facilities in Year Two. Eddie Bauer staff 
conducted all other monitoring visits during this period.
3. Features of Eddie Bauer ’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
In Year Two, Eddie Bauer instituted a pre-sourcing protocol requiring all new contractors 
to submit to and pay for a complete monitoring visit by a third-party monitor (Global
Social Compliance) prior to being accepted into the company’s factory base. Eddie Bauer
reported that conditioning business on compliance in some instances encouraged 
factories to take proactive measures to improve their compliance systems in advance of
the monitoring visit.
Eddie Bauer reported that it focused much of its compliance efforts in Year Two on 
China in response to various findings there, relating primarily to hours of work and fair 
compensation.  Fraudulent records kept by factories in China were also a main concern
for the company.  With a view to addressing these issues, the Global Labor Practices
Program conducted unannounced internal monitoring visits more frequently in China,
and remediation was overseen through more frequent return visits and follow-up
communications.  Factories were encouraged to address management systems that 
contributed to noncompliance issues.  In several cases, the company reported having
successfully influenced vendors and factories to hire specialized compliance staff or 
consultants to improve compliance systems.
4 For the six companies that were part of the first FLA Public Report, Year Two spans from July
2002 until December 2003, rather than the January-December 2003 reporting period for other 
companies included in this report. The FLA extended the Year Two reporting period for these 
companies in order to transition to a reporting cycle that is based on the calendar year.
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FLA independent monitoring in four Eddie Bauer facilities in China and Hong Kong 
supported the company’s observation that working hours and overtime compensation
are challenging issues in the company’s applicable facilities in the region.  At the time of 
drafting this report, Eddie Bauer had completed follow-up visits to at least two of the
facilities monitored by the FLA in order to observe the extent to which remediation of
issues relating to working hours and other Code provisions had been undertaken. The
company reported positive progress in this regard, but added that further follow-up is in 
order. To review progress in these facilities, go to
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html.
It is worth noting that due to bankruptcy, Eddie Bauer reported having limited resources
to fund special initiatives/projects in Year Two. Therefore, the Global Labor Practices
Program focused on its core programs, namely monitoring and remediation.
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
 A new full-time Senior Labor Practices Auditor was hired during the reporting period.
She helped to develop Eddie Bauer’s compliance program in Asia, and provided
training to the Assistant Compliance Auditor based in the region.
 In Year Two, the Global Labor Compliance Program conducted half-day compliance
training seminars in Hong Kong, China (Dongguan and Shanghai), Thailand and
Taiwan for approximately 60 Eddie Bauer staff members. The seminars addressed 
local labor law and compliance challenges, FLA participation requirements, and
monitoring methods. The trainer also conducted onsite factory trainings with selected 
staff members as a supplementary compliance exercise.
 Eddie Bauer participated in a two-day interactive training that focused on worker
interview techniques. The training was conducted by Verite and took place in
Portland, OR.  The two Global Labor Compliance Program staff members who
attended the training used their new skills to train other staff members at 
headquarters and in Asia. 
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4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Eddie Bauer ’s Applicable Facilities 
B. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
provide detailed information about monitoring findings and Eddie Bauer’s approach to 
remediation of noncompliance issues.
B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring in Eddie
Bauer’s Applicable Facilities 
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in Eddie Bauer applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background 
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
Eddie Bauer Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two:  9
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:  2
Remediation undertaken independently:   7 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:    50 
Average person days per facility: 6
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:   761
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia 
-- China, Hong Kong 4
Societe General du Serveillance (3), 
Bureau Veritas  (1) 
Southeast Asia
-- Vietnam, Indonesia,
Thailand
3
Global Standards (1), Bureau Veritas
(1), Kenan Institute Asia (1)
Americas
-- USA, Mexico 2
A & L Group, Inc (1), Cotecna (1)
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C. Independent External Monitoring Results
Eddie Bauer 
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 9 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the section following the pie chart.
Nondiscrimination, 3%
Harassment or Abuse, 5%
Child Labor, 3%
Forced Labor , 6%
Code Awareness, 9%
Miscellaneous, 1%
OT Compensation, 5%
Hours of Work, 9%
Wages and Benefits, 15%
Freedom of Association, 4%
Health and Safety, 40%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking charts (http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to
learn more about Eddie Bauer’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here.
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code Provision of the total non-
compliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors in Eddie Bauer facilities, which
Eddie Bauer addressed through remediation in Year Two.  Non-compliance findings with
regard to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues, making up
40% of the total non-compliance issues identified.5  The most commonly reported and
5 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable noncompliance issues in many facilities
worldwide, and therefore figure very highly in the total number of findings.
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remediated Health and Safety issues were related to fire safety, safety equipment and
personal protective equipment.
Issues related to Hours and Wages were also common, with a total of 29% of all
findings relating to Wages and Benefits (15%), Hours of Work (9%) and Overtime
Compensation (5%).  The top Hours and Wages issues that were reported by FLA
monitors and taken up by Eddie Bauer through corrective action plans were related to 
overtime limitations, the factory's provision of legal benefits to workers, and inadequate 
time-recording systems. 
Other Code Provisions were reported by FLA monitors with less frequency.  As discussed 
in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more effective
monitoring and remediation of the Code Provisions that are particularly complex and
difficult to assess, such as Nondiscrimination, Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, and Harassment and Abuse.
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for Eddie Bauer. 
Likewise, there were no findings of underage workers in these facilities.  The Forced
Labor (6%) and Child Labor (3%) noncompliance reported above related to other
benchmarks categorized under these Code provisions.  Please follow the links in the
graph above to learn more about the benchmarks for these and other FLA Code
provisions, and visit the FLA factory tracking charts to learn more about Eddie Bauer’s
approach to remediation of all of the noncompliance issues mentioned above.
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3) GEAR For Sports
1. GEAR For Sports Company Profile
Company Name: GFSI, Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2005 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $100-500* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Company Status: GEAR for Sports is privately owned
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue: 
GEAR For Sports®   /  67%
Champion Custom Products® / 33%
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
34 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where vi
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
20 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where 
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
1 applicable facility independently monitored by FLA 
Part 4 below provides detailed information.  The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
1 full-time staff person based at company headquarters
coordinates with several GEAR staff members who are not in the 
compliance department. 
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted. vii
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Notes:
GEAR for Sports is an FLA Category A University Licensee. 
See endnotes for a list of the universities, viii or access the FLA database to 
learn about where licensed goods are produced. 
GEAR was considered an FLA Participating Company in Year One, but 
postponed the start of its initial implementation of the FLA 
program to Year Two.
2. GEAR For Sports’ Labor Compliance Program in Year Two6
In Year Two, GEAR for Sports (“GEAR”) completed the first year of its initial 
implementation period of the FLA program. GEAR’s Global Human Rights Program is the 
department responsible for ensuring compliance with the GEAR For Sports/Champion
Custom Code of Conduct, which corresponds to the FLA Code of Conduct. During the
reporting period, the Global Human Rights Program consisted of one full-time staff 
member, the Director of Logistics, Customs, and Global Human Rights, who managed
and directed all the functions of the program. This position was supported by two staff
members at corporate headquarters who assisted with managing FLA program
requirements on a part-time basis. The Director of Logistics, Customs, and Global 
Human Rights reports to the Senior Vice President of Sourcing, Inventory Management,
and Logistics, who in turn reports to the President/Chief Operating Officer.
The Global Human Rights program relied on the Quality Control staff of the company’s
agents/buying agent to communicate the Code to factory management, and conduct
internal monitoring and remediation follow-up. In this first year of implementing FLA 
requirements, internal monitors conducted compliance audits of 20 facilities, which 
represented 60% of the company’s factory base. In addition, GEAR reported that its
Quality Control staff visited all contract factories on a weekly basis and, as such, were 
responsible for conducting informal reviews of workplace conditions in the course of 
their work.
6 For those companies being reported on for the first time, Year Two extends from January through
December 2003.
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3. Features of GEAR’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two7
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
In the first year of its initial implementation of the FLA program, GEAR’s Global Human
Rights Program focused on implementing FLA company obligations -- particularly factory
monitoring and remediation -- and training its staff and internal monitors (i.e., Quality 
Control/Buying Agent staff) about FLA standards.
 Those engaged in internal monitoring and remediation were introduced to the FLA 
monitoring protocol and audit instrument requirements, as well as some regional and
country-specific labor issues.
 Internal monitors conducted compliance audits of 20 facilities, which represented 
60% of GEAR’s factory base.
 In Year Two, the staff responsible for monitoring in Honduras and Guatemala
attended a meeting of multi-stakeholder participants in the FLA Central America
Project. Suppliers for GEAR also attended the meeting, upon a strong
recommendation from GEAR.
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
In Year Two, GEAR For Sports completed the first year of its initial implementation of
the FLA program. Progress on its fulfillment of FLA requirements will be reported on in
next year’s report.
7 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the FLA
by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the reader 
with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in GEAR’s Applicable Facilities 
l
C. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
provide detailed information about monitoring findings and Gear for Sports’ approach to
remediation of noncompliance issues.
B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent Externa  Monitoring in GEAR For
Sports’ Applicable Facilities 
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in GEAR For Sports applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background 
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
GEAR For Sports Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two 
Number of IEMs in Year Two:       1 
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:             0 
Remediation undertaken independently:             1 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:      4
Average person days per facility:      4
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:     362
Regions IndependentExternal
Monitoring Visits 
FLA-Accredited Monitors Conducting 
Visits
Americas
-- Honduras 1
A & L Group Inc. (ALGI)
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C. Independent External Monitoring Results
Gear for Sports
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 1 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the section following the pie chart.
OT Compensation, 5%
Hours of Work, 18%
Code Awareness, 0% Forced Labor , 5%
Miscellaneous, 5%
Child Labor, 0%
Harassment or Abuse, 0%
Nondiscrimination, 5%
Health and Safety, 34%
Freedom of Association, 5%Wages and Benefits, 23%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking chart (at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) for 
this fac ory to learn more about GEAR’s approach to remediation of the issues summarized here.t
The figure above displays the percentage of total noncompliance issues reported by FLA
independent monitors, which GEAR took up through remediation in Year Two.
In the case of GEAR, this graph represents findings and remediation in one factory,
since the FLA monitored one GEAR facility this year (see section 4-A for further
explanation of the FLA’s approach to monitoring).  Issues related to Hours and Wages
were the most commonly reported, with a total of 51% of all finding relating to Wages
and Benefits (23%), Hours of Work (18%), Overtime Compensation (5%), and
Forced Labor (5% -- relating to forced overtime; no forced or bonded labor was
observed in the facility).  Among other things, GEAR has reported that it is working with
the factory to ensure that workers do not work through their lunch breaks and do not
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feel compelled to work overtime against their will.  In order to ensure that workers 
receive legal overtime payment, to install a clock system to more accurately record
workers’ hours.
Totaling 34% of issues, Health and Safety issues ranged from lack of fire precautions
in the cafeteria to workers failure to use safety equipment.  Some of GEAR’s corrective
action plans included working with the factory to conduct trainings for workers about
use of safety equipment, and making infrastructure changes as necessary.
It is worth noting that there is a union present in the monitored facility, however the 
FLA monitor has raised some questions about its legitimacy.  Please visit the FLA factory
tracking chart to learn more about how GEAR has addressed this and other
noncompliance findings.
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4) Liz Claiborne, Inc.
1. Liz Claiborne, Inc. Company Profile 
Company Name: Liz Claiborne, Inc (LCI)
Year of FLA Implementation: 2nd year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2004 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $ 4,241 
Company Status: Public [NYSE: LIZ] 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
The following brands make up approx. 48% of LCI revenue:
Liz Claiborne®*, Claiborne® (Men’s), Dana Buchman®, Villager®,
Emma James®, Russ®, Crazy Horse® (Women’s & Men’s), First Issue®,
Axcess®, Sigrid Olsen®, Elisabeth® - Retail
*Lizsport, Lizwear, Liz & Co., and Liz Claiborne-Women have merged under the Liz 
Claiborne label. 
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
273 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of whereix
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
199 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
13 applicable facilities independently monitored by FLA 
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
4 full-time and 17 part-time staff worldwide – based in various 
countries, with headquarters in US.
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted.x
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Notes:
 LCI is included in FLA Year One report, which can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/annual_report.html.
 LCI was involved in remediation of a third party complaint issued 
to FLA in June 2003 regarding a facility in Guatemala.  Status as 
of July 2004: OPEN.
See the third party complaints section of this report for a report on that
factory.
 LCI acquired several new brands in 2003, and is working to 
include them in the FLA in the future. 
2. Liz Claiborne, Inc.’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two8
LCI’s Standards of Engagement are based on the FLA’s Workplace Code of Conduct.  In 
Year Two, LCI increased the size of its Compliance Department, which, as of December
2003, consisted of 4 full-time and 17 part-time staff worldwide.  The Vice President of 
Human Rights Compliance is based in New York and oversees compliance activities in
coordination with compliance team members -- some of whom are LCI agents -- located
in 9 different countries in East Asia, South Asia, and the Americas. The VP of Human
Rights Compliance reports to the Senior Vice President of Corporate Affairs/General 
Counsel, who in turn reports to LCI’s Chairman of the Board and CEO.
In countries where LCI did not possess adequate staff resources, LCI contracted with
Global Social Compliance (GSC) to conduct internal monitoring visits and follow-up.  In
sum, GSC monitored 34 factories on LCI’s behalf.  In Thailand, Kenan Institute Asia was
contracted to conduct 2 compliance visits.
With a view to supplementing LCI Compliance Department activities, LCI quality staff
and country managers were instructed to report all noncompliance issues to the
Compliance Staff.  Such reporting increased in Year Two, particular in the Americas,
where in several cases, quality staff actively participated in remediation (e.g., a quality 
technician with an engineering background has made various health and safety changes
in factories). At the executive level, the VP of Human Rights participated in quarterly
meetings of the LCI Allocation Committee (which makes decisions about factory
allocations for future seasons), as well as monthly executive collaboration meetings and 
other high-level meetings, where manufacturing, sourcing and compliance issues are
discussed.
8 For the six companies that were part of the first FLA Public Report, Year Two spans from July
2002 until December 2003, rather than the January-December 2003 reporting period for other 
companies included in this report. The FLA extended the Year Two reporting period for these 
companies in order to transition to a reporting cycle that is based on the calendar year.
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3. Features of LCI’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two9
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
LCI reported that it focused considerable attention on Hours of Work and Overtime 
Wages in Year Two, since these were two of the most common and challenging 
noncompliance issues encountered by the company.  LCI staff reported having used 
alternative methods to determine working hours in many cases, e.g., reviewing shipping 
information or broken needle records, and night surveillance of the factory. These
findings were also instrumental in measuring whether workers received adequate 
overtime pay.
LCI focused on this issue in China where monitors had found especially high rates of 
noncompliance with these standards there, citing issues of double books and workers’
understanding of overtime policies.  Therefore, the compliance team worked to develop
relationships with management that would lead to transparent payroll record-keeping.
The company also worked with suppliers to develop overtime policies, requiring that
they post them where they were visible for workers to review.  LCI also made several
follow-up visits and phone calls to key facilities in order to chart their progress in 
ensuring “reasonable” work hours and fair wage payments.
LCI hosted five vendor workshops in China during the reporting period, which included 
sessions that focused on payroll records and working hours, and the need for 
transparency and compliance with regard to these standards.  In addition, the VP of 
Human Rights and LCI’s Lead Monitor in Asia held approximately 30 individual meetings
with high level representatives of main suppliers during the year to highlight the 
importance of improvement in this area.
The FLA conducted five (5) independent monitoring visits to LCI applicable facilities in 
China in Year Two.  Of these factories, FLA monitors reported noncompliance with at 
least one of the three FLA Hours and Wages standards in four facilities.  Through
correspondence and return visits, LCI staff required various corrective actions, ranging
from the purchase of new timekeeping software, to the payment of overtime wages that
were not paid to workers who worked Sundays, to policy postings and trainings for 
workers and supervisors for improved understanding of the pay system.  Please see LCI 
tracking charts to review these reports in detail.
While the company reported that some factories had made improvements (an estimated
20 percent) as a result of various efforts, the continued high rate of noncompliance with
hours of work and overtime standards had led the compliance staff to consider taking
more drastic measures -- including ultimately dropping noncompliant facilities from
factory lists.  The company also reported that it looked forward to actively participating 
in the FLA’s Hours of Work in China project as an alternative means by which to bring
about compliance.
9 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the FLA
by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the reader 
with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
 This year, LCI increased internal monitoring from 28% of all active applicable facilities
to over 50%, surpassing the company’s goal for internal monitoring for the period. 
Monitoring was targeted at facilities where there was a higher risk of noncompliance, 
as well as those not monitored in Year One.
 Of the 199 factories that LCI internally monitored in Year Two, almost half received
follow-up visits.  LCI’s Compliance Department conducted 95 follow-up visits in all
during the reporting period.
 LCI standardized worker interview questions and procedures for improved factory
monitoring.  The policy instructs monitors to conduct at least 10 interviews or 5% of
the workforce, whichever is greater, in locations that provide worker confidentiality,
such as cafeterias or dormitories, or offsite locations.
 In Year Two, all new factories were audited before being approved for sourcing.  At
least six factories were declined for sourcing because of noncompliance issues, in
particular falsified payroll and time records.  In at least one case, factory remediation
of key issues resulted in LCI’s eventually sourcing there.
4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Liz Claiborne’s Applicable 
Facilities
A. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) provide detailed
information about monitoring findings and LCI’s approach to remediation of 
noncompliance issues.
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B. Summary of FLA Independent External Monitoring in LCI Applicable
Facilities
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in LCI applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background information
about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
LCI Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two 
Number of IEMs in Year Two: 11
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:  5 
Remediation undertaken independently:   6 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:*  71.5
Average person days per facility:*    7
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:* 370
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia 
-- China, Hong Kong 5
Kenan Institute Asia (2), SGS (2),
Bureau Veritas  (1) 
Southeast Asia
-- Indonesia, Philippines 2
Bureau Veritas  (2)
South Asia 
-- India 2
SGS (1),  Bureau Veritas  (1) 
Americas
-- Guatemala, Peru 2
Coverco (1), Cotecna (1)
t
* Because the report for one of the facilities has not yet been submitted, these figures
are based on 10 fac ory reports.
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iC. Independent External Mon toring Results
Liz Claiborne, Inc. 
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 10** 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the sections following the pie chart.
Nondiscrimination, 2%
Harassment or Abuse, 8%
Forced Labor , 5%
Child Labor, 0%
Code Awareness, 7%
Miscellaneous, 0%
OT Compensation, 5%
Hours of Work, 8%
Wages and Benefits, 16%
Freedom of Association, 4%
Health and Safety, 45%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking charts (http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to
learn more about LCI’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here. 
**Please note: Because the report for one of the LCI facilities monitored by FLA was not yet 
available at the time of drafting this report, this pie graph is based on findings from 10 factory 
reports.
The figure above displays the percentage of total noncompliance issues reported by FLA
independent monitors, which LCI took up through remediation in Year Two. Health
and Safety was the noncompliance issue that was most commonly reported in 
independently monitored LCI facilities, making up 45% of the total noncompliance
issues (i.e., approximately 7 health and safety issues were raised in each facility).10
10 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable noncompliance issues in many facilities
worldwide, and therefore figure very highly in the total number of findings.
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Reported and remediated health and safety issues included inadequate safety postings
and evacuation procedures, insufficient personal protective equipment and other safety
equipment, and chemical management issues.
Issues related to Hours and Wages were also common in Year Two visits to LCI facilities. 
A total of 29% of all findings related to Wages and Benefits (16%), Hours of Work
(8%) or Overtime Compensation (5%). Top Hours and Wages issues that were 
reported by FLA monitors and taken up by LCI through corrective action plans were
excessive overtime and inadequate time recording systems.  Moreover, monitors were
unable to confirm that minimum wage laws had been applied due to inadequate record-
keeping.
Other Code Provisions were reported by FLA monitors with less frequency.  As discussed 
in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more effective
monitoring and remediation of the Code Provisions that are particularly complex and
difficult to assess, such as Nondiscrimination, Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, and Harassment and Abuse.
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for LCI. The
Forced Labor (5%) noncompliance reported above related to other benchmarks
categorized under this Code provision.  Please follow the links in the graph above to 
learn more about the benchmarks for this and other FLA Code provisions, and visit the 
FLA factory tracking charts to learn more about LCI’s approach to remediation of all of 
the noncompliance issues mentioned above.
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5) Nike, Inc.
1. Nike Company Profile 
Company Name: Nike Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 2nd year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2004 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $9,776
Company Status: Public [NYSE:NKE] 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
  Nike / 91%
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
1,074 applicable facilities 
See endnotes for a list of wherexi
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
860 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where 
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
40 applicable facilities (30 apparel; 10 footwear) were 
independently monitored by FLA
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
99 full-time and 2 part-time staff worldwide – based in various 
regions, with headquarters in the US. 
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conductedxii
Notes:
 Nike is included in FLA Year One report, accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/annual_report.html
 Nike is a university licensee. 
See endnotes for a list of the universities, xiii or access the FLA database to 
learn about where licensed goods are produced.
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 Nike was involved in remediation of two (2) third party 
complaints during the reporting period:
o Complaint issued in July 2003 regarding a facility in Sri 
Lanka -- status as of July 2004: CLOSED; Complete report can be 
accessed in FLA Year One Public Report.
o Complaint issued January 2002 regarding facility in Dominican 
Republic – status as of July 2004: CLOSED; Please see complete 
report in third party complaints section of this report.
2. Nike’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two11
The goal of Nike’s compliance program is to implement Nike’s Code of Conduct (which
corresponds with FLA’s Workplace Code) throughout its supply chain.  In Year Two, the
Nike Compliance department increased its size to more than 90 full-time and 2 part-time 
staff members around the world. The Vice President of Compliance, who reports to the
Vice President of Apparel Sourcing, oversees the compliance staff, which is based at 
Nike headquarters and in Nike liaison and production offices overseas.  Compliance field
staff is organized into four regional teams: Americas, Europe/Middle East/Africa, North
Asia, and South Asia. 
Nike compliance staff conducts most management audits, which are comprehensive
internal monitoring visits.  In Year Two, Nike contracted third party monitoring groups to
conduct pre-sourcing audits.  The company also contracted with third-parties to
undertake capacity building programs (endnote xii provides the list of groups Nike 
worked with in Year Two).
Other members of Nike’s staff are involved in the company’s compliance activities.  For
instance, Nike production managers, who make frequent visits to Nike facilities, are
responsible for carrying out SHAPE factory assessments (which involve a brief review of 
factory working conditions – see FLA’s Year One report for further explanation) and
following up on some factory remediation plans.  Nike reports that sourcing staff 
members are required to spend 10-15% of their time doing compliance-related work.
Sourcing managers also use their leverage as buyers to influence factories to move
forward with various compliance activities. 
11 For the six companies that were part of the first FLA Public Report, Year Two spans from July
2002 until December 2003, rather than the January-December 2003 reporting period for other 
companies included in this report. The FLA extended the Year Two reporting period for these 
companies in order to transition to a reporting cycle that is based on the calendar year.
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3. Features of Nike’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two12
t
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
1. Training and Capacity-building:
According to Nike records, more than 11,000 factory employees have participated in
various capacity-building programs sponsored by Nike during the reporting period, from
August 2002 through November 2003. Trainings for managers included cross-cultural
trainings in the Americas for factories with Asian management and Spanish-speaking
employees.  Managers participated in trainings on labor law and health and safety in 
China and Hong Kong, and projects with ISOS in Indonesia, Vietnam and China focused 
on health and safety.  The ISOS health project in Indonesia, for example, included
assessments of nine factories’ health facilities, and six-week training sessions for the
health care providers at those facilities.  Global Alliance also offered supervisor trainings
in more than 30 Nike contracted facilities.
Workers also participated in trainings. The Global Alliance, ISOS, and other local
organizations ran worker development programs that focused on key issues like 
reproductive health, basic labor standards, and life skills, such as personal finance.
Workers from more than 50 factories participated in these programs, most of which
were rolled out in Nike contracted footwear facilities.  See endnote xii for a list of groups 
that Nike contracted for capacity-building work.
2. Grievance Repor ing Systems
In order to strengthen mechanisms for reporting workplace problems at a local level, 
Nike cooperated with local organizations to develop grievance reporting systems, one in 
Indonesia and the other in China.  As of the end of the reporting period, Nike had
completed phase one of a pilot project that was initiated in July 2003 in cooperation
with a local group in Qingdao, China.  The project involves multiple steps that aim to put
an effective complaints mechanism in place for workers.
As part of its first phase, the group assessed the workers’ knowledge of Chinese Labor
Law.  Next, it designed a peer-training for 50 workers who will ultimately act as trainers
for other workers. At the end of the reporting period, the group was in the process of
developing grievance communication systems, which include grievance boxes, a hotline, 
access to the labor union office for consultations, and email addresses.  Once the 
systems are developed, the 50 nominated workers will participate in the trainings that 
focus on: work hours, vacation/holiday, worker health and safety, labor disputes, labor
contracts, and social insurance. Over the long term, the 50 workers are expected to
train other workers, and about half of them will participate in the “grievance committee”
at the factory where the pilot is taking place. A follow-up assessment is planned at the
end of the project in order to measure the degree to which workers’ understanding of
the Code and grievance procedures has improved.
12 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the 
FLA by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the
reader with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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3. Hours and Wages
Nike reported that excessive overtime and inaccurate computation of overtime wages
were two of the top issues that concerned the company’s compliance staff in Year Two.
Nike’s annual report to the FLA discussed various cases in Canada and the United States
where the company states that it secured restitution of back pay for workers when they
were not paid adequately for hours worked.  Year Two FLA independent external
monitoring reports provide supporting evidence that overtime issues exist in Nike’s North
American facilities, and that the company has taken steps in those particular instances
to provide back-pay to workers who have not received adequate overtime pay.
Nike also reported that it was working to address issues of overtime and compensation
in Thailand by working with factories to reduce the common practice of keeping double
books.  In several Year Two monitoring visits of Nike contracted facilities, FLA monitors
did indeed observe some issues relating to overtime in facilities; for example, workers
did not have a clear understanding of overtime wage calculation and voluntary overtime.
In those facilities, Nike worked with factories to institute overtime work and pay policies,
which were posted for workers to see.  Nike also encouraged factories to alleviate
overtime by monitoring production schedules and workers’ hours.  Reports on Nike’s
contracted facilities that were monitored by the FLA can be accessed at
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html.
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
 Nike increased the size of its compliance staff to include more than 90 full-time and 2
part-time staff. At the end of the last reporting period, Nike had approximately 64
staff members. During Year Two, compliance program leadership focused on training 
the entire compliance staff. Trainings included the “Global Compliance Summit” in
November 2002, where the entire compliance staff met for a week; a weeklong “M-
auditor boot camp” for internal monitors; and environment, health and safety training
for staff in the Americas and Asia.
 Nike internal compliance staff began to conduct all “Management audits” (in addition
to SHAPE audits – see the FLA Year One Public Report for more on these different
monitoring approaches) throughout the Nike supply chain. Prior to September 2002,
these audits were conducted by third party monitors. In Year Two, however, third
party monitors were relied upon to conduct pre-sourcing monitoring only, and 
participated in trainings that introduced them to Nike’s new monitoring process. 
 At the end of the reporting period Nike was in the process of improving its 
compliance database so that records could be synchronized between offices in
different regions.  Records include information about communication between
compliance and production managers about specific factory remediation issues.
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4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Nike’s Applicable Facilities 
A. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts provide detailed information about monitoring findings and Nike’s
approach to remediation of noncompliance issues.  They can be accessed at
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html.
B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring in N ke’s
Applicable Facilities
i
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in Nike applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background information 
about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
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Nike Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two:  40 
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:  10
Remediation undertaken independently:   30 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:  545 
Average person days per facility:   14
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:  2,234 
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia 
-- China 9
Kenan Institute Asia (4), Societe
General du Serveillance (2), Bureau
Veritas (3) 
Southeast Asia
-- Malaysia, Thailand, 
Indonesia, Vietnam
16
Kenan Institute Asia (7) , Societe
General du Serveillance (3), Bureau
Veritas (6) 
South Asia 
-- India, Pakistan 7
T-Group Solutions (3), Societe
General du Serveillance (2), Phulki (2)
Americas
-- USA, Mexico, Dominican 
Republic, Honduras, Brazil 
8
Cotecna (3), A & L Group, Inc (5) 
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C. Independent External Mon toring Resultsi
Nike
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 40 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the section following the pie chart. 
Health and Safety, 54%
Nondiscrimination, 3%
Harassment or Abuse, 4%
OT Compensation, 5%
Hours of Work, 7%
Miscellaneous, 1%
Code Awareness, 7%
Child Labor, 2%
Forced Labor , 1%
Wages and Benefits, 12%
Freedom of Association, 4%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking charts http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html to 
learn more about Nike’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here.
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code Provision of the total non-
compliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors in Nike applicable facilities,
which Nike addressed through remediation in Year Two.  Non-compliance findings
relating to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues, making up 
54% of the total non-compliance issues identified.13  The most commonly reported and
remediated Health and Safety issues related to inadequate postings and evacuation
procedures, safety equipment and personal protective equipment.
13 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable issues in a facility, and therefore figure very 
highly in the total number of findings.
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Issues related to Hours and Wages were also common, with a total of 24% of all
findings relating to Wages and Benefits (12%), Hours of Work (7%) and Overtime
Compensation (5%).  The top Hours and Wages issues that were reported by FLA
monitors and taken up by Nike through corrective action plans were related to overtime
limitations, overtime compensation, and worker awareness of their wages and benefits.
There were no findings of underage workers in facilities producing for Nike.  Issues
categorized under the Child Labor provision (2% of all noncompliance reported) mainly
related to factories having inadequate documentation for workers’ ages in factories
records, as required by the FLA.
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in these facilities.  Most 
noncompliance issues categorized under the Forced Labor provision (1% of all
noncompliance reported) related to factories keeping inadequate records to demonstrate
compliance with all FLA benchmarks for this Provision. 
As discussed in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more
effective monitoring and remediation of the Code Provisions that are particularly
complex and difficult to assess, such as Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, Nondiscrimination, and Harassment and Abuse.
Please visit the FLA factory tracking charts to see complete reports on these and other
monitoring findings, and to learn more about Nike’s approach to remediation of all of the
noncompliance issues mentioned above.
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6) Nordstrom, Inc.
1. Nordstrom’s Profile 
Company Name: Nordstrom, Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2005 
Annual Sales in FY 2003 (millions): $6,500 (approx.)
Company Status: public [NASDAQ:JWN] 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Sales:
Nordstrom Private Labeled Apparel / 15% (approx.) 
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
302 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where xiv
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
281 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where 
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
12 applicable facilities independently monitored by FLA
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
9 full-time staff worldwide – based at headquarters in US
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted. xv
Notes:
Nordstrom is the first retailer to join the FLA. 
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2. Nordstrom’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two14
Nordstrom completed the first year of its three-year initial implementation period of the 
FLA program in December 2003. Over the course of the year, Nordstrom Product Group
(NPG), which is responsible for the production of Nordstrom private-label products,
applied the FLA program to the group’s apparel lines.  The company has furthermore
committed to integrate the FLA program into the labor compliance programs that apply
to footwear and gifts in coming years.
Nordstrom’s Social Compliance program is the principal department within its corporate 
structure responsible for carrying out FLA requirements. The program administers the
compliance process with respect to the Nordstrom Code of Conduct, which corresponds
to the provisions of the FLA Code of Conduct. The Code is conveyed to Nordstrom’s
vendors, factories, and buying agents through the Nordstrom Partnership Guidelines. 
The Social Compliance program is housed within the Nordstrom Product Group (NPG)
division and interacts with all departments within NPG.  The Division Vice President leads
the Social Compliance program and reports to the Executive Vice President, Director of
Supply Chain.  In Year Two, the Social Compliance program was comprised of 9 staff 
members based at Nordstrom’s US headquarters.  The staff was responsible for
designing the program, training, and oversight of the program worldwide. They
cooperated with four “Key Agents” in Asia and the Middle East, who carried-out
monitoring, remediation, and other compliance activities on behalf of Nordstrom.
Nordstrom also relied on third-party monitors to conduct all monitoring visits to factories
not under the scope of a Key Agent, as well as all pre-sourcing visits to new facilities.  In 
sum, Cal Safety Compliance Corporation conducted 123 audits and Bureau Veritas
conducted 66 audits on behalf of Nordstrom around the world. Further details are 
provided in endnote xv. Nordstrom conducted internal monitoring visits to 100% of its
applicable facilities at least once in the reporting period.
Social Compliance staff participated in a ‘cross-functional team’ comprised of staff
representatives from Sourcing, Production, Quality Assurance, Logistic, Customs
Compliance and International Payment with a view to a more thorough integration of
compliance into Nordstrom’s core business model. Members of these departments also
reviewed factory compliance and followed-up on remediation when they visited
factories.
14 For first year companies, the FLA Year Two ran from January-December 2003. 
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3. Features of Nordstrom’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two15
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
 In 2003, Nordstrom evaluated its Social Compliance Program and developed a 3-year
plan, which included goals for the program’s growth. The plan was established and 
approved by all executive levels of Nordstrom. Quarterly reports were created to
evaluate the Social Compliance program’s progress in meeting goals.
 The Social Compliance Program developed an information database for data
collection and analysis of compliance in contract facilities.  Audit reports were stored
on the database, and accumulated data were used to focus future compliance
activities in different countries/regions.
 The company contracted third-party monitors to conduct full social compliance audits
at all new factories prior to their addition to Nordstrom’s factory base (go to footnote
xv to access the list of monitoring groups). According to the policy, factories are not
authorized to receive purchase orders unless they have successfully completed any
remediation action items identified in the pre-sourcing audit.
 Since agents are Nordstrom’s in-country representatives and are relied upon to
provide specialized knowledge regarding relevant law and social norms that affect 
workers in applicable facilities, Nordstrom required all agents that were involved in
social compliance work to participate in trainings on Nordstrom standards and basic
auditing techniques.  In order to become “Nordstrom Qualified Agents” (agents who
took the lead with regard to social compliance issues), agents were required to 
participate in approximately one week of classroom and in-factory trainings
sponsored by Nordstrom, and in SA8000 training within a year’s time.
 The Social Compliance program held supplier workshops in Italy, Portugal, Turkey, 
Brazil, US, China, India, and Macau with a total of 679 participants. The Social
Compliance program also identified country-specific training needs with respect to
certain areas of compliance, with plans to carry out trainings in 2004-5.
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
In Year Two, Nordstrom completed the first year of its initial implementation of the FLA 
program. Improvements in its fulfillment of FLA requirements will be reported on in next 
year’s report.
15 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the FLA 
by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the reader 
with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Nordstrom’s Applicable Facilities
A. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (accessed at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
provide detailed information about monitoring findings and Nordstrom’s approach to 
remediation of noncompliance issues.
B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring in Nordstrom’s
Applicable Facilities
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in Nordstrom applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background 
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
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Nordstrom Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two:  12
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies: 7
Remediation undertaken independently:  5
Total person days spent monitoring facilities: 54
Average person days per facility:  5
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:  780
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia
-- China, Hong Kong 7
Kenan Institute Asia (1), Societe
General du Serveillance (4), Bureau
Veritas (2)
Southeast Asia
-- Malaysia 1
Kenan Institute Asia (1)
South Asia
-- India 1
Bureau Veritas  (1) 
Europe, Africa, Middle East
(EAME)
-- Turkey
1 Societe General du Serveillance (1) 
Americas
-- USA, Peru 2
Cotecna (2)
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iC. Independent External Mon toring Results
Nordstrom
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 12 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend for a list of FLA 
Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.  A more detailed
explanation of these issues follows in the sections following the pie chart.
Health and Safety, 46%
Nondiscrimination, 1%
Harassment or Abuse, 6%
Wages and Benefits, 9%
Freedom of Association, 6%
Hours of Work, 13%
OT Compensation, 2%
Miscellaneous, 1%
Code Awareness, 8%
Child Labor, 3%
Forced Labor , 5%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking charts (http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html  to)
learn more about Nordstrom’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here. 
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code element of the total non-
compliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors in Nordstrom facilities, which
Nordstrom addressed through remediation in Year Two.  Non-compliance findings with
regard to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues, making up
46% of the total non-compliance issues identified.16  The most commonly reported and
16 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable noncompliance issues in many facilities
worldwide, and therefore figure very highly in the total number of findings.
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remediated Health and Safety issues were related to inadequate postings and 
evacuation procedures, safety equipment, and personal protective equipment.
Issues related to Hours and Wages were also common, with a total of 24% of all
findings relating to Wages and Benefits (9%), Hours of Work (13%) and Overtime
Compensation (2%).  The top Hours and Wages issues that were reported by FLA
monitors and taken up by Nordstrom through corrective action plans were related to 
overtime limitations, worker awareness of wages and benefits, and the factory's
provision of legal benefits to workers.
Six percent of the IEM findings for Nordstrom related to Harassment and Abuse.
Three noncompliance issues related to inadequate disciplinary practices and training for
management. One finding related to verbal abuse, while another related to the use of 
monetary fines for poor performance. The last issue was categorized as “other.”
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for Nordstrom.
Four out of five noncompliance issues categorized under the Forced Labor provision
(5% of all noncompliance reported) related to the use of recruitment contracts that did
not correspond with FLA Standards, and the other one related to factory recordkeeping
practices.
Likewise, there were no findings of underage workers in these facilities.  Of the three
issues categorized under the Child Labor provision (3% of all findings), two related to
improper factory documentation of workers’ ages. The third issue related to
noncompliance with local laws that aim to protect young workers, those between the
minimum working age and the age of 18.
As discussed in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more
effective monitoring and remediation of the Code elements that are particularly complex
and difficult to assess, such as Nondiscrimination, Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, and Harassment and Abuse.
Please visit the FLA factory tracking charts
(http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to learn more about
Nordstrom’s approach to remediation of all of the noncompliance issues mentioned
above.
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7) Patagonia
1. Patagonia Company Profile 
Company Name: Patagonia
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2005
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: 100-500* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not publicly owned 
Company Status: Patagonia is privately owned
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
The following brands make up 100% of Patagonia’s Revenues: 
Patagonia®
WaterGirl® by Patagonia
Lotus® by Patagonia 
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
60 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of wherexvi
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
14 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
3 applicable facilities independently monitored by FLA
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
One full-time and one part-time staff – based at company 
headquarters
Part 2 below provides detailed program information
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted.xvii
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Notes:
Patagonia was considered an FLA Participating Company in Year One,
but postponed the start of its initial implementation of the FLA 
program to FLA Year Two.
2. Patagonia’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two17
In Year Two, Patagonia completed the first year of its three-year initial implementation 
t the factory level, Patagonia's production team members are the company personnel
. Features of Patagonia’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two
period of the FLA program. Patagonia’s Social Audit Program was responsible for
ensuring adherence to the labor standards defined in Patagonia’s Code of Conduct,
which corresponds to the FLA Code of Conduct.  In this first year, the position Social
Audit Coordinator was created in order to manage Patagonia’s labor compliance efforts,
including the implementation of FLA requirements.  The Coordinator reports to the 
Executive Vice President of Legal and Human Resources, who oversees the program,
and in turn reports to Patagonia’s CEO.
A
involved in communicating the Code standards to contractors and monitoring progress
on remediation. Patagonia estimates that for production staff, 10% of their position is
devoted to compliance-related activities.  With a view to full labor compliance audits, as 
required by the FLA, the company relies on third-party monitors.  In 2003, Patagonia
contracted Cal Safety Compliance Corporation (CSCC) to conduct full monitoring visits in 
20% of its active facilities.
3 18
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
n the first year of its initial implementation period of the FLA program, the focus of
The company took initial steps to improve management commitment to FLA
I
Patagonia's Social Audit Program was on building the program and improving capacity at
the operations level. This included reorganization within the company to create a
specialized compliance department, investigation of the best approaches to staff 
training, and regular consultations with the FLA staff. Patagonia noted that while its 
approach to compliance has historically been reactive, the company is in the process of
transitioning towards a more proactive program to ensure compliance with the Code.

requirements.  The compliance team asked all suppliers to post the Code of Conduct
in production facilities, and considered ways to create systems for workers to report 
noncompliance directly to Patagonia, should managers fail to comply with the Code.
17 For first year companies, the FLA Year Two ran from January-December 2003.
18 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the 
FLA by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the
reader with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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Factories were also required to submit to unannounced visits by FLA-accredited
monitors.
The company viewed this first year of participating in FLA independent external
The company continued to implement the policy of pre-sourcing audits, which
Over the course of the next year, Patagonia has committed to ensuring
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
As Year Two represented the first year of FLA implementation for Patagonia, progress in 
4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Patagonia’s Applicable Facilities

monitoring and the ensuing remediation in three facilities as a good learning
experience for staff as they initiate the company’s new program.  Two of the three
monitored facilities were shared with other companies, providing opportunities for
learning about different approaches to remediation.

requires all new facilities to undergo a full monitoring visit before receiving orders
from Patagonia.  All new facilities were accepted as sourcing facilities in Year Two.

programmatic developments in the area of training. In Year Three, the Social Audit
Coordinator and Executive VP of Legal and Human Resources will receive more
training to enable better selection of monitoring firms, improved data collection and
analysis, and more robust remediation and prevention efforts. Patagonia is also
committed to improving its engagement with local groups in coming years (such as 
NGOs, trade unions and other civil society organizations).
the development of its program will be reported on next year.
D. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (which can be accessed at
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) provide detailed information
about monitoring findings and Patagonia’s approach to remediation of noncompliance
issues.
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B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring in Patagonia’s
Applicable Facilities
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in Patagonia applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background 
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
Patagonia Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two:  3
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:   2 
Remediation undertaken independently:   1 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:  20
Average person days per facility:   7
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:  1,314
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
Southeast Asia
--Malaysia, Thailand 2 Kenan Institute Asia (2)
Americas
-- USA 1 Cotecna (1)
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iC. Independent External Mon toring Results
Patagonia
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision*
Number of IEMs = 3 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the section following the pie chart.
Forced Labor , 4%Code Awareness, 7%
OT Compensation, 0%
Miscellaneous, 0%
Child Labor, 0%
Harassment or Abuse, 7%
Nondiscrimination, 4%Wages and Benefits, 21%
Hours of Work, 7%
Freedom of Association, 0%
Health and Safety, 50%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
* Please visit the FLA tracking charts (at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
to learn more about Patagonia’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here.
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code element of the total non-
compliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors who visited 3 Patagonia
facilities.  Patagonia took action to remediate these issues in Year Two. Non-compliance
findings with regard to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues,
making up 50% of the total non-compliance issues identified.19  The most commonly
reported and remediated Health and Safety issues related to document maintenance
19 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable noncompliance issues in many facilities
worldwide, and therefore figure very highly in the total number of findings.
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and accessibility, safety equipment, personal protective equipment, and chemical
management.
Issues related to Hours and Wages were also common, with a total of 28% of all
findings relating to Wages and Benefits (21%) and Hours of Work (7%).  The top 
Hours and Wages issue that was reported by FLA monitors and taken up by Patagonia
through corrective action plans was related to worker awareness of their wages and
benefits.
Other Code elements were reported by FLA monitors with less frequency.  As discussed
in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more effective
monitoring and remediation of the Code elements that are particularly complex and
difficult to assess, such as Nondiscrimination, Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, and Harassment and Abuse.
Although 4 percent of findings were categorized as Forced Labor, it is worth noting that
there were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for Patagonia.
Those noncompliance issues related to other Forced Labor benchmarks.  Please follow
the links in the graph above to learn more about the benchmarks for this and other FLA
Code provisions, and visit the FLA factory tracking charts to learn more about
Patagonia’s approach to remediating all of the non-compliance issues mentioned above.
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8)  Phillips-Van Heusen Corp. 
1. Phillips-Van Heusen’s Company Profile
Company Name: Phillips-Van Heusen (PVH)
Year of FLA Implementation: 2nd year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2004 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $1,404
Company Status: Public [NYSE:PVH] 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
Phillips-Van Heusen® / 27% 
G.H. Bass®   / 26%
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
190 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where xviii
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
190 applicable facilities were internally monitored
See endnotes for a list of where
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
6 applicable facilities (5 apparel; 1 footwear) were independently 
monitored by FLA 
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
12 full-time and 46 part-time staff worldwide – based mainly in 
regional offices, with headquarters in the US 
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted.xix
Notes:
PVH is included in FLA Year One report, which can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/annual_report.html.
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2. PVH’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two20
Phillips-Van Heusen’s Global Human Rights Program is responsible for implementing the
Company’s “A Shared Commitment” Code of Conduct, which corresponds with the FLA
Workplace Code.  In Year Two, the Global Human Rights Program included 12 full-time 
and 46 part-time staff members, which were organized into regional teams, which were 
in turn headed by regional leaders.  The five regional teams cover: United States and
Canada; Central and South America; Europe, Africa and the Middle East; India and
Southeast Asia; and China and Far East. All Human Rights Program activities are 
overseen by PVH’s Vice President of Global Human Rights Programs and Social
Responsibility, who reports to the Company’s Executive Vice President of Foreign 
Operations and, for any critical issues, has direct communication with the 
Chairman/President of the Board.  The VP of Global Human Rights Programs and Social
Responsibility is based at headquarters in the US.
With a view to mainstreaming compliance into the company’s broader business model,
the Human Rights staff offered trainings to selected staff from other departments,
particularly sourcing and merchandising. Staff from different departments also 
participated in awareness training sessions given by the Human Rights team for vendors
around the world; they also received the company’s quarterly human rights newsletter.
Moreover, through periodic meetings with sourcing divisions and informal teamwork in
the field, the Human Rights team exchanged key information about factories on a 
regular basis.  The Human Rights and sourcing staff leadership also used their combined
influence in discussions with factory owners/management about the need to remediate
various noncompliance issues in factories.
PVH contracted third party monitors to conduct pre-sourcing audits and to follow-up in 
regions where the Global Human Rights Program did not have local staff, language
expertise, and/or resources; for situations where an independent assessment was
necessary; or during periods when the Human Rights staff’s workload surpassed internal 
resources (see endnote xix for a list of monitors).
3. Features of PVH’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two21
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
In Year Two, PVH’s Global Human Rights Program developed the Critical Engagement
and Impact Program (CEIP).  CEIP seeks to move away from “traditional” monitoring.
Through more in-depth analysis of key problems in factories and coaching of factory
management, the program seeks to improve capacity at the factory level to address
20 For the six companies that were part of the first FLA Public Report, Year Two spans from July
2002 until December 2003, rather than the January-December 2003 reporting period for other 
companies included in this report. The FLA extended the Year Two reporting period for these 
companies in order to transition to a reporting cycle that is based on the calendar year.
21 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the
FLA by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the
reader with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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noncompliance in a sustainable manner.  In Year Two, PVH Human Rights staff started 
to implement the program in 120 apparel factories.  To that end, the staff conducted
more intensive monitoring and consultation in factories over longer periods.  Staff
received training in management, conflict resolution, and other techniques, which
enabled them to identify practices that lead to noncompliance issues, and to work with 
management to develop long-term and sustainable solutions to those issues.  Factories
that had a recurring cycle of alternating compliance and noncompliance were selected to 
participate in CEIP.  The main requirement of factories was a commitment to good faith
participation and transparent exchanges with the Human Rights team. 
To bring factory management through the CEIP process, Human Rights staff was
expected to:
 Develop factory transparency so as to reduce the use of tactics to cover-up
noncompliance issues, such as keeping double books or coaching workers for
interviews.
 Develop, in conjunction with management, longer-term remediation plans that
address management practices that are seen to contribute to noncompliance.
 Train management on the Workplace Code, since it has been PVH’s experience that
noncompliance may often stem from a lack of understanding of Code provisions.
 Play an advisory role, rather than the leading role, in the remediation process, so as
to encourage managers to take ownership of the process and gain the skills to “self-
manage” compliance programs.
PVH reported that the CEIP process was used to address various noncompliance issues, 
most notably excessive overtime, which is a recurring issue in many factories despite
ongoing efforts to remediate the problem.  In such factories, the PVH team worked with 
managers to analyze the underlying reasons that workers were required to work long 
hours or did not have one in seven days off from work, as required by the Code.  They
found that bottlenecks in particular departments and inefficiencies in the production
process were among the contributing factors.  As a result, different managers took
different approaches to addressing these issues, including: developing special
monitoring practices to observe production inefficiencies and noncompliance; instituting
a system of incentive rates for workers that allowed them to earn more and produce
more, therefore cutting overtime; and establishing a two-shift system.
While FLA independent external monitoring visits reveal that overtime is a persistent and 
far-reaching issue, they can provide some preliminary evidence of PVH’s work to engage 
factories on this topic.  At the time of drafting this report, the FLA tracking chart about a
factory in the Philippines where PVH sources includes evidence of the company’s efforts
to train the factory to address noncompliance issues more systematically.  Please see 
PVH’s tracking charts (available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to review this factory report in 
detail.
It is worth noting here that PVH also introduced the Engagement and Impact Program
for Footwear (EIPF) to management representatives of 60 footwear factories at a PVH
conference in China in October 2003.  The FLA expects to receive additional information 
on the impact of CEIP and this footwear project as they are rolled out.
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B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
 PVH added four new full-time positions to its Human Rights team. It also reorganized 
its regional leadership team with a view to concentrating on strategic issues in each
region; the region that once was overseen by the Asia regional leader was split into 
two: India and Southeast Asia, and China and the Far East.
 Human Rights staff members received training in management skills, conflict 
prevention and resolution, and English language skills (complementing the local
languages all human rights staff members have for their respective regions) 
depending on the needs of the individual staff member.  Staff members also
participated in a series of 6 (re)training sessions on PVH’s Critical Engagement and
Impact Program, as well as periodic exchanges (in-person and by phone) that
focused on endemic compliance issues and challenges, including hours of work,
worker compensation, and freedom of association and collective bargaining. The 
program’s trainings often focused at the regional level, but also allowed for
exchanges across regions to share good practice and other learning.  The team’s
annual training took place in Hong Kong in January 2003 and lasted two days.
 PVH developed a training program for its agent’s staff in Latin America relating to
monitoring and remediation.  This involved 2 one-week training courses for the staff,
one in Honduras and the other in Brazil. Similarly, the Human Rights staff conducted
training sessions for sourcing staff, so as to integrate compliance into PVH sourcing
and other business practices.
 Focusing on training sourcing partners, PVH hosted mandatory Awareness and
Training sessions for vendors and factory owners/managers in New York, Maine, 
Hong Kong, China, India, Bangladesh, Brazil, England, Thailand, Brazil and Honduras. 
The sessions focused on implementation of PVH’s Code.  PVH’s “Most Commonly
Asked Questions: Vendors Manual” was also updated during the year.
4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in PVH’s Applicable Facilities 
E. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (which can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) provide detailed information
about monitoring findings and PVH’s approach to remediation of noncompliance issues.
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B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring in PVH’s 
Applicable Facilities
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in PVH applicable facilities in Year Two. It provides background information 
about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
PVH Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two: 6
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:  2
Remediation undertaken independently: 4
Total person days spent monitoring facilities: 35
Average person days per facility:   6
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:  1,190 
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia 
-- China 2
Kenan Institute Asia (2)
Southeast Asia
-- Vietnam, Philippines 2
Global Standards (1), Bureau Veritas
(1)
South Asia 
-- India 1
Bureau Veritas (1) 
Americas
-- Dominican Republic 1
A & L Group, Inc. (1) 
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C. Independent External Monitoring Results
Phillips Van Heusen 
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 5 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the section following the pie chart.
Harassment or Abuse, 3%
Nondiscrimination, 3%
Forced Labor , 5%
Child Labor, 1%
Code Awareness, 9%
Miscellaneous, 0%
OT Compensation, 7%
Hours of Work, 7%
Wages and Benefits, 14%
Freedom of Association, 5%
Health and Safety, 46%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit the FLA tracking charts (at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to 
learn more about PVH’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here. 
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code Provision of the total non-
compliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors in PVH facilities, which PVH
addressed through remediation in Year Two. Because the monitoring report for one of
the facilities was not available at the time when this report was written, the data
illustrated here represents findings from 5 out of 6 factory visits.  Non-compliance
findings with regard to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues,
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making up 46% of the total non-compliance issues identified.22  The most commonly
reported and remediated Health and Safety issues were related to inadequate safety
postings and evacuation procedures, fire safety, safety equipment and chemical
management.
Issues related to Hours and Wages were also found, with a total of 28% of all findings
relating to Wages and Benefits (14%), Hours of Work (7%) and Overtime
Compensation (7%).  The top Hours and Wages issues that were reported by FLA
monitors and taken up by PVH through corrective action plans were related to overtime
limitations and inadequate time-recording systems.
Other Code Provisions were reported by FLA monitors with less frequency.  As discussed 
in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more effective
monitoring and remediation of the Code Provisions that are particularly complex and
difficult to assess, such as Nondiscrimination, Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining, and Harassment and Abuse.
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for PVH.
Likewise, there were no findings of underage workers in these facilities.  The Forced
Labor (5%) and Child Labor (1%) noncompliance reported above related to other
benchmarks categorized under these Code provisions.  Please follow the links in the
graph above to learn more about the benchmarks for these and other FLA Code
provisions, and visit the FLA factory tracking charts to learn more about PVH's approach
to remediation of the non-compliance issues mentioned above.
22 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable noncompliance issues in many facilities
worldwide, and therefore figure very highly in the total number of findings.
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9) Reebok
1. Reebok Company Profile
Please note: In April 2004, Reebok footwear became the first FLA-Accredited Compliance Program.  The last 
section of this report on Reebok will address the accreditation of the company’s footwear program. 
Company Name: Reebok International, Ltd. 
Year of FLA Implementation: Footwear: 2nd year
Apparel:  2nd year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Footwear: Dec 2003 
Apparel:  Dec 2004
Company’s Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions):  $3,485 
Company Status: Public [NYSE: RBK] 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
Reebok® footwear / 50% 
Reebok® apparel* / 34% 
*including Reebok®, Onfield®, and Group Athletica® brands 
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
Footwear: 41 applicable facilities 
Apparel: 543 applicable facilities 
See endnotes for a list of wherexx
Applicable Facilities Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
Footwear: 41 applicable facilities
Apparel: 233 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
Footwear: 2 applicable facilities monitored by FLA 
Apparel: 20 applicable facilities monitored by FLA 
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit. 
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Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
16 fulltime, 7 part-time staff worldwide – based in Europe, 
Americas and Asia – are responsible for compliance in both footwear 
and apparel factories 
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Third parties contracted by compliance team? Yes
See endnotes for a list of the third parties and the work conducted.xxi
Notes:
 Reebok is included in FLA Year One report, which can be accessed 
at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/annual_report.html 
 Reebok footwear received FLA Accreditation in April 2004.
 Reebok is a Category A university licensee. 
See endnotes for a list of the universities, xxii or access the FLA database to 
learn about where licensed goods are produced.
2. Reebok’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two23
Reebok’s Human Rights Program is responsible for implementing Reebok’s Human
Rights Production Standards, which correspond with the FLA’s Workplace Code of
Conduct.  In Year Two, the Human Rights team was comprised of 16 full-time and 7
part-time staff members, who were based around the world.  Reebok divided its apparel
and footwear sourcing base into three regions: South Asia/Europe/Middle East; 
East/North Asia; and Latin America/Mexico/United States.  The program is headed by
the Vice President of Human Rights Programs, who is based in the US and reports to
Reebok International Ltd.’s CEO and Chairman of the Board.
In Year Two, all of the internal monitoring visits to Reebok footwear’s facilities, as well
as the majority of internal monitoring visits to Reebok apparel’s facilities, were
conducted by Reebok’s Human Rights staff.   (See FLA Year One report for details about
Reebok’s monitoring approach.)  Reebok also contracted third-party monitors to monitor
19 apparel facilities (see endnote xxi for the list). Furthermore, sourcing agents
contracted by Reebok were required by the company to conduct audits in apparel
factories before recommending them for production. Sourcing agents were held
accountable for labor compliance, facing financial or other penalties from Reebok if they
did not make good faith efforts to ensure Reebok Standards were upheld in factories in 
their purview.
23 For the six companies that were part of the first FLA Public Report, Year Two spans from July
2002 until December 2003, rather than the January-December 2003 reporting period for other 
companies included in this report. The FLA extended the Year Two reporting period for these 
companies in order to transition to a reporting cycle that is based on the calendar year.
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The Human Rights Program cooperated with other departments at Reebok to improve
compliance in factories.  Reebok’s senior management participated in discussions about 
implementing the company’s Standards, while sourcing managers attended annual
trainings to learn about Reebok’s Human Rights policies and practices.  Moreover, the
Human Rights headquarters team provided sourcing and production managers with
factory compliance data, and Human rights field staff met regularly with country
managing directors. On various occasions, sourcing managers supported remediation
efforts required of factories by the Human Rights Program.
3. Features of Reebok’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two24
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
1. Worker Participation Programs
The FLA Year One report described two pilot projects that Reebok undertook in China,
which created the space for legal, democratic elections of worker representatives in two
footwear factories.  In Year Two, Reebok continued to monitor the situation in these
facilities, and applied its experiences there in another apparel facility with a view to 
creating an environment for free elections there as well. Moreover, the company actively
shared its experiences and strategies with other companies with a view to developing 
broader acceptance of alternative forms of worker representation in China.  Reebok took
several other approaches to involving workers in processes to improve workplaces:
 Reebok instituted the Worker Communication Skill Transfer Program, which targeted 
existing worker organizations (either unions or welfare committees) in eight facilities.
In Indonesia, Reebok trained representatives from two factories to conduct worker
interviews and record worker responses systematically. In China, one factory’s union
committee members learned about wage calculation and how to check time-
recording devices in order to respond more effectively to workers’ complaints about 
wages and working hours. In Thailand, welfare committees learned about local laws
and ways to address common problems in the five footwear facilities where they 
worked.
 In order to encourage local actors to play a leading role in factory compliance,
Reebok monitors discussed compliance findings with worker representatives in
footwear factories, and occasionally in apparel factories.  Reebok also instructed 
factory management to arrange regular meetings with worker representatives, if they
were present in factories, in order to develop channels for direct communication.
The goal was for workers and management to address issues without Reebok’s direct 
and sustained intervention. In a footwear factory in China, for example, Reebok
monitors relayed complaints relating to overtime noncompliance from workers to the
worker committee.  After investigating and documenting the situation, the committee
reportedly was able to influence management to discipline the supervisor responsible
for illegal overtime, and ultimately end the practice.
24 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the 
FLA by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the
reader with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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 Reebok asked factories to develop and then implement action plans for worker
training on the Reebok Standards, and verified that such training took place during
internal monitoring visits by Reebok staff.  According to Reebok’s calculations, most
footwear facilities have instituted worker training programs, and 40-50% of all
apparel facilities have training programs in place.
Findings from FLA independent external monitoring visits support Reebok’s self-
assessment of the need for improved systems of worker representation in the company’s
applicable facilities.  In addition to limited freedom of association in many facilities,
findings from apparel factories in South and Southeast Asia, in particular, highlighted the
need for continued management and worker education of Reebok’s Standards and 
workers’ rights.   Reports from FLA independent external monitoring in Reebok’s
applicable facilities illustrate how the company applied some of the programs described 
above to address these issues.
2.  Capacity-Building in Factories
 Reebok conducted training sessions in 12 factories in the Philippines to educate 
factory populations about Reebok Standards.  In Year Two, the company also
developed regional trainings for managers (sometimes accompanied by union leaders
or worker representatives), which enabled participants to learn about common
noncompliance and different approaches to remediation from one another.  Reebok
offered six such regional training sessions in Indonesia, the Philippines, Turkey, and
Italy.
 Through its Compliance Problem Resolutions (CPR) program, Reebok also
experimented with a new regional approach to preventing noncompliance. If a 
pattern of noncompliance appears in a region, the CPR program requires all Reebok
applicable factories in a given country or region to institute policies and procedures to
address the noncompliance issue. For example, in Honduras, a CPR communication
was sent to suppliers requesting them to investigate union blacklisting and inform 
Reebok of their findings.  Factories were expected to demonstrate that non-
discrimination policies and hiring and termination procedures were in place.  CPR
communications were also sent to factories in China relating to inaccurate record-
keeping, and in Indonesia relating to harassment and intimidation of union members.
Factories have reportedly been responsive to CPR communications; however, 
evidence about the effectiveness of the program had still to be collected at the time
of reporting.
 During Year Two, Reebok targeted factories with long-standing relationships with the
company and a high-volume of Reebok business in order to help them integrate
compliance into overall management systems.  The staff developed a training module
for agents, factory owners, and management and compliance staff, which focused on
sustainability.  At the Los Angeles meeting, participants worked through small-group 
exercises and case studies to develop remediation plans that provided long-term
solutions to common noncompliance issues.  Factories were then required to 
implement these policies.  This program will be rolled out further in Year Three.
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Particular examples of Reebok efforts to implement long-term corrective action plans
through training, in particular, can be seen in reports from FLA independent external
monitoring in Reebok applicable facilities, which can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html.
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
 Reebok added four labor compliance professionals to its team in the field and at
headquarters during the reporting period.  New staff was added in China, Sri Lanka,
and at headquarters in the US.
 Reebok hired consultants to conduct a training needs assessment for all of its Human 
Rights staff, which concluded that monitors wanted to improve their capacity for
training others about implementing the Standards.  As a result, Reebok hired a Hong 
Kong-based training organization to conduct a two-day “Train the Trainers” workshop
to increase Reebok monitors’ abilities to train agents, management, and workers to 
develop remediation plans that have sustainable solutions.  Human Rights monitors
were videotaped and critiqued while presenting issues such as preventing harassment 
in factories, developing non-discrimination policies, and factory problem-solving
systems.
 Reebok Human Rights staff participated in a week-long training session in Sri Lanka,
which covered new directions and regional teams’ experiences with pilot programs,
including: sustainable monitoring; factory self-evaluation; Reebok’s human rights
tracking system; benchmarking compliance within and across regions; approaches to 
improved worker representation; health and safety developments; and integration of
human rights into Reebok’s business structure.
 Reebok held trainings for agents in Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Australia, United States
and Canada to teach them about Reebok Standards and the company’s systems for
implementing them.
 Reebok took a more systematic approach to some aspects of its monitoring program.
Reebok conducted unannounced visits to selected factories with a view to analyzing a
particular issue, and visited all footwear factories to monitor freedom of association.
Based on monitoring findings across a region, the Human Rights staff was then able
to design remediation efforts that would address the issue on a regional basis, rather 
than by factory.
 The Human Rights team updated The Guide to Reebok Human Rights Production
Standards, which is a reference tool for factory managers.  The team also revised the
manual used to educate sourcing managers and Human Rights monitors about the
new factory selection process.
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4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Reebok’s Applicable Facilities
F. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
provide detailed information about monitoring findings and Reebok’s approach to
remediation of noncompliance issues.
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B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring in Reebok’s
Applicable Facilities
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in Reebok’s Applicable Facilities in Year Two.  It provides background
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
Reebok Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two: 22
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:  11
Remediation undertaken independently:   11 
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:  206*
*Please note: This total does not include one Reebok IEM conducted by COVERCO in Guatemala.
COVERCO’s methodology differs from the standard FLA audit in that monitors visit the factory
repeatedly over a four-month period and a total number of person days is not calculated.
Average person days per facility:     9*
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:     627
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
East Asia 
-- China 5
Societe General du Serveillance (3), 
Bureau Veritas  (2) 
Southeast Asia
-- Philippines, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Thailand,
Malaysia
8
Kenan Institute Asia (2), Bureau
Veritas (4), Societe General du
Serveillance (2) 
South Asia 
-- India, Bangladesh 3
T-Group Solutions (2), LIFT-
Standards (1)
Europe, Africa, Middle East
(EAME)
-- Turkey
1
Societe General du Serveillance (1) 
Americas
-- USA, Peru 5
Coverco (1), ALGI (3), Cotecna (1) 
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C. Independent External Mon toring Resultsi
Reebok
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 22 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend of the website version of 
this report for a list of FLA Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.
A more detailed explanation of these issues follows in the section following the pie chart.
Nondiscrimination, 1%
Child Labor, 1%
Harassment or Abuse, 4%
Forced Labor , 1%
Code Awareness, 6%
Miscellaneous, 1%
OT Compensation, 2%
Hours of Work, 9%
Wages and Benefits, 17%
Freedom of Association, 2%
Health and Safety, 56%
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Please visit the FLA tracking charts (at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to 
learn more about Reebok’s approach to remediation of all of the issues summarized here.
The figure above displays the percentage breakdown by Code Provision of the total
noncompliance issues reported by FLA independent monitors in Reebok contract
facilities, which Reebok addressed through remediation in Year Two. Non-compliance
findings with regard to Health and Safety were the most frequently reported issues,
making up 56% of the total non-compliance issues identified.25  The most commonly
25 Health and safety are often the most evident and measurable issues in a facility, and therefore figure very 
highly in the total number of findings.
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reported and remediated Health and Safety issues related to the posting of evacuation
procedures, noncompliance with requirements for safety equipment and the use of
personal protective equipment, and inadequate ventilation or facility maintenance.
Noncompliance with the FLA’s Hours and Wages standard was also common, with a total 
of 28% of all findings relating to Wages and Benefits (17%), Hours of Work (9%),
and Overtime Compensation (2%).  The top Hours and Wages issues that were
reported by FLA monitors and taken up by Reebok through corrective action plans
related to findings of factories’ failures to pay the legally-mandated minimum wage, 
worker awareness of wages and benefits, noncompliance with overtime limitations, and 
inadequate overtime compensation. 
Other Code Provisions were reported by FLA monitors with less frequency.  As discussed 
in previous sections, the FLA is working to develop systems for more effective
monitoring and remediation of the Code Provisions that are particularly complex and
difficult to assess, such as Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining, 
Nondiscrimination, and Harassment and Abuse.
There were no findings of forced or bonded labor in facilities producing for Reebok.
Likewise, there were no findings of underage workers in these facilities.  The Forced
Labor (1%) and Child Labor (1%) noncompliance reported above related to other
benchmarks categorized under these Code provisions.  Please follow the links in the
graph above to learn more about the benchmarks for these and other FLA Code
provisions, and visit the FLA factory tracking charts to learn more about Reebok’s
approach to remediation of all of the noncompliance issues mentioned above.
5. FLA Accreditation of Reebok Footwear’s Labor Compliance Program
In April 2004, the FLA Board of Directors voted to accredit Reebok footwear’s compliance 
program.  The decision was based on the FLA staff’s assessment that included audits both at 
headquarters and at the field level, and visits to a number of footwear supplier facilities.
Staff interviewed Reebok personnel; inspected files; observed the annual compliance staff
training; reviewed factory records in the database; observed Reebok field staff in footwear
factories; and analyzed findings from a total of 9 independent external monitoring visits
conducted at Reebok footwear facilities over the course of the past two years.
This accreditation assessmentxxiii focused exclusively on Reebok footwear’s compliance
program during the initial implementation period, which lasted from July 2001 until
December 2003.26  The compliance program implements FLA Standards in the factories that
produce Reebok footwear around the world (totaling 45 in Year One, later consolidated to 41 
in Year Two – go to endnote xx to see where they are located).  While many of the activities
undertaken by Reebok relating to footwear also applied to Reebok apparel, the footwear
compliance program is distinct in many ways from the apparel program. It is for this reason 
that Reebok submitted two separate Monitoring Plans for footwear (with a 2-year
implementation period) and apparel (a 3-year period). The apparel program will be eligible
for accreditation next year, along with several other companies’ programs.
26 This period is longer than the expected two years due to changes made in the FLA’s monitoring process
during this start-up period.
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By accrediting Reebok footwear, the FLA Board formally recognized that the program has 
fulfilled the requirements set forth by the FLA and in the Monitoring Plan that Reebok 
footwear submitted upon entering the FLA.  Accreditation should not be mistaken to mean
that a program is perfect, however. When accrediting a program the FLA stresses the need
for continued improvement at the level of the factory and the company. In the event that 
the FLA finds that a company is not acting in good faith to uphold its obligations, it retains
the right to retract accreditation.
FLA Assessment of Reebok Footwear’s Compliance Program – In Brief 
The FLA determined that Reebok Human Rights staff are highly active in most footwear
factories producing for Reebok.  The program deals with a relatively small number of 
facilities (41 in total) and has generally long-term relationships with them.  The staff 
undertakes all monitoring and remediation in footwear factories, visiting major suppliers at
least once a month and subcontractors at least once annually.  Regular presence in the 
majority of footwear factories affords the Human Rights staff opportunities to coach factory
management to make long-term improvements in compliance. Especially notable during the
implementation period were Reebok footwear’s efforts to experiment with various 
approaches to improve labor-relations systems in factories, particularly in two Chinese
footwear factories where workers democratically elected worker representatives (read more
about the projects in the FLA Year One Public Report).  These two pilot projects are widely 
referred to as models for improved freedom of association in China.
Despite the fact that Reebok’s footwear program fulfilled or surpassed the minimum
requirements for each of the ten criteria below, there is still room for improvement in the
program’s efforts.  The FLA staff believes that ongoing training is necessary for Reebok 
Human Rights staff, and that improved mainstreaming of compliance into sourcing and other
business departments may further increase the impact of the program.  The footwear 
program can also continue to improve by applying to smaller and subcontractor facilities the
lessons learned through projects focused mainly at major footwear facilities.
Overall, the company is a notably active participant in the FLA, and has encouraged
footwear facilities to participate and increasingly take the lead in ongoing and new activities
that promise to bring about improved workplace conditions. Please see the chart below for
a brief summary of ways in which Reebok footwear fulfilled particular FLA requirements for
accreditation.
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Reebok Footwear’s Fulfillment of
FLA Requirements for Program Accreditation
July 2001 through December 2003 
Adopted and Communicated the Workplace Code of Conduct to Workers and 
Management at Applicable Facilities 
Reebok's Human Rights Production Standards exceed the FLA Workplace Standards. Reebok's
"Notice to Workers" presents the Standards in simple and clear language.  The "Notice" is posted
in all footwear facilities, and has been translated into the respective languages spoken by the
workers and managers in each factory.
The program is notable in that it provided employees of all major footwear facilities with Code 
handbooks, and most footwear facilities had Code and worker rights training for employees in 
2003.  The Human Rights staff also encouraged union members to give the trainings in factories 
where they were present. The FLA looks forward to seeing these education efforts carried out in
all Reebok footwear facilities in the future.
FLA IEM findings indicate that factory education programs may indeed have improved Code 
awareness in Reebok footwear factories. While there were several cases where workers were not
aware of the Code in Year One (based on 7 IEM visits), FLA monitors found no cases of a lack of 
awareness in the 2 factories visited in Year Two.  Further monitoring in footwear facilities can 
provide more conclusive information about the impact of these programs.
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Trained Internal Compliance Staff to Monitor and Remediate Noncompliance Issues
Among other less formal training activities, Reebok Human Rights staff participated in week-long
annual trainings. The second annual training built on the first by focusing discussions on methods
for long-term solutions to noncompliance.  In Year Two, Human Rights staff also participated in a 
3-day "Train the Trainers" program, which aimed to develop the skills of the staff to train business 
partners. The FLA observed that more Human Rights staff training is needed to implement Reebok
footwear’s ambitious plans effectively and to build factories’ problem-solving and compliance
capacity.
Conducted Internal Monitoring of Applicable Facilities
Reebok Human Rights staff monitored major footwear facilities at least once a month, while it 
monitored subcontractors at least once annually. The FLA recommends that Reebok footwear 
evaluate its targeted, “risk-based” approach to monitoring with a view to measuring the extent to which
all Code Provisions are implemented in all footwear facilities, regardless of a factory’s size, location, or 
sourcing importance to the company.
Submitted to Unannounced, Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Visits to Factories 
Throughout its Supply Chain 
Reebok footwear provided factory lists, factory profiles, and related information to the FLA as 
required during Years One and Two.  Reebok ensured that no FLA monitors were denied access to
footwear factories, records, and workers during unannounced visits.  The company also
cooperated with FLA staff following IEMs to ensure that remediation and follow-up took place and
were reported in FLA factory tracking charts, which are available for review on the FLA website.
Remediated Noncompliance Issues in a Timely Manner
Following FLA IEM visits, the Human Rights staff developed remediation plans with footwear
factories, which were implemented in a reasonable timeframe (usually 60 days). FLA staff also 
visited several factories that were internally monitored by Reebok Human Rights staff and
observed that remediation had been completed.
Reebok footwear also has begun to experiment with new approaches to “sustainable compliance.”
As discussed elsewhere in this report, this approach focuses on developing management structures
and labor relations systems in factories that can lead to long-term labor compliance. The program 
is relatively new, so FLA encourages its continued development.
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Taken Steps to Prevent Persistent Patterns of Noncompliance,
or Instances of Serious Noncompliance
The company used data from internal monitoring visits to track trends in noncompliance, and
reported its findings to the FLA.  The FLA observed that findings from Reebok footwear’s internal
monitoring in Year One impacted systematic compliance efforts in Year Two.  Reebok footwear’s
preventive programs included an Air Quality Testing Program in footwear facilities, which led to 
measurable improvements in the air quality.  Similarly, Reebok footwear focused on improving
workers’ understanding of chemical hazards in order to increase use of personal protective
equipment.
Reebok footwear’s efforts relating to worker participation are especially notable with regard to the 
prevention of noncompliance. Pilot projects in two Chinese footwear factories, where worker 
representatives were freely and democratically elected, stand as models for many working in the
labor rights field.  Also noteworthy were Reebok footwear’s projects in Southeast Asia that allowed
for worker representatives from footwear factories in different countries to meet with each other
and learn through exchanges and training.
Reebok footwear experimented with a new “Compliance Problems Resolutions” (CPR) program.
The program sought to prevent common noncompliance issues on a regional basis by requiring
that all factories institute certain personnel and management policies and procedures in order to
prevent noncompliance issues.  The CPR program also addressed freedom of association in
footwear facilities in Indonesia and problematic time-recording practices in China. 
Additional details about Reebok’s projects can be accessed by in Part three above, or in the FLA’s Year One
report on Reebok.
Collected and Managed Compliance Information Effectively 
Reebok footwear uses a database, the Human Rights Tracking System (HRTS), to collect and organize
factory compliance information.  The database can be accessed worldwide by relevant Reebok
employees, who use it to record monitoring results and remediation progress and to analyze trends in 
noncompliance.  The FLA noted that the HRTS is separate from Reebok footwear’s sourcing database,
which may hinder the exchange of factory information between the Human Rights staff and other
departments.
The Reebok Human Rights staff provides progress reports to the FLA on a quarterly basis. 
Provided Workers with Confidential Reporting Channels to
Report Noncompliance Issues to the Company 
The contact information of the local Reebok footwear monitor appears on all “Notice to Workers”
posters. In Year One, the company distributed mailers to all footwear workers to report 
noncompliance, and suggestion boxes were used in many footwear facilities.  In the past year,
Reebok also created a webpage for individual complaints.  FLA staff has observed footwear 
workers calling or text messaging Reebok monitors’ cell phones to report noncompliance.  By
entering all worker complaints into the compliance database, Reebok footwear can improve its data
collection and monitor the effectiveness of staff follow-up on various issues. 
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Consulted with Non-governmental Organizations, Unions,
 and Other Local Experts in Its Labor Compliance Work
Reebok footwear monitors are responsible for managing NGO contacts in their respective regions
or countries.  Reebok held NGO consultations in India, China, Indonesia, and Thailand. Two 
substantial projects in China – i.e., the aforementioned pilot in 2 footwear facilities and a health
and safety training project in a number of large footwear facilities -- were conducted in 
collaboration with leading NGOs from Hong Kong during Reebok footwear’s initial implementation
period.
Reebok Human Rights staff was instructed to consult with union leaders and worker
representatives whenever they were present in a factory.
Paid FLA Dues and Met Other Procedural and Administrative Requirements
All Reebok footwear dues and administration and monitoring fees were paid on time; all contracts 
were duly signed; and all required factory lists were submitted as required by the FLA.
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Zephyr Graf-X 
1. Zephyr Graf-X Company Profile 
Company Name: Zephyr Graf-X 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2005 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $10-50* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Company Status: Zephyr is privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
Zephyr® / 100%
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2:
4 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of wherexxiv
Applicable Facilities subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2:
2 applicable facilities
See endnotes for a list of where 
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 
1 applicable facility independently monitored by FLA
Part 4 below provides detailed information. The factory tracking charts 
available at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give 
individual reports on each monitoring visit.
Compliance Staff Worldwide: 
2 staff members based at company headquarters have a compliance 
component to their job responsibilities.
Part 2 below provides detailed program information. 
Notes:
Zephyr Graf-X is an FLA Category A University Licensee. 
See endnotes for a list of the universities, xxv or access the FLA database to 
learn about where licensed goods are produced. 
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2. Zephyr Graf-X’s Labor Compliance Program in Year Two27
In Year Two, Zephyr completed the first year of its three-year initial implementation 
period of the FLA program. Zephyr adopted the FLA Code of Conduct as the basis for
implementing its compliance program. Being a relatively small participating company,
Zephyr does not have a designated compliance department within its company
structure.  The key person responsible for carrying out the functions of Zephyr’s
compliance program is the CEO of the company, who is assisted by the Licensing 
Director. The CEO, who speaks Korean, communicates daily with the factories, conducts
internal monitoring, and follows up with the factories directly regarding remediation.
In 2003, Zephyr had one main supplier which operates four facilities. The CEO
conducted one full compliance audit of the main supplier and one follow-up audit of the 
facility monitored by an FLA-accredited monitor. The CEO also visited three of the four 
facilities in Year Two, which included meetings and interviews with factory management
and employees from different departments. The active involvement of Zephyr’s CEO in
compliance work facilitates the mainstreaming of compliance into the core business of 
the company.
3. Features of Zephyr Graf-X’s Labor Compliance Program in Year 
Two28
A. Compliance Systems Developed in Year Two 
In the first year of its initial implementation of the FLA program, Zephyr’s compliance
program focused on establishing systems and developing materials for implementing
FLA company obligations.
 In Year Two, Zephyr initiated various efforts to create an informed workplace, as
required by the FLA. A “Welcome Packet” was created and distributed to Zephyr’s
main supplier outlining the Code standards and the company’s expectations of
compliance. The supplier was requested to submit a signed statement committing to
the Code on an annual basis. Responding to findings from the FLA’s independent 
monitoring visit, Zephyr required the supplier to post the Code of Conduct in the
local language and provide individual copies of the Code to all workers, and to obtain
signatures from workers stating that that they had read and understood the Code.
 Zephyr took steps to establish a confidential reporting channel that would allow
employees to report non-compliance to Zephyr without fear of retaliation. This
initiative consisted of installing suggestion boxes in areas outside the purview of 
management where employees could register their complaints. Zephyr’s CEO
27 For first year companies, the FLA Year Two ran from January-December 2003. 
28 Please note that this section in no way seeks to capture all of the compliance activities reported to the 
FLA by companies.  Instead, the FLA considers it an overview of company activities that will provide the
reader with a better understanding of each company’s approach and focus in Year Two.
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oversaw and confirmed the installation of the suggestion boxes in two of the four
production facilities.
 Zephyr has also identified areas in which it aims to improve in the next few years of
FLA implementation. In 2004, Zephyr will conduct full compliance audits of the two
facilities that were not audited in 2003. Zephyr also recognizes the need for
compliance training of its staff, such as improving monitoring techniques and
knowledge of local laws where its supplier facilities are located.
B. Improvements in Implementing the FLA Requirements
In Year Two, Zephyr completed the first year of its initial implementation of the FLA 
program. Progress on its fulfillment of FLA requirements will be reported on in next
year’s report.
4. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Zephyr Graf-X’s Applicable 
Facilities
A. An Introduction to FLA Independent External Monitoring
FLA independent external monitoring (IEM) is one way that the FLA verifies Participating
Companies’ compliance activities in the factories where they produce.  The FLA conducts
unannounced independent external monitoring visits in approximately 5% of all
Participating Company applicable facilities that are deemed to be high risk (and no less
than 3.5% of the company’s total factory list), and reports on all noncompliance findings
in those factories.  By observing these monitoring reports and the company’s ensuing
remediation, the FLA can verify a company’s progress in developing systems for
effective prevention and remediation of noncompliance issues each year.  The FLA
tracking charts (accessed at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html)
provide detailed information about monitoring findings and Zephyr’s approach to
remediation of noncompliance issues.
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B. Summary of FLA Year Two Independent Externa  Monitoring in Zephyr’s
Applicable Facilities
l
The following table provides information about FLA independent monitoring visits
undertaken in Zephyr applicable facilities in Year Two.  It provides background
information about the factories, the monitors, and their visits.
Zepyhr Graf-X Independent External Monitoring (IEM) Summary – Year Two
Number of IEMs in Year Two:    1 
Remediation shared with other FLA Companies:    0
Remediation undertaken independently:  1
Total person days spent monitoring facilities:    1
Average person days per facility:     1
Average number of workers per independently monitored facility:  10
Regions
Independent
External
Monitoring
Visits
FLA-Accredited Monitors
Conducting Visits
Americas
-- USA
1 A & L Group, Inc. (ALGI)
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C. Independent External Monitoring Results
Zephyr Graf-X
Noncompliance Issues Grouped by Code Provision
Number of IEMs = 1 
Please note: This pie chart provides a very cursory overview of noncompliance issues organized
by FLA Code Provision.  Click on any Code Provision name in the legend for a list of FLA 
Benchmarks that are used to measure compliance with that Provision.  A more detailed
explanation of these issues follows in the sections following the pie chart.
Freedom of Association, 14%
Wages and Benefits, 0%
OT Compensation, 14%
Hours of Work, 0%
Health and Safety, 29%
Forced Labor , 0%
Child Labor, 0%
Harassment or Abuse, 0%
Nondiscrimination, 0%
Miscellaneous, 0%
Code Awareness, 43%
Code Awareness
Forced Labor
Child Labor
Harassment or Abuse
Nondiscrimination
Health and Safety
Freedom of Association
Wages and Benefits
Hours of Work
OT Compensation
Miscellaneous
Please visit http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html to learn more about Zephyr’s
approach to remediation of the issues summarized here.
The figure above displays the percentage of total noncompliance issues reported by FLA
independent monitors, which Zephyr took up through remediation in Year Two.  In the
case of Zephyr Graf-X, one applicable was monitored in Year Two, in accordance with 
FLA’s factory sampling policy (see section 4-A for further information).
There were a total of 8 noncompliance issues reported in the 10-person facility in 
California.  Almost half of the reported noncompliance issues related to a lack of
awareness among management and workers about Zephyr’s Code of Conduct, so 
Zephyr has committed to improving workers’ awareness in cooperation with the facility.
Please review this FLA factory tracking chart (accessed at
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http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html) to learn more about Zephyr’s
approach to remediation of these and other noncompliance issues.
POP UP SCREENS
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i adidas’ FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where adidas’s applicable
facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal and FLA
independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of
Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
adidas' Internal 
Monitoring
(Number of 
Facilities Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
China 76 48 2
Portugal 41 17 0
Mexico 31 29 1
Turkey 30 21 0
Vietnam 27 19 3
Indonesia 25 21 1
Thailand 24 20 2
Taiwan R.O.C. 21 7  0 
Malaysia 16 9 1
USA 15 1 0
Italy 13 2 0
Tunisia 11 3 0
Bulgaria 10 7 0
UK 10 2 0
El Salvador 9 7  0 
Honduras 7 4 1
Philippines 6 6 0
Singapore 6 6 0
Germany 6  0  0 
Pakistan 5 0 1
Hong Kong 4 3  0 
Canada 4 1 0
Cambodia 3 3 0
Korea 3  0  0 
Lao P.D.R. 3 2  0 
Greece 3 3 0
Macedonia 3 3 0
Morocco 3 2 0
Macau 2 1 0
Sri Lanka 2 2  0 
Albania 2 2 0
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Spain 2 0 0
Ukraine 2 2 0
India 1 1 0
Japan 1  0  0 
Mauritius 1  0  0 
Brazil 1 0  0 
Columbia 1 0 0
Peru 1 0  0 
Bosnia
Herzegovina 1 1 0
Croatia 1 1 0
Hungary 1  0  0 
Ireland 1 1 0
Poland 1  0  0 
Guatemala 0  1 
Total Global 436 257 13
ii
Third Parties Contracted by adidas for Compliance Support in Year Two
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted Number of Factories
Verite
Freedom of Association training for 
workers and management of several
apparel factories in El Salvador
4
  Intechnica, Germany 
Development of health & safety guidance
materials; environmental best practice 
guidelines; training workshops in Europe
and Asia.
Training workshops for 69 
suppliers
International SOS Committee
Performed occupational health audits in 
China; evaluated occupational health
hazards; long term strategy for 
remediating/preventing workplace 
hazards.
3
Third Parties Engaged by adidas for Compliance Programs in  Year Two
Name of Organization Work Conducted Number of Factories
ILO Geneva, ILO Jakarta, US Labor
Department
Visit of Indonesian factory to review 
Labor-Management Committee (LMC)
program
1
Workers Rights Consortium (WRC)
Visit of Indonesian factories for verification
of compliance action plan; remediation
progress report issues by WRC in October
2003, with ongoing follow-up about 
factory progress
2
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Reproductive Health and Information
Research Center: Maria Stopes
International; Strategically Managing Aids 
Responses Together (SMARTWork),
Vietnam.
Developed and distributed materials on 
women’s health issues in Vietnam (Phase
one of pilot project). 2
iii
Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from adidas 
Name of School Location
American University Washington DC 
Arizona State University Arizona
Boston College Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Delaware Delaware
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Fordham University New York
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
University of Louisville Kentucky
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
Marymount University Virginia
University of Miami Florida
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
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Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
St. John’s University New York 
San Diego State University California
Santa Clara University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
University of Utah Utah
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Yale University Connecticut
iv Eddie Bauer’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two 
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where Eddie Bauer’s 
applicable facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal
and FLA independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of Factories
(Country)
Eddie Bauer
Internal
Monitoring
FLA Independent
External
Monitoring (Number
of Facilities Visited)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
(Number of Facilities
Visited)*
*Please note that some internal monitoring visits we e conducted in facilities that were not used for 
Eddie Bauer production in Year Two.  This is a result of the pre-sourcing audit process Eddie Bauer
instituted during this period, which requires fac ories to undergo monitoring before Eddie Bauer will 
source there.  Part 3 of the report on Eddie Bauer provides more information about this process.
r
t
Cambodia 6 4 0
China 101 79 2
Hong Kong 52 30 2
Indonesia 1 4 1
Japan 3 0 0
Macau 8 2 0
Malaysia 4 6 0
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Philippines 2 5 0
Singapore 1 2 0
Taiwan 2 4 0
Thailand 8 13 1
Vietnam 2 8 0
Bangladesh 4 0 0
India 2 6 0
Pakistan 3 3 1
Sri Lanka 11 4 0
Maldives 2 0 0
Madagascar 3 3 0
Mauritius 10 0 0
Zimbabwe 1 0 0
Turkey 1 1 0
Bahrain 4 3 0
UAE 2 2 0
Israel 1 0 0
United Kingdom 1 0 0
Australia 4 0 0
New Zealand 1 0 0
Columbia 1 0 0
Dominican Republic 6 3 0
Guatemala 2 1 0
Mexico 14 7 0
El Salvador 3 3 1
Peru 1 1 0
Canada 6 3 0
United States 15 4 1
 TOTAL 288 201 9
v
Third Parties Contracted by Eddie Bauer for Compliance Support in Year Two
Name of monitoring group, agent, 
etc. Work conducted
Number of factories
monitored, if applicable
Global Social Compliance First-Time Apparel Factory Audits 34
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vi GEAR For Sports’ FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where GEAR’s applicable
facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal and FLA
independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of
Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
GEAR For Sports 
Internal Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring 
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
Honduras 4 4 1
Guatemala 2 2 0
Malaysia 8 7 0
Indonesia 1 1 0
Singapore 1 1 0
Canada 1 1 0
Mexico 2 2 0
Peru 5 0 0
Columbia 2 0 0
Korea 1 0 0
China 1 0 0
Taiwan 3 0 0
Vietnam 1 0 0
United States 2 2 0
TOTAL 34 20 1
vii
Third Parties Contracted by Gear for Compliance Support in Year Two 
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted
Number of Factories
Monitored, If Applicable
Intertek Factory Audits 2
viii
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Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from GEAR for 
Sports (including Champion Custom Products)
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
Brown University Rhode Island
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of California at San Diego California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
University of California at Santa Cruz California
California State University at Longbeach California
California State University at Northridge California
California State University at Sacramento California
Carnegie Mellon University Pennsylvania
Colgate University New York
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Dayton Ohio
University of Delaware Delaware
Denison University Ohio
University of Detroit- Mercy Michigan
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Fordham University New York
Furman University South Carolina
George Mason University Virginia
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Harvard University Massachusetts
Illinois State University Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
James Madison University Virginia
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
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University of Kentucky Kentucky
Lincoln University Pennsylvania
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
Marymount University Virginia
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Michigan Technological University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northeastern Illinois University Illinois
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Santa Clara University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Texas, Medical Branch at Galveston Texas
Tufts University Massachusetts
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
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Virginia Tech Virginia
Washington University Missouri
Western Washington University Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
Wright State University Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
Yale University Connecticut
ix LCI’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where LCI’s applicable 
facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal and FLA
independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of
Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
LCI Internal
Monitoring
FLA Independent
External Monitoring
(Number of 
Facilities Visited)
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
Please note: internal monitoring numbers include visits to factories that were not included 
on LCI’s active factory list.  Approximately 50% of all active facilities were internally
monitored in Year Two.
China 70 51 5
Korea 39 41 0
Hong Kong 28 20 2
India 25 25 2
Indonesia 13 6 1
Sri Lanka 13 8 0
Taiwan 11 7 0
Mexico 9 8 0
Philippines 8 2 1
Turkey 8 5 0
Macau 6 6 0
Saipan 5 3 0
Thailand 5 1 0
Vietnam 4 7 0
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Dominican Republic 4 4 0
Macedonia 4 0 0
Peru 3 1 1
Guatemala 2 0 1
Mongolia 2 1 0
Colombia 2 0 0
Mauritius 2 2 0
Jordan 1 1 0
United Kingdom 1 0 0
Japan 1 0 0
South Africa 1 0 0
Madagascar 1 0 0
Bangladesh 1 0 0
El Salvador 1 1 0
USA 1 0 0
Malaysia 1 0 0
Italy 1 0 0
Honduras 0 0 0
Swaziland 0 1 0
Maldives 0 0 0
Canada 0 0 0
Turkemenistan 0 0 0
Total 273 199 13
x
Third Parties Contracted by Liz Claiborne, Inc. for Compliance Support 
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted
Number of Factories
Monitored, If Applicable
Global Social Compliance Internal audits in various countries 34
Kenan Institute – Thailand Internal audit in Thailand 1
Kenan Institute – Thailand Follow-up on FLA independent external monitoring visit in Thailand 1
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xi Nike’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where Nike’s applicable
facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal and FLA
independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of
Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
Nike Internal
Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring 
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
Please note: the number of applicable facilities listed below includes all fac ories that were on Nike’s
factory list during the 18 month repor ing period. The actual factory list at any given time included 
800-900 factories, which was the basis for the FLA IEM sample.
t
t
ALBANIA 1 1 0
ARGENTINA 10 8 0
AUSTRALIA 12 0 0
BANGLADESH 11 9 2
BELARUS 2 2 0
BRAZIL 23 19 1
BULGARIA 7 7 0
CAMBODIA 2 2 0
CANADA 20 19 0
CHILE 2 0 0
CHINA 199 171 9
COLOMBIA 1 1 0
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 5 4 1
ECUADOR 1 0 0
EGYPT 5 5 0
EL SALVADOR 11 8 0
FIJI 2 1 0
GERMANY 1 0 0
GREECE 4 2 0
GUATEMALA 4 4 0
HONDURAS 11 11 1
HONG KONG 12 12 0
HUNGARY 1 0 0
INDIA 43 33 4
INDONESIA 53 40 5
ISRAEL 3 2 0
ITALY 8 8 0
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JAPAN 29 25 0
JORDAN 2 2 0
KOREA 68 50 0
LITHUANIA 1 1 0
MACAU 5 4 0
MACEDONIA 1 1 0
MALAYSIA 64 43 3
MEXICO 61 50 3
MICRONESIA 1 0 0
MOLDOVA 1 1 0
MOROCCO 7 7 0
NEW ZEALAND 1 0 0
PAKISTAN 5 4 1
PERU 1 1 0
PHILIPPINES 8 8 0
PORTUGAL 26 20 0
ROMANIA 2 1 0
SINGAPORE 2 2 0
SOUTH AFRICA 10 6 0
SPAIN 7 1 0
SRI LANKA 46 33 0
SWITZERLAND 1 1 0
TAIWAN 33 28 0
THAILAND 73 60 5
TUNISIA 11 11 0
TURKEY 32 32 0
UK 1 1 0
USA 77 54 2
VIETNAM 44 44 3
TOTAL 1074 860 40
xii
Third Parties Contracted by Nike for Monitoring Support in Year Two
Name of Monitoring Groups Work Conducted Number of FactoriesMonitored, If Applicable
Bureau Veritas Pre-sourcing Audit 11
Cal Safety Compliance Corp. Pre-sourcing Audit 9
IA Capital Pre-sourcing Audit 4
Intertek Pre-sourcing Audit 16
Price Waterhouse Coopers*
*Effective on August 31, 2003, Nike no 
longer contracted PWC for social
compliance audits 
Pre-sourcing Audit 
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Strata Works Pre-sourcing Audit 16
Responsible Business Initiatives Pre-sourcing Audit 1
Third Parties Involved with Nike for Factory Capacity Building Programs in Year Two
Number of Factories
Engaged in the ProgramName of Organization Work Conducted
Worker assessment, health education for
workers, life skills for workers, supervisor
training
Global Alliance for Workers & Communities 35
Assessment, coaching, counseling on 
occupational health and safety, clinical
infrastructure and staff development
International SOS (ISOS) 19
Mitra Perempuan
Training, counseling & referral services, 
and capacity-building training for the 
factory investigation teams.
2
Xiao Chen Worker Hotline Center Building internal grievance process -- training and consultation 5
Local educational authorities in footwear 
producing countries 
Provided evening education for workers in 
partnership with footwear facilities 27
xiii
Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from Nike 
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Cornell University New York 
University of Delaware Delaware
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
George Mason University Virginia
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Illinois State University Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
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Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
University of Portland Oregon
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
Yale University Connecticut
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xiv Nordstrom’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where Nordstrom’s
applicable facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal
and FLA independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of
Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
Nordstrom Internal 
Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
FLA Independent
External
Monitoring
(Number of
Facilities Visited) 
Belgium 1 0 0
Bolivia 1 0 0
Brazil 1 1 0
Canada 11 11 0
China 61 61 4
Colombia 1 1 0
Dominican Republic 6 6 0
Greece 1 0 0
Hong Kong 58 58 2
India 14 14 1
Israel 4 4 0
Italy 14 12 0
Japan 2 1 0
Jordan 1 1 0
Korea 4 4 0
Lithuania 2 2 0
Macau 14 14 1
Madagascar 1 0 0
Malaysia 6 5 1
Mauritius 3 3 0
Mexico 4 4 0
Morocco 1 1 0
Nepal 1 1 0
Peru 5 4 1
Philippines 6 6 0
Poland 1 0 0
Portugal 11 6 0
Romania 7 6 0
Saipan 1 1 0
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Scotland 1 1 0
Singapore 1 1 0
South Africa 3 3 0
Sri Lanka 4 4 0
Taiwan 2 2 0
Turkey 19 18 1
Thailand 9 5 0
Tunisia 2 2 0
Uruguay 1 1 0
USA 17 17 1
TOTAL 302 281 12
xv
Third Parties Contracted by Nordstrom for Compliance Support in Year Two
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted
Number of Factories
Monitored, If Applicable
Cal Safety Compliance Corp. Pre-sourcing Factory Audits 123
Bureau Veritas Pre-sourcing Factory Audits 66
Agent 1  (primarily Asia, Asia Minor)* Factory Auditing and Remediation Support 89
Agent 2  (primarily Asia)* Factory Auditing and Remediation Support 46
Agent 3   (primarily Asia Minor)* Factory Auditing and Remediation Support 11
Agent 4  (primarily Middle East)* Factory Auditing and Remediation Support 5
* FLA does not require companies to publicly disclose buying agent information, which is considered to 
be proprietary.
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xvi Patagonia’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where Patagonia’s
applicable facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal
and FLA independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of
Factories
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
Patagonia
Internal
Monitoring
(Number of 
Facilities Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring 
(Number of Facilities
Visited)(Country)
Canada 1 0  0 
China 5 1 0
Columbia 2 1 0
Costa Rica 2  0  0 
Dominican Republic 2 1 0
France 2  0  0 
Greece 1 1 0
Hong Kong 5  0  0 
Israel 1 1 0
Korea 2 1 0
Malaysia 1 0 1
Mexico 4  0  0 
Morocco 2 2 0
Nicaragua 0 1 0
Philippines 1  0  0 
Portugal 4  0  0 
Romania 1  0  0 
Thailand 5 1 1
Tunisia 2 2 0
Turkey 1 1 0
USA 14 1 1
Vietnam 2  0  0 
Total 60 14 3
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xvii
Third Parties Contracted by Patagonia for Compliance Support in Year Two
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted
Number of Factories
Monitored, If Applicable
Cal Safety Compliance Corporation Full compliance monitoring visit 14
xviii PVH’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two 
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where PVH’s applicable
facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal and FLA
independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Location of Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
PVH Internal
Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring 
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
Bangladesh 7 7 0
Brazil 21 21 0
Cambodia 6 6 0
China 35 35 2
Dominican Republic 7 7 1
Egypt 2 2 0
El Salvador 2 2 0
Honduras 2 2 0
Hong Kong 5 5 0
India 26 26 1
Indonesia 7 7 0
Israel 2 2 0
Italy 16 16 0
Jamaica 1 1 0
Jordan 1 1 0
Korea 6 6 0
Macau 3 3 0
Malaysia 3 3 0
Mexico 2 2 0
Mongolia 4 4 0
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Pakistan 2 2 0
Peru 1 1 0
Philippines 6 6 1
Romania 4 4 0
Sri Lanka 4 4 0
Taiwan 6 6 0
Thailand 4 4 0
Tunisia 1 1 0
Ukraine 1 1 0
USA 1 1 0
Vietnam 2 2 1
Total 190 190 6
xix
Third Parties Contracted by PVH for Compliance Support in Year Two
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted
Number of Factories
Monitored, If Applicable
A & L Group, Inc. Pre-sourcing audits and re-evaluations 6
Global Social Compliance Pre-sourcing audits and re-evaluations 17
Global Standards Pre-sourcing audits and re-evaluations 4
Intertek Pre-sourcing audits and re-evaluations 23
Bureau Veritas (MTL) Pre-sourcing audits and re-evaluations 7
Verite Pre-sourcing audits and re-evaluations 3
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xx Reebok’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where Reebok’s applicable
facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal and FLA
independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
Reebok Footwear, Year  Two:
Location of
Factories (Country) 
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
Reebok Footwear's
Internal Monitoring 
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
Brazil 1 1 0
China 14 14 0
India 3 3 1
Indonesia 7 7 1
Italy 2 2 0
Korea 1 1 0
Lesotho 1 1 0
Mexico 2 2 0
Taiwan 2 2 0
Thailand 6 6 0
Vietnam 2 2 0
Total 41 41 2
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Reebok Apparel, Year Two: 
Location of
Factories (Country) 
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
Reebok Apparel's
Internal
Monitoring
(Number of 
Facilities Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring 
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
Bangladesh 8 7 1
Bulgaria 5 5 0
Cambodia 5 5 0
Canada 15 5 0
China 61 45 5
Costa Rica 2 0 0
Dominican Republic 2 1 0
El Salvador 13 7 1
Greece 1 1 0
Guatemala 9 7 1
Honduras 6 6 0
Hong Kong 1 0 0
India 8 5 1
Indonesia 25 17 2
Italy 4 4 0
Japan 12 0 0
Jordan 1 0 0
Kenya 1 0 0
Korea 61 9 0
Lesotho 1 0 0
Macau 3 0 0
Malaysia 7 0 1
Mexico 23 9 2
Pakistan 4 1 0
Peru 14 3 0
Philippines 10 10 1
Poland 1 0 0
Portugal 27 7 0
Russia 4 0 0
Spain 21 2 0
Sri Lanka 24 14 0
Swaziland 1 0 0
Taiwan 45 17 0
Thailand 4 4 1
Tunisia 1 0 0
Turkey 13 13 1
United Kingdom 2 0 0
United States 66 4 1
Vietnam 32 25 2
Total 543 233 20
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xxi
Third Parties Contracted by Reebok Apparel* for Compliance Support in Year Two
Name of Monitoring Group, 
Organization, etc. Work Conducted
Number of Factories
Monitored
Intertek Audits conducted globally 5
CalSafety Compliance Corp Audits conducted in United States 3
Societé General de Serveillance Audits conducted globally, majority in SriLanka 10
Bureau Veritas Audit conducted in Sri Lanka 1
*No third par y monitors were used in Reebok footwear facilities t
xxii
Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from Reebok
Name of School Location
Arizona State University Arizona
Boston College Massachusetts
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of Dayton Ohio
Illinois State University Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
Michigan State University Michigan
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Southern California California
Virginia Tech Virginia
Wright State University Wisconsin
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xxiii
How does a Company’s Labor Compliance Program Achieve Fair Labor Association
Accreditation?
When a company joins the FLA, it commits to establish a workplace standards program that
complies with FLA requirements, opting to implement the program during a two- or three-year
initial implementation period.  At the end of that period the FLA carries out an in-depth
evaluation of the company’s performance, and reports its findings in the FLA’s annual public
report.  In considering whether to accredit a company’s labor compliance program in accordance
with the FLA Charter, the staff and Board evaluate the extent to which a company has: 
 Adopted and communicated the Workplace Code of Conduct to workers and management at 
applicable facilities.
 Trained internal compliance staff to monitor and remediate noncompliance issues.
 Conducted internal monitoring of applicable facilities. 
 Submitted to unannounced, independent external monitoring visits to factories throughout its
supply chain. 
 Remediated noncompliance issues in a timely manner.
 Taken steps to prevent persistent patterns of noncompliance, or instances of serious 
noncompliance.
 Collected and managed compliance information effectively.
 Provided workers with confidential reporting channels to report on noncompliance issues to
the company.
 Consulted with non-governmental organizations, unions and other local experts in its work.
 Paid FLA dues and met other procedural and administrative requirements.
If the FLA determines that a company’s labor compliance program has adequately fulfilled the 
requirements outlined above, the program receives FLA accreditation.  Accreditation is reviewed 
every two years.  The FLA retains the right to retract FLA accreditation if it finds that a company
is not acting in good faith to uphold its FLA obligations and to continuously improve.
xxiv Zephyr’s FLA Applicable Facilities and Monitoring Activities in Year Two
In accordance with the FLA Charter, the chart below lists the countries where Zephyr Graf-X’s
applicable facilities were located during the reporting period, as well as the number of internal
and FLA independent external monitoring visits that took place during that time.
Please note that this chart represents only one of a number of activities undertaken by 
participating companies to ensure factory compliance with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
The number of site visits conducted by a participating company does not indicate whether one or
more of a company’s applicable facilities are in compliance with the Code. While this information
can help readers gain a better grasp of the geographic scope and focus of participating
companies’ compliance efforts, it should be interpreted in the context of the more qualitative
characteristics of each company’s compliance program.
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Location of
Factories
(Country)
Number of 
Applicable
Facilities
Zephyr Internal
Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
FLA Independent
External Monitoring
(Number of Facilities
Visited)
South Korea 2 1 0
United States 1 1 1
Russia 1 0 0
TOTAL 4 2 1
xxv
Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from Zephyr 
Graf-X
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
Brown University Rhode Island
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of California at Riverside California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
University of California at Santa Cruz California
California State University at Longbeach California
California State University at Northridge California
California State University at Sacramento California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Dayton Ohio
University of Delaware Delaware
University of Detroit- Mercy Michigan
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Furman University South Carolina
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Harvard University Massachusetts
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Illinois State University Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
James Madison University Virginia
Johns Hopkins University Maryland
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Santa Clara University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
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University of Washington at Seattle Washington
Western Washington University Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Williams College Massachusetts
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
Wright State University Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
Yale University Connecticut
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Fair Labor Association
Year Two
Annual Public Report 
Part 2 of 4
Published August 18, 2004
This is the second of four parts of a printer-friendly version of the Fair Labor Association’s Year 
Two report, which was designed for website use.  Therefore, some of the website features
(including links and layering) have been modified or removed from this print version. Please
access the FLA’s website, accessible at www.fairlabor.org/2004report, to utilize these features.
Please note also that the FLA publicly reports on all of its independent external monitoring visits
on a factory-by-factory basis.  Those reports, which are called FLA tracking charts, complement
the FLA’s annual public report by providing very detailed information about selected factories.
The tracking charts can be found at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html
Please direct questions about the report to info@fairlabor.org.
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This report is organized as follows:
In Part One:
I. About this Report
II. Companies Up Close – an Introduction
A. Participating Companies
1) adidas-Salomon 2) Eddie Bauer
3) GEAR for Sports 4) Liz Claiborne
5) Nike      6) Nordstrom
7) Patagonia     8) Phillips-Van Heusen
9) Reebok (including Reebok footwear, an FLA-accredited compliance program)
10) Zephyr-Graf-X 
In Part Two:
B. Category B Licensees
1) American Pad and Paper, LLC 2) Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
3) Cutter & Buck, Inc. 4) Drew Pearson Marketing
5) Global Accessories, Inc. 6) Herff Jones, Inc.
7) Jostens, Inc.     8) Lands’ End, Inc.
9) MBI, Inc. 10) New Era Cap Company, Inc. 
11) Outdoor Cap Company 12) Oxford Industries, Inc. 
13) Riddell, Inc. 14) Twins Enterprise, Inc.
15) VF Corporation 
In Part Three:
III. Overview of Findings
A. Facts and Figures
B. Findings and Analysis
In Part Four:
IV. Freedom of Association – Year Two Featured Code Provision
A. Overview of Standard
B. FLA Efforts
C. Four Countries in Brief
1. China 
2. Vietnam 
3. Bangladesh 
4. Mexico
V. Third Party Complaints Case Studies
A. Facility Contracted by Nike in Sri Lanka 
B. Facility Contracted by Lands’ End in El Salvador
C. Facility Contracted by Liz Claiborne in Guatemala
VI. FLA Process
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B. Category B Licensees 
FLA Category B Licensees commit to implement FLA Standards in the factories where
they produce licensed goods for FLA College or University Affiliates.  They agree to
affiliate with the FLA as part of their licensing contracts with colleges and universities.
Therefore the reports in this section cover efforts made by Category B Licensees to
improve conditions only in factories producing college- and university-licensed goods.
For a complete description of the FLA Licensee Program, please see
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/licensees/index.html.
The Category B Licensees included in the FLA’s Year Two Report are: 
1) American Pad and Paper, LLC 
2) Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
3) Cutter & Buck, Inc.
4) Drew Pearson Marketing 
5) Global Accessories, Inc.
6) Herff Jones, Inc. 
7) Jostens, Inc.
8) Lands’ End, Inc.
9) MBI, Inc. 
10) New Era Cap Company, Inc.
11) Outdoor Cap Company
12) Oxford Industries, Inc.
13) Riddell, Inc.
14) Twins Enterprise, Inc.
15) VF Corporation
Category B Licensee obligations (which apply only to factories producing college- and
university-licensed goods) include: 
 Adopting and communicating the Workplace Code to workers and management at
applicable facilities 
 Training internal compliance staff to monitor and remediate noncompliance issues
 Conducting internal monitoring of applicable facilities
 Submitting to unannounced, independent external monitoring visits to factories
throughout its supply chain
 Remediating noncompliance issues in a timely manner
 Taking steps to prevent persistent patterns of noncompliance, or instances of serious
noncompliance
 Collecting and managing compliance information effectively
 Providing workers with confidential reporting channels to report noncompliance 
issues to the company
 Consulting with non-governmental organizations, unions, and other local experts in 
its work 
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1) American Pad and Paper, LLC 
1. American Pad and Paper’s Company Profile
Company Name: American Pad and Paper, LLC 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $100-500* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $3.36
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Ampad / 100% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 121
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 2
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 2
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 0
Due to bankruptcy, no facilities were monitored by the FLA in Year 
Two.
Notes:
American Pad and Paper, LLC exited bankruptcy in August of 2003.
2. American Pad and Paper’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
American Pad and Paper (AMPAD) was involved in bankruptcy proceedings through
August 2003.  Consequently, its compliance program was not in operation for the
majority of the year.  While both applicable facilities were reported to have been visited
during the year by corporate staff, the company did not participate in FLA independent
external monitoring due to a shortage of funds.  The company plans to implement its 
compliance program more fully during 2004.
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3. American Pad and Paper’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize AMPAD’s
efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 A letter of intent to affiliate with the FLA was posted for employees to read.
 The AMPAD Code of Conduct is posted in both factories.
 Monthly safety training is provided to all employees.
 Staff from Corporate Human Resources visits factories to review safety and pay
practices.
 AMPAD uses a confidential suggestion box for employees to report
noncompliance.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
American Pad and Paper
Name of School Location
Albany Law School New York 
Albertus Magnus College Connecticut
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Brookdale Community College New Jersey
Bucknell University Pennsylvania
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at San Diego California
University of California at San Francisco California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
California State University at Northridge California
California State University at Sacramento California
Cardinal Stritch University Wisconsin
Carleton College Minnesota
Carnegie Mellon University Pennsylvania
Centre College Kentucky
Colgate University New York
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
University of Colorado at Denver Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Connecticut College Connecticut
Creighton University Nebraska
University of Dayton Ohio
Denison University Ohio
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Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Franklin & Marshall College Pennsylvania
University of Georgia Georgia
Gustavus Adolphus College Minnesota
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Ithaca College New York
University of Iowa Iowa
James Madison University Virginia
University of Kansas Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Lake Forest College Illinois
Lewis & Clark College Oregon
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
Marywood University Pennsylvania
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Millersville University Pennsylvania
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Missouri at St. Louis Missouri
Mount Holyoke College Massachusetts
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
University of Portland Oregon
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Randolph Macon Women’s College Virginia
Rider University New Jersey
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
St. Olaf College Minnesota
St. Peter’s College New Jersey
University of St. Thomas Minnesota
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Santa Clara University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
Simpson College California
Smith College Massachusetts
University of Southern California California
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SUNY Cobleskill New York 
SUNY Cortland New York 
SUNY Potsdam New York 
Syracuse University New York 
Union College New York 
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
Washington University Missouri
Wellesley College Massachusetts
Western Washington University Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Wheaton College Massachusetts
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh Wisconsin
Wright State University Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing American Pad and Paper Products
Name of factory Country where located
AMPAD Holyoke United States 
AMPAD Mattoon United States
6. Locating and Monitoring American Pad and Paper’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
United States 2 2 0***
TOTAL 2 2 0
***Due to bankruptcy, no facilities were monitored by the FLA in Year Two
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2) Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
1. Commemorative Brands, Inc.’s Company Profile 
Company Name: Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $100-500* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $34.3
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
ArtCarved / 64% 
 Balfour / 22% 
 Milestone / 14% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 118
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 4
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Commemorative Brands, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable
Facilities
The Commemorative Brands, Inc. (CBI) Compliance Program is based on the CBI 
Standards for Production Conduct, which meets all FLA requirements.  The compliance
team is made up of the Vice President of Legal Affairs and the managers for Human
Resources, Safety, and Finance.  Each of the team members reports to a Vice President
in his/her division.  All compliance team members are based at corporate headquarters
in Austin, TX.
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3. Commemorative Brands, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize CBI’s efforts
to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter.
 The workplace standards of Commemorative Brands, Inc (CBI) are transmitted
orally to workers in factories.  They are also posted in applicable facilities in 
English, Spanish and Vietnamese, and included in all new hire packets.
 The CBI Standards for Production Conduct is introduced to new employees
during orientation and reiterated to current employees though ongoing training.
 CBI requires a random selection of 25% of its employees to complete a survey
regarding the workplace code of conduct on a quarterly basis.  The questionnaire
is used to verify the communication of workplace standards.
 CBI reports that all employees will be given the names and locations of internal
monitors so that they may express concerns directly to them.
 CBI reports that it will periodically consult with the legally constituted unions in
CBI facilities in order to ensure that applicable collective bargaining agreements
are monitored and adhered to.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Commemorative Brands, Inc.
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of California at San Diego California
California State University at Long Beach California
California State University at Northridge California
California State University at Sacramento California
Carnegie Mellon University Pennsylvania
Colby College Maine
Colgate University New York
University of Colorado Colorado
University of Colorado at Denver Colorado
Colorado College Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
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Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Dayton Ohio
University of Delaware Delaware
Denison University Ohio
University of Detroit-Mercy Michigan
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Fordham University Florida
George Mason University Virginia
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Hamilton College New York 
Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Chicago Illinois
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Illinois State University Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
Ithaca College New York
Johns Hopkins University Maryland
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Lake Forest College Illinois
Lebanon Valley College Pennsylvania
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maine at Farmington Maine
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Manchester College Indiana
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
Marymount University Virginia
University of Massachusetts Massachusetts
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Michigan Technological University Michigan
University of Missouri at St. Louis Missouri
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
Mount Holyoke College Massachusetts
University of Nebraska Nebraska
Neumann College Pennsylvania
University of Nevada-Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
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University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northeastern Illinois University Illinois
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
Phillips Academy Massachusetts
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Randolph-Macon Woman's College Virginia
Rutgers University New Jersey
San Diego State University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John's University New York 
SUNY Cobleskill New York 
SUNY Cortland New York 
SUNY Potsdam New York 
Syracuse University New York 
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston Texas
Temple University Pennsylvania
Trinity College Connecticut
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington Washington
Washington University Missouri
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Wheaton College Massachusetts
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh Wisconsin
Wright State University Ohio
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
Yale University Connecticut
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Where Commemorative Brands, Inc. Produces
Name of factory Country where located
Commemorative Brands, Inc. – Austin USA
Commemorative Brands, Inc. – El Paso USA
Commemorative Brands, Inc. DBA Balfour- Louisville USA
Pulidos de Juarez Mexico
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6. Locating and Monitoring Commemorative Brands, Inc. FLA Applicable
Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
United States 3 1 1
Mexico 1 0 0
TOTAL 4 1 1
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3) Cutter & Buck, Inc. 
1. Cutter and Buck’s Company Profile
Company Name: Cutter & Buck, Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $131.7 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $2.3
Company Status: Public [NASDAQ: CBUK]
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Cutter and Buck / 100% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 92
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 19
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 15
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Cutter and Buck’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities 
Cutter and Buck adopted the SA800 Code as the company code of conduct in 1999.
The FLA Workplace Code of Conduct has also been adopted by Cutter and Buck’s Vendor
Social Compliance Program.  The Program is managed by the part-time Compliance
Manager, who reports to the Vice President of Production.  The Compliance Manager
schedules all audits and oversees the company’s corrective action plans.  All internal
audit visits are announced and are conducted by Verite.
3. Cutter and Buck’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Cutter and 
Buck’s efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter.
 Cutter and Buck requires that FLA standards are posted in all its applicable
facilities.
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 During 2003, audits revealed that only management knew about the FLA
Workplace Code of Conduct.
 Internal monitors use a single audit instrument that monitors in accordance with 
FLA and SA8000 Code requirements.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Cutter and Buck
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
Albany Law School New York 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
Arizona State University Arizona
University of Arizona Arizona
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
Bowdoin College Maine
Brown University Rhode Island
California Polytechnic State University California
California State University at Sacramento California
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at San Francisco California
Colby College Maine
Colgate University New York
Colorado State University Colorado
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University (Omaha, NE) Nebraska
University of Dayton Ohio
Denison University Ohio
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
Florida State University Florida
University of Florida Florida
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
University of Georgia Georgia
Gettysburg College Pennsylvania
Harvard University Massachusetts
Heritage College Washington
Hobart and William Smith Colleges New York 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
Johns Hopkins University Maryland
James Madison University Virginia
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kansas Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Lewis and Clark College Oregon
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University of Maine at Orono Maine
Manchester College Indiana
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Massachusetts Massachusetts
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Michigan Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
Mount Holyoke College Massachusetts
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of New Mexico New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northeastern Illinois University Illinois
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Santa Clara University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
Smith College Massachusetts
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
St. Joseph's University Pennsylvania
Syracuse University New York 
University of Texas at Austin Texas
Trinity College Connecticut
Tufts University Massachusetts
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
Washington University in St. Louis Washington
University of Washington Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Western Washington University Washington
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
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5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing Cutter and Buck Products
Name of factory Country where located
Timely China
Zhejiang Jaixing Silk China
Khun Wah Hong Kong 
GTN Textiles Ltd. India
Maral Overseas India
Prachi Exports India
Multi Coins Macau
Vimchamp Macau
Cotton Design SA Peru
Cotton Knit Peru
Textile Del Valle AS Peru
JTS Industries, Inc. Philippines
Castle Peak Holding Public Co. Ltd. Thailand
Siam Knitwear & Garment Co. Thailand
Thai Garment Thailand
Thai Jichodo Co. Ltd. Thailand
Thanuluz Public Co. Ltd. Thailand
TM Garment Co. Ltd. Thailand
Belteks Turkey
6. Locating and Monitoring Cutter and Buck’s FLA Applicable Facilities 
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
China 2 0 0
Hong Kong 1 1 0
India 3 2 0
Macau 2 2 0
Peru 3 2 1
Philippines 1 1 0
Thailand 6 6 0
Turkey 1 0 0
TOTAL 19 14 1
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4) Drew Pearson Marketing 
1. Drew Pearson Marketing’s Company Profile
Company Name: Drew Pearson Marketing 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $34 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $3.3 approx.
Company Status: Drew Pearson Marketing is a subsidiary of Mainland 
Headwear
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Starter/1.12% 
 ESPN GameDay/1.25% 
 ESPN GameNight/ 0% 
 Drew Pearson / 13.56% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 63
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 3
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 3
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 3 
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Drew Pearson Marketing’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
The Company’s compliance program is called the Drew Pearson Marketing (DPM) Parallel
Auditing Guarantee and the Company’s code is the Drew Pearson Marketing Workplace
Code of Conduct which is the same as the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct. Drew
Pearson does not have a formalized compliance team or program.  Different DPM
partners do regular monitoring and provide DPM with reports from those monitoring
visits. Product development teams have the most contact with the factories.
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3. Drew Pearson Marketing’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004. The points below briefly summarize Drew
Pearson Marketing’s efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA
Charter.
 All factories are visited yearly, though not on formalized monitoring visits.
 Corporate Officers visit factories quarterly.
 If remediation plans are not successful in a factory the company will stop using 
that facility.
 Anonymous drop boxes are located in the factories to allow a means to report
non-compliance.
 Drew Pearson Marketing relies on its trading partner’s audits and its employees 
who regularly visit factories to bring any unfair labor practices that they become 
aware of to the attention of their divisional manager upon their return.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Drew Pearson Marketing
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Cornell University New York 
University of Dayton Ohio
University of Delaware Delaware
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
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University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
San Diego State University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Where Drew Pearson Marketing Produces
Name of factory Country where located
Mainland Headwear Mfg., Ltd. China
Shanghai Pacific Hat Mfg. CO. Ltd. China
Pak Fu Industrial Co. Hong Kong 
6. Locating and Monitoring Drew Pearson Marketing FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
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Facilities
Visited
China 2 2 1
Hong Kong 1 1 0
TOTAL 3 3 1
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5) Global Accessories, Inc.
1. Global Accessories, Inc.’s Company Profile
Company Name: Global Accessories, Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $10-50* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003: $200,000 approx.*
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Dashmat / Less than 0.5% 
 Lebra / Less than 0.5% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 37
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 2
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 0
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Global Accessories, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
Global Accessories’ compliance program, the Global Fair Labor Program, mirrors the FLA 
Workplace Code of Conduct.  The Procurement and Human Resources staff, reporting to
the Vice President of Finance and Administration, coordinate the Global Fair Labor
Program. The Vice President of Finance and Administration reports to the Chairman,
who is the owner of the company. 
3. Global Accessories, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Global
Accessories’ efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
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 Global Accessories has provided training and resource documents, including the
FLA Workplace Code of Conduct, to its trading partners in an effort to assist the 
overseas facility in meeting FLA standards. 
 Global Accessories has started a suggestion box program to open communication
between workers and management.
 Global Accessories used monthly emails and telephone calls, as needed to track
the remediation status of the FLA independently monitored facility in Asia. 
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Global Accessories, Inc.
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
University of Colorado Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
University of Illinois at Urbana – Champaign Illinois
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
University of Maine at Orono Maine
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of New Mexico New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Purdue University Indiana
San Diego State University California
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
University of Texas at Austin Texas
Washington University Missouri
University of Washington Washington
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
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5. Applicable Facilities Producing Global Accessories, Inc. Products
Name of factory Country where located
Ease Clever Plastic Manufacturer China
Dashmat USA
6. Locating and Monitoring Global Accessories, Inc.’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
United States 1 0 0
China 1 0 1
TOTAL 2 0 1
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6) Herff Jones, Inc. 
1. Herff Jones, Inc’s Company Profile
Company Name: Herff Jones, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $100-500* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $41
Company Status: Privately held/employee owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
Herff Jones / 90%
Collegiate Apparel / 10% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 82
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 5
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 5
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Herff Jones, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities 
The Herff Jones Compliance Program uses the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct. The
program is run by the FLA Compliance Coordinator, as well as an internal compliance
team which consists of each manufacturing facility’s plant manager, human resource
manager and administrative staff. The FLA Compliance Coordinator reports to the Vice
President-General Manager (VP/GM) of the College Division.  The VP/GM reports directly
to the CEO of Herff Jones.   The FLA Compliance Coordinator’s office is located at the
company’s headquarters.
This year the program focused on the following initiatives: employee safety, security 
procedures, and rewriting the Employee Handbook.
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3. Herff Jones, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Herff Jones’ 
efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 Employees can voice concerns through suggestion boxes and the “Herff Jones’
Open Door Policy,” a policy that allows all employees to bring grievances to any
management personnel.
 Monthly safety meetings are held at each manufacturing location.
 Staff from Corporate Human Resources conduct periodic plant employee surveys
which probe safety, management support and quality issues.
 Herff Jones facilities have locked bulletin boards with postings of various codes,
including the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct, and company policies on
discrimination, sexual harassment, and wage requirements.
 The Herff Jones’ Company Newsletter is distributed quarterly to inform
employees of changes in company policies and the Herff Jones Handbook.
 Herff Jones’ intranet website enables employees to e-mail the Human Resources
Department directly with any concerns.
 Plant managers are required to provide the Board of Directors with a written 
response to all non-compliance issues identified in an audit within 90 days.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Herff Jones, Inc.
Name of School Location
American University Washington, DC 
Ball State University Indiana
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at San Diego California
University of California at San Francisco California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
University of California at Santa Cruz California
California State University at Long Beach California
California State University at North Ridge California
Centre College Kentucky
Colby College Maine
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Cornell University New York 
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Delaware Delaware
University of Detroit – Mercy Michigan
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
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Florida State University Florida
Fordham University New York
Franklin & Marshall College Pennsylvania
Furman University South Carolina
George Mason University Virginia
University of Georgia Georgia
Gettysburg College Pennsylvania
Hamilton College New York 
Harvard University Massachusetts
Hobart & William Smith Colleges New York 
University of Illinois at Chicago Illinois
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Johns Hopkins University Maryland
James Madison University Virginia
Keene State College New Hampshire
Lincoln University Pennsylvania
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maryland Maryland
Marymount University Virginia
Marywood University Pennsylvania
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Millersville University Pennsylvania
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
New School University New York 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
University of Notre Dame Indiana
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rider University New Jersey
Rutgers University New Jersey
San Diego State University California
Santa Clara University California
Simpson College California
Skidmore College New York 
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
St. Peter’s College New Jersey
SUNY Albany New York 
SUNY Cortland New York 
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
Trinity College Connecticut
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Tufts University Massachusetts
Union College Kentucky
Union College New York 
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Virginia Tech Virginia
Washington University Missouri
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Wright State University Ohio
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing Herff Jones Inc. Products
Name of factory Country where located
Cap and Gown - Arcola USA
Cap and Gown – Champaign USA
Diplomas USA
Fine Papers USA
Jewelry USA
6. Locating and Monitoring Herff Jones, Inc.’s FLA Applicable Facilities 
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
United States 5 5 1
TOTAL 5 5 1
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7) Jostens, Inc. 
1. Jostens’ Company Profile
Company Name: Jostens, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec. 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $788.2 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $60.4
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Jostens/ 100% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 176
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 9
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 5
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Jostens’ Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities 
The Jostens FLA Compliance Program (FLACP) uses the Jostens Code of Conduct (JCOC)
which meets all FLA Workplace Code of Conduct requirements.  In addition, the Jostens’
Code has provisions relating to women’s rights, ethical principles and environmental
safety. A management team staffed by 15 employees from the licensing, audit, human
resources, communications, operations, college and legal departments, coordinates the
FLACP. This team, which is managed centrally from Jostens headquarters in Minnesota,
reports both up and down the company organizational chart to senior management, the
chief executive officer, and to facility managers and human resources professionals in 
each facility.
In FLA Year Two, the Program focused on sexual harassment awareness, occupational
health and safety, and internal and external audits of Jostens’ applicable facilities.
Jostens contracted with ALGI to perform its internal monitoring. The corporate team is 
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responsible for FLA and Jostens Code of Conduct awareness, training, education and for
reviewing the audit reports and following up on remediation.
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3. Jostens’ Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Jostens’
efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 The Jostens Code of Ethics and Business Conduct requires that all external
suppliers submit to periodic audits by accredited monitors to evaluate compliance
with workplace standards.
 Jostens’ Code of Conduct is posted in English, Spanish, and is available in 
Mandarin Chinese at all of Jostens’ facilities, which are all in the US.
 Jostens’ Code of Conduct was distributed to over 10,000 employees, independent 
sales representatives, independent contractors, and suppliers and vendors.
 Jostens’ Code of Conduct training was conducted at all facilities.
 In order for employees to report non-compliance in a confidential manner,
Jostens uses a hotline called MY INPUT.  The hotline is managed by an outside
vendor. Calls have been falling into four main categories: policies and
procedures, personnel benefits, supervisory questions and suggestions.
 Jostens maintains a database at the corporate headquarters with information on
all aspects of Jostens’ work with the FLA. Access is limited to senior
management, the corporate FLACP team and appropriate plant personnel.
 Jostens has a union presence in one of its facilities in Owatonna, MN.  The union 
comprises approximately 11% of the Jostens’ Owatonna workforce, and overall,
1% of the Jostens’ total workforce.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Jostens
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
Albany Law School New York 
University of Alberta Canada
Albertus Magnus College Connecticut
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
Bowdoin College Maine
Brookdale Community College New Jersey
Brown University Rhode Island
Bucknell University Pennsylvania
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
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University of California at Merced California
University of California at Riverside California
University of California at San Diego California
University of California at San Francisco California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
University of California at Santa Cruz California
California Institute of Technology California
California Polytechnic State University California
California State University at Longbeach California
California State University at Northridge California
California State University at Sacramento California
Cardinal Stritch University Wisconsin
Carleton College Minnesota
Carnegie Mellon University Pennsylvania
Centre College Kentucky
Colby College Maine
Colgate University New York
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
University of Colorado at Denver Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Connecticut College Connecticut
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
Culver Academies Indiana
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Dayton Ohio
University of Delaware Delaware
Denison University Ohio
University of Detroit- Mercy Michigan
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Fordham University New York
Franklin & Marshall College Pennsylvania
Furman University South Carolina
George Mason University Virginia
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Gettysburg College Pennsylvania
Grinnell College Iowa
Gustavus Adolphus College Minnesota
Hamilton College New York 
Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Chicago Illinois
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Illinois State University Illinois
Ithaca College New York
University of Iowa Iowa
James Madison University Virginia
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Johns Hopkins University Maryland
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
Keene State University New Hampshire
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Lake Forest College Illinois
Lebanon Valley College Pennsylvania
Lewis & Clark College Oregon
Lincoln University Pennsylvania
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maine at Farmington Maine
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Manchester College Indiana
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
Marymount University Virginia
Marywood University Pennsylvania
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Michigan Technological University Michigan
Millersville University Pennsylvania
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Missouri at St. Louis Missouri
Mount Holyoke College Massachusetts
University of Nebraska Nebraska
Neumann College Pennsylvania
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
New School University New York 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northeastern Illinois University Illinois
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
Phillips Academy Massachusetts
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
University of Portland Oregon
Princeton University New Jersey
University of Puerto Rico at Humacao Puerto Rico 
Purdue University Indiana
Randolph Macon Women’s College Virginia
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Rhode Island School of Design Rhode Island
Rider University New Jersey
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
St. Michael’s College Vermont
St. Olaf College Minnesota
St. Peter’s College New Jersey
University of St. Thomas Minnesota
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Santa Clara University California
School for International Training Vermont
Seton Hall University New Jersey
Simpson College California
Skidmore College New York 
Smith College Massachusetts
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
SUNY Cobleskill New York 
SUNY Cortland New York 
SUNY Potsdam New York 
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Texas, Medical Branch at Galveston Texas
Trinity College Connecticut
Tufts University Massachusetts
Union College Kentucky
Union College New York 
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Vassar College New York 
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
Walsh University Ohio
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
Washington University Missouri
Wellesley College Massachusetts
Western Washington University Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Wheaton College Massachusetts
Whitman College Washington
Williams College Massachusetts
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh Wisconsin
Wright State University Wisconsin
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University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
Yale University Connecticut
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing Jostens Products
Name of factory Country where located
Jostens, Inc. – Burnsville USA
Jostens, Inc.  – Denton USA
Jostens, Inc. – Laurens USA
Jostens, Inc. – Owatonna USA
Jostens, Inc. – Red Wing USA
Jostens, Inc. – Shelbyville USA
Ad Graphics DBA; Concepts Plus USA
Midwest Trophy Mfg. Co., Inc. USA
Spectrum Screen Printing USA
6. Locating and Monitoring Jostens’ FLA Applicable Facilities 
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
United States 9 5 1
TOTAL 9 5 1
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8) Lands’ End, Inc.
1. Lands’ End, Inc.’s Company Profile
Company Name: Lands’ End, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $1.5-2.0 billion 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $3-5 million
Company Status: Lands’ End is a subsidiary of Sears 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Lands’ End / Less than 0.5% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 57
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 75
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 44
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 2 
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
Notes:
Lands’ End, Inc. has one ongoing third party complaint filed in 
October 2002 in El Salvador.  The complaint is in stage four.  See 
the report in the Third Party Complaints section of this report. 
2. Lands’ End, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities 
The Lands’ End Compliance Program is based on the company’s code of conduct, Lands’
End’s Standards of Business Conduct, which meets all standards set by the FLA
Workplace Code of Conduct.  The program is coordinated by the Compliance Manager
who is located at the company headquarters. Lands’ End uses third-party monitoring
firms to assist in internal monitoring on an as-needed basis.  Primarily they work with 
Cal Safety Compliance Corporation for this purpose. This year the compliance program 
focused on integrating the new staff and resources that became available upon Lands’
End being acquired by Sears Roebuck and Co.
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3. Lands’ End, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Lands’ End’s 
efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 Lands’ End employees receive various levels of training on labor compliance 
depending on their focus and the amount of time they spend in factories.
 Lands’ End evaluates its monitoring program by cross-referencing all audits
performed by different parties, including internal monitoring, FLA independent
external monitoring, and third party resources.
 Lands’ End uses an employee questionnaire, which was developed in 1995.
 Lands’ End goal is to visit facilities on an annual basis. They employ a risk
assessment approach based on country of origin, quality level of the vendor and
percent of production for Lands’ End.
 Digital photographs are used for verification of compliance.
 All internal monitoring conducted by third parties is done on an unannounced
basis.
 Lands’ End maintains a database to track factory profile information, quality
reviews and compliance documents.  The database tracks latest visits and ratings
as well as maintains contact information.
 New company monitors receive one-on-one training and learn about assessing
compliance efforts through traveling with more experienced monitors during 
audits.
 New factories are evaluated initially and reevaluated within 2 years on average.
 During the worker interview portion of compliance reviews, factory employees
can report instances of non-compliance.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Lands’ End, Inc.
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Boston College Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
University of Delaware Delaware
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
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Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
University of Louisville Kentucky
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Michigan Technological University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Princeton University New Jersey
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. John’s University New York 
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Utah Utah
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Washington University Missouri
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
Yale University Connecticut
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5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing Lands’ End, Inc. Products
Name of factory Country where located
Youngone Sportswear (CEPZ) Ltd. Bangladesh
Abbca Garment Makers Canada
Hui Yang Charming Garment Factory China
Changzhou Esquel Knitting China
Guangdong Esquel Gao Ming China
Yang Mei Garment China
Zhong Shan Easy On Garment Mfg. China
Nan Hua Textile Co. Ltd. China
Nanan Nai Feng Textiles, Ltd China
Nanging Fashions Ltd China
Dae Joo Leports, China China
Dapeng China
Utex Smart Shirts Garments Mfg. China
Grand Cap/Kwun Min Caps Factory China
Nova Knits China, Inc. China
Shenzhen Artigas Clothing & Leatherwear Co. Ltd. China
Grown-up Manufacturing China
Oxford De Colon Costa Rica
Caribbean International Cap Manufacturing Co. Dominican Republic
Central American Cutting Center El Salvador
Manufacturas Del Rio El Salvador
Primo, S.A. de C.V. El Salvador
Cross Creek Honduras Honduras
Mavest Honduras Mfg. S.A Honduras
Confecciones Monzini Honduras
Bigford Enterprises Hong Kong 
Elton International Trading Ltd. Hong Kong
Heng Tat Computer Knitting Ltd. Hong Kong 
Po Wai Knitting Factory, Ltd. Hong Kong 
Sino Act Industrial Lt. Hong Kong 
South Asia Knitting Fty, Ltd Hong Kong 
South China Knitting Fty Ltd. Hong Kong 
Wallop Industries Ltd. Hong Kong 
Yarn Field Hong Kong 
Ying Hing Computer Knitting Ltd. Hong Kong 
Smart Shirts Manufacturing, Ltd. Hong Kong 
Pressfield Co. Ltd. Hong Kong 
Lever Shirt GWB Fty. Ltd. Hong Kong 
Maral Overseas Ltd. India
Dae Joo Leports Indonesia
PT Metro Garmin Indonesia
Fujiwara Co. Ltd. Japan
Pressfield Kabushiki Kaisha Japan
Hyung-Jai Ltd/Brother Trading Korea
Boogil CP Korea
Hoi Meng Garment Fty Macau
Eastern Garment Mfg. Co. Malaysia
The Eastern Mfg. Co. Malaysia
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Textile Industries, Ltd. Mauritius
Cascada De Mexico Mexico
PC Baja SA de CV - Tijuana Mexico
Cercado Factory Peru
Industrias Nettalco S.A. Peru
Vulcano Factory Peru
MFH Knits Peru
Textile San Cristobal S.A. Peru
Smart Shirt Inc. Philippines
Oxford of Philippines Philippines
Antonio De Almedia and Filh Portugal
Mappin Singapore Pte, Ltd Singapore
Yung Wah Industria Co Singapore
Yung Wah-Toa Payoh Branch #1 Singapore
Polytex Garment Ltd. Sri Lanka 
Polytex Garment Ltd. Sri Lanka 
Smart Shirts Lanka, Ltd. Sri Lanka 
Everwin Bags Co. Ltd. Thailand
Gokhan Tekstil Turkey
Yesim Tekstil Turkey
Olympic West Sportswear United States 
Glacier West Sportswear, Inc United States
Lands' End West Union United States
Lands' End Mfg. Elkader United States 
Northern Cap Mfg. Co. United States 
Nova Knits, Inc. United States 
Rice Mills Belton United States 
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6. Locating and Monitoring Lands’ End, Inc.’s FLA Applicable Facilities 
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
Bangladesh 1 1 0
Canada 1 0 0
China 15 5 0
Costa Rica 1 0 0
Dominican Republic 1 1 0
El Salvador 3 3 1
Honduras 3 1 0
Hong Kong 13 9 0
India 1 1 0
Indonesia 2 0 0
Japan 2 1 0
Korea 2 0 0
Macau 1 1 0
Malaysia 2 2 0
Mauritius 1 0 0
Mexico 2 2 0
Peru 5 4 1
Philippines 2 1 0
Portugal 1 1 0
Singapore 3 3 0
Sri Lanka 3 1 0
Thailand 1 0 0
Turkey 2 2 0
United States 7 5 0
TOTAL 75 44 2
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9) MBI, Inc. 
1.  MBI, Inc.’s Company Profile 
Company Name: MBI, Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $300-600* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $10-12*
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Danbury Mint / 60% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 37
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 15
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 0
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit.
2. MBI, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities 
MBI, Inc.’s Compliance Program uses the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct as the
Danbury Mint Workplace Code of Conduct.  The program is coordinated and 
implemented by the Vice President, based in the company’s Connecticut office.  The Vice
President, Danbury Mint Division, reports to the President and CEO on all matters
related to compliance.
3. MBI, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize MBI’s efforts
to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter.
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 The Vice President updates all company managers annually on the progress and 
changes within the compliance program. 
 The Vice President reports audit results and remediation plans individually to
company managers whose product lines are manufactured in the particular
factory monitored.
 MBI reports that its vendors are annually asked to confirm that they are
committed to the objectives of the Workplace Code of Conduct and that they
have conveyed the Code to their workers.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
MBI, Inc.
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Boston College Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of Colorado Colorado
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of New Mexico New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Purdue University Indiana
Syracuse University New York
University of Texas at Austin Texas
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Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing MBI, Inc. Products
Name of factory Country where located
Brax (Xiamen Jianfa Art Ceramic Company) China
Dongguan Deyuan Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. China
C & H Arts-Crafts Products Co., Ltd. China
Creative Master Ltd. China
Fa De Shun Industrial (Hui Yang) Co., Ltd. China
Fujian Shishi City Tianma Electronics & Machinery
Company, Ltd.
China
Fu Yang Wood Artistic Company, Ltd. China
Honour Rich Development Co. China
Hua Hsin Crafts and Arts Products Co., Ltd China
Sheng Lung Poly Factory China
Top Pioneer Company China
Value Trend Company Thailand
R. Platnauer United Kingdom
Rug Barn USA
Pure Country Weavers USA
6. Locating and Monitoring MBI, Inc.’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
China 11 0 1
Thailand 1 0 0
United Kingdom 1 0 0
United States 2 0 0
TOTAL 15 0 1
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10) New Era Cap Company, Inc. 
1. New Era Cap Company’s Profile
Company Name: New Era Cap Company, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $100-500* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $3.5 - 4
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 New Era Cap / 100% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 72
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 10
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 10
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
Notes:
New Era’s application to become an FLA Participating Company 
(Category A Licensee) was approved in January 2004. Thus, the 
company will expand implementation of FLA requirements to all 
applicable facilities. New Era Cap Company will be included in the 
Participating Company section of the next annual Public Report. 
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2. New Era Cap Company’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
The New Era Cap Company Social Compliance Program is responsible for implementing 
the New Era Cap Company Workplace Code of Conduct, which is based on the FLA
Workplace Code of Conduct.  The Vice President of Global Human Resources has overall
responsibility for the New Era Cap Company Social Compliance Program.
During the reporting period, the Social Compliance Program was administered by a 
compliance team of company employees who dedicated some of their time to 
compliance-related activities.  New Era reports that the team consisted of the Health
and Safety Manager, the Vice President of Global Operations, Plant Managers, Plant
Human Resource Managers, and the Executive Administrative Assistant.  Among these 
team members, the Vice President of Global Operations and the Executive Administrative
Assistant were responsible for overseeing remediation of non-compliance issues in Asia 
and the United States respectively.
The program utilized a third-party social compliance monitor, Accordia, Inc., to perform
internal monitoring visits. In 2003, the program focused on education and awareness
training for workers and performing baseline assessments of facilities.
3. New Era Cap Company’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize New Era Cap
Company’s efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 Individual letters were prepared and sent from the company president to stress
the importance of the FLA and New Era Cap Company’s commitment to the FLA
and its monitoring principles.
 New Era Cap Company obtains written certification from all manufacturing 
facilities that standards will be met and employees will be informed about the 
FLA and company codes.
 New Era Cap Company translated and provided poster-sized copies of New Era
Cap Company Codes to all suppliers.
 Awareness training was conducted for approximately 1,600 workers in all 
company facilities. The training was done in small groups (approximately 30 
workers) to encourage a better environment for learning and comprehension.
 New Era Cap Company developed a program and conducted training in all
domestic company owned facilities every other month on at least one element of 
the New Era Cap Company Code of Conduct.
 New Era Cap Company contracted with a third party monitor to develop and
deliver a PowerPoint training program on the New Era Cap Company Code to key
employees for improved understanding of the program.
 New Era Cap Company rolled out a policy requiring that a video training
presentation of FLA and New Era Cap Company Codes is viewed by new both
company (US) and factory employees during orientation (US and abroad).
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 New Era Cap Company developed a questionnaire based on elements of the FLA
Workplace Code of Conduct to assess a facility’s compliance.
 New Era Cap Company has contracted with an Employee Assistance Program 
Administrator to act as a confidential conduit for non-unionized US workers to 
report non-compliance.
 The Vice President of Global Human Resources receives weekly updates on the
status of remediation, which is tracked using FLA tracking charts or third party
tracking resources.
 New Era Cap Company has conducted meetings with several unions and local
groups to present the New Era Company Workplace Code of Conduct.
 New Era Cap Company conducted internal monitoring at 100% of its contract 
suppliers, as well as all New Era Cap facilities.
 The company reports that all internal monitoring visits conducted at company-
owned factories and contract suppliers during the reporting period were
unannounced.
 New Era Cap Company created a position of Managing Director for Asia in 2003. 
That position has responsibility for active participation in remediation activities by 
visiting the Asian production facilities on unannounced visits to review
remediation progress.
 New Era Cap Company executive management meets monthly to review results
of internal monitoring and develop action plans as necessary to ensure
compliance with the code.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
New Era Cap Company
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
Brown University Rhode Island
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
California State University at Longbeach California
California State University at Northridge California
California State University at Sacramento California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Creighton University Nebraska
University of Delaware Delaware
University of Detroit- Mercy Michigan
Duke University North Carolina
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University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
Furman University South Carolina
University of Georgia Georgia
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
James Madison University Virginia
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Michigan Technological University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Santa Clara University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Utah Utah
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
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5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing New Era Cap Company Products
Name of factory Country where located
Asian Sourcing Co, Ltd. China
Eter-Wind China
Nanhai Lishui Mei Fai Hats China
Senfair China
Chung San Knit South Korea
5 Bs United States 
New Era Cap Company – Buffalo United States 
New Era Cap Company – Demopolis United States 
New Era Cap Company – Derby United States 
New Era Cap Company – Jackson Unites States 
6. Locating and Monitoring New Era Cap Company’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
China 4 4 1
South Korea 1 1 0
United States 5 5 0
TOTAL 10 10 1
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11) Outdoor Cap Company 
1. Outdoor Cap Company’s Profile
Company Name: Outdoor Cap Company
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: over $50 million
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): not disclosed, 
privately held company 
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
Outdoor Cap / 66% 
 Signature & Starter / 33%
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 37
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 10
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 4
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1 
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit.
2. Outdoor Cap Company’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
Outdoor Cap Company’s Social Compliance Program is responsible for enforcing the
Outdoor Cap Company Workplace Code of Conduct, which meets the standards set by 
the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct. In 2003, a new company division was created to 
implement the Social Compliance Program in its overseas manufacturing facilities. The
Vice President of Operations and the Compliance Coordinator, based in Bentonville, 
Arkansas, coordinate the program and conduct compliance monitoring and audits for the
company. The Vice President of Operations conducts all overseas monitoring visits and
oversees the direction of the Social Compliance Program.  He reports directly to the
Company’s President and CEO.   The program focuses on compliance with the Outdoor
Cap Company Workplace Code of Conduct through ongoing training with factory
management and workers.
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3. Outdoor Cap Company’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Outdoor Cap
Company’s efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 Outdoor Cap Company maintains a database which tracks the audits performed
and the remediation processes for each factory.
 “Welcome Kits” are sent to each factory, including copies of the Outdoor Cap
Company Workplace Code of Conduct, which has been translated into Korean,
Singhalese, Bengali, as well as Simplified and Traditional Chinese to ensure 
comprehension.
 Outdoor Cap Company requires factory management to verify in writing that all
Outdoor Cap Workplace Code of Conduct posters are displayed in a variety of 
prominent places throughout the factory.
 Factory management is required to hold meetings with workers to discuss the 
Outdoor Cap Workplace Code of Conduct and its implementation in the factories.
 Each factory is required to fill out and return an Annual Supplier Certification
form to corporate headquarters. This is a self-certification form that is based on
the Outdoor Cap Workplace Code of Conduct.
 In its factory locations in Sri Lanka, Outdoor Cap Company recommended that
factory management install suggestion boxes. That was done and the factories
have written procedures in place for how the suggestions are retrieved, reviewed
and addressed by the factory management.
 Outdoor Cap Company collaborates with NGOs in Hong Kong and Bangladesh to 
monitor factories and promote management training programs.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Outdoor Cap Company
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California Los Angeles California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
University of Dayton Ohio
Duke University North Carolina
Ferris State University Michigan
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at St. Louis Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Purdue University Indiana
San Diego State University California
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Utah Utah
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing Outdoor Cap Company Products
Name of factory Country where located
Actor Sporting Ltd. Bangladesh
Dada (Dhaka) Ltd. Bangladesh
Dada (Savar) Ltd. Bangladesh
Young An Hat (BD) Ltd. Bangladesh
Asian Sourcing China
Pax (Suzhou) Ltd. China
Superb International Co., Ltd. China
Yanbu Lee Hing Cap Factory China
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Young An Lanka PVT Ltd. – 1 Sri Lanka 
Young An Lanka PVT Ltd. – 2 Sri Lanka 
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6. Locating and Monitoring Outdoor Cap Company’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities Visited 
Bangladesh 4 0 1
China 4 2 0
Sri Lanka 2 2 0
TOTAL 10 4 1
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12) Oxford Industries, Inc. 
1. Oxford Industries, Inc.’s Company Profile
Company Name: Oxford Industries, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $764.6 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (thousands): $48
Company Status: Public [NYSE: OXM]
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Tommy Hilfiger / 4% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 4
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 19
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 18
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Oxford Industries, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
The Oxford Code of Ethics Program is responsible for enforcing the Oxford Code of
Conduct, which meets all standards set by the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct. The
program is called Oxford Products International Limited, Code of Ethics Program. Oxford
reports that the program is made up of several quality controllers, who report to the
Head Quality Controller of Oxford Products International.  In turn, the Head Quality
Controller reports to the Director of the Shirt Group.  In addition, Tommy Hilfiger USA
also participates in some monitoring of the factories that manufacture collegiate 
products.
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3. Oxford Industries, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Oxford
Industries’ efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
 Oxford Industries, Inc. received written certification from factories, contractors
and suppliers that employees have been informed of the standards enumerated
in the company’s Code of Conduct.
 Factories, contractors and suppliers were required to complete a compliance 
questionnaire on a regular basis.
 New factories were audited before orders were placed.
 Over 95% of internal monitoring visits to applicable facilities were unannounced.
 When a critical non-compliance issue was observed during a compliance visit, all
purchase orders were stopped and the company withdrew from the factory.
 Legally constituted unions representing employees at a worksite were
periodically consulted regarding the monitoring process.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Oxford Industries, Inc.
Name of School Location
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Louisiana State University & A&M College Louisiana
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
University of Wyoming Wyoming
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Where Oxford Industries, Inc. Produces
Name of factory Country where located
Nan Feng Knitting Factory Ltd. China
Nan Rong Garment Co. Ltd. China
GZ Nansha Development Zone China
South China Textile Company Ltd. Hong Kong 
South Glamour Fashions Garment Hong Kong 
South Ocean – Well Knit Apparels Ltd. India
PT Katexindo Indonesia
PT Masterindo Indonesia
PT Satriasejati Multi Industries Indonesia
Vui Keong Garment Factory Ltd. Macau
Imperial Garments Sdn. Bhd. Malaysia
Canatex SA De C.V. Mexico
Fashion Express Textiles Co. Ltd. Philippines
Formostar Garments Co. Ltd. Philippines
Pan Phil Sportswear Inc. Philippines
Polytex Garment Ltd. – Ja Ela Sri Lanka 
Hong Kong Knitters Lanka Ltd. Sri Lanka 
China Unique Garments Taiwan
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Diamond Hoisery & Thread Taiwan
6. Locating and Monitoring Oxford Industries, Inc. FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
China 3 3 0
Hong Kong 2 2 0
India 1 0 0
Indonesia 3 3 0
Macau 1 1 0
Malaysia 1 1 1
Mexico 1 1 0
Philippines 3 3 0
Sri Lanka 2 2 0
Taiwan 2 2 0
TOTAL 19 18 1
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13) Riddell Inc.’s
1. Riddell Inc.’s Company Profile
Company Name:  Riddell Inc.
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $10-50 million 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $3
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Riddell / 13.5% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 50
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 3
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 0
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit. 
2. Riddell Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
Riddell Inc.’s FLA Compliance Program is managed by the Company’s Human Resource
Manager and the Director of International Sourcing, who are based at the company’s
United States headquarters. The Program also consists of six company monitors and a
Company Safety Committee.
3. Riddell Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Riddell’s 
efforts to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter. 
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 The Riddell Workplace Code of Conduct is posted in all applicable factories and 
employees receive a copy in the Employee Handbook.
 Locked complaint boxes are installed in the company’s US factory in order to
provide employees with a way to report problems to management confidentially. 
Only the factory’s human resource manager can access the boxes.   Similar 
boxes have also been installed in overseas supplier factories.
 The company’s non-retaliation policy is included in the Employee Handbook.
 The Chicago headquarters and the Chicago factory location both have a union
presence from the Union of Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees,
AFL-CIO-CLC. A meeting was held with the Union Business Representative and
Union Representative from the Company to explain the Riddell Workplace Code
of Conduct. The company also reports that the Human Resource Manager meets
regularly with the Business Representative from the Union to discuss compliance 
and grievance issues.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Riddell Inc.
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
University of Georgia Georgia
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Purdue University Indiana
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
University of Wyoming Wyoming
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Where Riddell Inc. Produces
Name of factory Country where located
Jianda Manufacturing Co., Ltd China
Sun Yick Plastic Products Co., Ltd China
Riddell Inc. USA
6. Locating and Monitoring Riddell Inc.’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
China 2 0 1
USA 1 0 0
TOTAL 3 0 1
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14) Twins Enterprise, Inc. 
1. Twins Enterprise Inc.’s Company Profile
Company Name: Twins Enterprise, Inc. 
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year 
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2005 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): Range: $50-100* 
*The FLA provides revenue ranges for companies that are not traded publicly
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $9.5
Company Status: Privately owned 
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Twins / 100% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 90
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 1
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 0
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 1 
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit.
2. Twins Enterprise, Inc.’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
The Twins Enterprise Compliance Program, called the Assuring Factory Compliance
Program (AFC) is based on the company’s Code of Conduct and Compliance, which
meets the standards set by the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.  The company reports
that AFC is managed by a team made up of the Vice Presidents of each department:
Operations, Sourcing, Research and Development, Finance, and Sales and Marketing.
The family owners of Twins Enterprises make semi-annual monitoring visits to the
factory, which was independently monitored by the FLA this year.
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3. Twins Enterprise, Inc.’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize Twins’ efforts
to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter.
 The compliance team corresponds about remediation plans once a week until the 
plan has been executed and the team has received confirmation of such.
 Twins Enterprise receives written certification from the factory that compliance
standards are being met.
 Twins Enterprise has an open door policy and an anonymous question box for
workers to submit compliance concerns.
 Formal meetings, attended by the department heads and the Vice Presidents of
Finance, Research and Development, Sourcing, Sales and Marketing, Operations,
and Warehouse/Traffic are scheduled twice a year to discuss compliance issues
and new standards.
 Factory management is required to sign a non-retaliation agreement, prohibiting 
management from punishing workers who file complaints.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
Twins Enterprise, Inc.
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
American University Washington DC 
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Arizona State University Arizona
Ball State University Indiana
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Boston University Massachusetts
Brown University Rhode Island
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of California at San Francisco California
California State University at Longbeach California
California State University at Sacramento California
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
Colorado State University Colorado
Columbia University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
University of Dayton Ohio
University of Delaware Delaware
Duke University North Carolina
University of Florida Florida
Florida State University Florida
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Fordham University New York
George Mason University Virginia
University of Georgia Georgia
Georgia Institute of Technology Georgia
Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Illinois State University Illinois
University of Iowa Iowa
Johns Hopkins University Maryland
University of Kansas Kansas
Kansas State University Kansas
University of Kentucky Kentucky
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Marquette University Wisconsin
University of Maryland Maryland
University of Memphis Tennessee
University of Miami Florida
University of Michigan Michigan
Michigan State University Michigan
Michigan Technological University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Missouri at St. Louis Missouri
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of Nevada at Las Vegas Nevada
University of New Hampshire New Hampshire
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill North Carolina
University of North Carolina at Greensboro North Carolina
North Carolina State University North Carolina
Northwestern University Illinois
University of Notre Dame Indiana
Ohio State University Ohio
Pennsylvania State University Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Purdue University Indiana
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
University of St. Thomas Minnesota
San Diego State University California
San Jose State University California
Seton Hall University New Jersey
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
Temple University Pennsylvania
University of Texas at Austin Texas
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University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
West Virginia University West Virginia 
Wright State University Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Producing Twins Enterprise, Inc. Products
Name of factory Country where located
Tinkwood Hat Factory Macau
6. Locating and Monitoring Twins Enterprise, Inc.’s FLA Applicable Facilities
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
Macau 1 0 1
TOTAL 1 0 1
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15) VF Corporation 
1. VF Corporation’s Company Profile
Company Name: VF Corporation
Year of FLA Implementation: 1st year
FLA Initial Implementation Period Ends: Dec 2006 
Annual Consolidated Revenue in FY 2003 (millions): $5,750 
Annual Revenue from University-Licensed Goods FY 2003 (millions): $52
Company Status: Publicly owned [NYSE:VFC]
FLA Applicable Brands / Brand’s Percentage of Total Consolidated Revenue:
 Lee Sport, CSA, NCAA / 86.5% 
 Jansport / 11.5% 
 Eastpack / 2% 
FLA-Affiliated University Licensors: 95
Total Applicable Facilities Worldwide in FLA Y2: 61
Factories Subject to Internal Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 46
Total FLA Independent External Monitoring Visits in FLA Y2: 2
The factory tracking charts available at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html give individual reports 
on each monitoring visit.
2. VF Corporation’s Compliance Program in FLA Applicable Facilities
VF Corporation’s Compliance Program is based on the Corporation’s Terms of 
Engagement which focuses on five tenets; Ethical Standards, Legal Requirements, 
Intellectual Property Rights, Product Labeling and the Corporation’s Global Compliance
Principles.  The Global Compliance Principles meet or exceed all standards set by the
FLA Workplace Code of Conduct.
VF’s Compliance team consists of two groups of auditors who work with licensed 
products and contractors.  In addition, a group of production individuals are responsible
for conducting audits at their direct sourced factories.  The Corporation’s Compliance
Program uses CSCC, Intertek Testing Services, and WRAP as third party monitors.  This 
year the program focused on training new staff and improving corporate awareness.
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3. VF Corporation’s Approach to Compliance in 2003
Information provided in this section is based on reports submitted to the FLA by each
Category B Licensee in January 2004.  The points below briefly summarize VF’s efforts 
to uphold its FLA Obligations in accordance with the FLA Charter.
 VF’s intent is to audit 100% of active factories on an annual basis.  If a domestic
factory has an ‘accepted’ status (see below), then an audit is scheduled once
every 18 months.
 After audits facilities receive one of three grades:
1. Accepted – The factory has no major noncompliance issues, thus the factory
can continue to manufacture VF products.
2. Accepted to be upgraded – The factory has some minor issues, thus the
factory can continue to produce.  However if the issues are not addressed in
8-12 weeks the factory will be downgraded to rejected.
3. Rejected – The factory has some major noncompliance issue, thus is no
longer authorized to manufacture VF products.
 No products, samples or bulk orders, can be produced in a factory until it has 
been inspected.
 Approximately 2% of audits are unannounced.
 Full time compliance staff periodically participates in audits conducted by
company staff and third party monitors, CSCC, Intertek Testing Services, and 
WRAP.
 The compliance and audit staff have bi-yearly meetings to promote consistent
audit practices. 
 Additionally, VF employees who are not in the compliance department are aware
of the company’s compliance program and that production cannot be sourced in 
a facility that has not had a compliance audit.
 VF continued to meet with its field auditors to establish consistency in auditing
procedures in Asia, Europe and for its jeanswear, in Mexico.
 The Company has an Open Door Policy for workers to report non-compliance.
 In addition to participating with the FLA, WRC, and WRAP, VF also attends
Business for Social Responsibility events.
4. Universities, Colleges and Secondary Schools Buying Licensed Goods from 
VF Corporation
Name of School Location
University of Alabama Alabama
Albertus Magnus Connecticut
Anne Arundel Community College Maryland
Appalachian State University North Carolina
University of Arizona Arizona
Boise State University Idaho
Boston College Massachusetts
Bowdoin College Maine
Brookdale Community College New Jersey
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Brown University Rhode Island
Bucknell University Pennsylvania
University of California at Berkeley California
University of California at Davis California
University of California at Irvine California
University of California at Los Angeles California
University of California at Merced California
University of California at Riverside California
University of California at San Diego California
University of California at San Francisco California
University of California at Santa Barbara California
University of California at Santa Cruz California
Carleton College Minnesota
Carnegie Mellon Pennsylvania
Centre College Kentucky
Colby College Maine
Colgate University New York
University of Colorado at Boulder Colorado
University of Colorado at Denver Colorado
Connecticut College Connecticut
Cornell University New York 
Creighton University Nebraska
Dartmouth College New Hampshire
Denison University Ohio
Duke University North Carolina
Furman University South Carolina
University of Georgia Georgia
Gettysburg College Pennsylvania
Grinnell College Iowa
Harvard University Massachusetts
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Illinois
Ithaca College New York
University of Iowa Iowa
University of Kansas Kansas
Lincoln University Pennsylvania
Louisiana State University and A&M College Louisiana
University of Louisville Kentucky
University of Maine at Orono Maine
Manchester College Indiana
Marquette University Wisconsin
Marywood University Pennsylvania
University of Miami Florida
Michigan State University Michigan
University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri
University of Missouri at St. Louis Missouri
Mount Holyoke College Massachusetts
University of Nebraska Nebraska
University of New Mexico New Mexico
New Mexico State University New Mexico
University of Notre Dame Indiana
University of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
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Princeton University New Jersey
Randolph Macon Women’s College Virginia
Rider University New Jersey
Rutgers University New Jersey
St. Cloud State University Minnesota
St. John’s University New York 
St. Joseph’s University Pennsylvania
St. Michael’s College Vermont
St. Olaf’s College Minnesota
St. Peter’s College New Jersey
University of St. Thomas Minnesota
Seton Hall University New Jersey
Simpson College California
Smith College Massachusetts
University of South Florida Florida
University of Southern California California
Syracuse University New York 
University of Texas at Austin Texas
Trinity College Connecticut
Union College Kentucky
Union College New York 
University of Utah Utah
Utah State University Utah
Valdosta State University Georgia
Vanderbilt University Tennessee
Villanova University Virginia
University of Virginia Virginia
Virginia Tech Virginia
University of Washington at Seattle Washington
Wellesley College Massachusetts
Western Washington University Washington
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh Wisconsin
University of Wyoming Wyoming
Xavier University Ohio
5. FLA Applicable Facilities Where VF Corporation Produces
Name of factory Country where located
Dongguan Zerong Bag Co. Ltd. China
Hang Dian China
JiangSu YaFeng Knitting Co. Ltd. China
Keng Tou Handbag Factory China
Ningbo Beston Plastics Company Ltd. China
Ningbo Horizon Luggage Co. Ltd. China
Qingdao Daejoo Leprts Corp. China
Shanghai Dolphin FanLun Garment Co. Ltd. China
Shanghai Meihua Knitting Co. Ltd. China
Shanghai Tairi Knitwear Garment Factory China
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Shanghai Tianma Computer Embroidery Factory China
Shunde Licheng Garment Factory Co. Ltd. China
Yafeng General Knitting China
Yafeng General Knitting Mill Jiangsu Province China
Chi-Fung SA El Salvador
Mansalex SA de CV El Salvador
Satellite International, SA de CV El Salvador
Textile La Paz El Salvador
Elcatex Honduras
Genesis Apparel Honduras
Industrias de Exportacion SA de CV Honduras
CV United Garment Indonesia
PT Arta Glory Indonesia
PT Dae Joo Leports Indonesia
PT Poly Allied Industries Indonesia
PT Skycamping Indonesia
Eagle Shirt Jordan
Hippo Knitting Co. Ltd. Macau
Gross View Enterprises SARL Madagascar
Chia Moon Garments Malaysia
Confecciones Juraidini SA de CV Mexico
Confecciones Sta. Elena SA de CV Mexico
Industrias Desafio / Desafio Sewing Mexico
Industrias Desofio / Groupo Trueno Mexico
Liga Mayor / Diaz Ordaz Mexico
Liga Mayor / FCO. Meadero Mexico
Diorva Mongolia
Fashionware Pakistan
Leisure Textile Pakistan
Summit Camping Pakistan
Yusung Adventure Corp. Philippines
Darwood Taiwan
C G Petrochemical Co. Ltd. Thailand
Future Garment Co. Ltd. Thailand
Micro Embroidery Co. Ltd. Thailand
ST Embroidery Thailand
Union Garment Co. Ltd. Thailand
Apparel Designs USA
Bay Promotions USA
Buffalo Inc. USA
Crown Prince USA
Embroidered Corp. Image USA
Fit for a King USA
Guerilla Graffix USA
Powertex Sportswear USA
VF Knitwear 39th Street USA
VF Knitwear Linebaugh USA
Visual Impressions USA
Volunteer Knit Apparel Inc. USA
Pungkook Saigon II Corp. Vietnam
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6. Locating and Monitoring VF Corporation’s FLA Applicable Facilities 
A. Country 
B. Number of
Factories
C. Internal 
Monitoring: Number
of Facilities Visited
D. External 
Monitoring:
Number of 
Facilities
Visited
China 14 12 0
El Salvador 4 2 1
Honduras 3 2 0
Indonesia 5 3 0
Jordan 1 0 0
Lesotho 1 1 0
Macau 1 1 0
Madagascar 1 1 0
Malaysia 1 1 0
Mexico 6 6 0
Mongolia 1 1 0
Pakistan 3 2 0
Philippines 1 0 0
Taiwan 1 1 0
Thailand 5 2 0
USA 12 10 0
Vietnam 1 1 1
TOTAL 61 46 2
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This is the third of four parts of a printer-friendly version of the Fair Labor Association’s 
Year Two report, which was designed for website use.  Therefore, some of the website 
features (including links and layering) have been modified or removed from this print 
version. Please access the FLA’s website, accessible at www.fairlabor.org/2004report, to 
utilize these features.  
Please note also that the FLA publicly reports on all of its independent external 
monitoring visits on a factory-by-factory basis.  Those reports, which are called FLA 
tracking charts, complement the FLA’s annual public report by providing very detailed 
information about selected factories.  The tracking charts can be found at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html
Please direct questions about the report to info@fairlabor.org.
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This report is organized as follows: 
In Part One:
I. About this Report  
II. Companies Up Close – an Introduction  
A. Participating Companies
1) adidas-Salomon    2) Eddie Bauer  
3) GEAR for Sports     4) Liz Claiborne   
5) Nike      6) Nordstrom  
7) Patagonia      8) Phillips-Van Heusen  
9) Reebok (including Reebok footwear, an FLA-accredited compliance program)
10) Zephyr-Graf-X 
In Part Two:
B. Category B Licensees  
1) American Pad and Paper, LLC   2) Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
3) Cutter & Buck, Inc.     4) Drew Pearson Marketing 
5) Global Accessories, Inc.   6) Herff Jones, Inc. 
7) Jostens, Inc.     8) Lands’ End, Inc. 
9) MBI, Inc.     10) New Era Cap Company, Inc. 
11) Outdoor Cap Company   12) Oxford Industries, Inc. 
13) Riddell, Inc.     14) Twins Enterprise, Inc. 
15) VF Corporation 
In Part Three:
III. Overview of Findings  
A. Facts and Figures 
B. Findings and Analysis
In Part Four:
IV. Freedom of Association – Year Two Featured Code Provision 
A. Overview of Standard 
B. FLA Efforts  
C. Four Countries in Brief
1. China 
2. Vietnam 
3. Bangladesh 
4. Mexico 
V. Third Party Complaints Case Studies  
A. Facility Contracted by Nike in Sri Lanka 
B. Facility Contracted by Lands’ End in El Salvador  
C. Facility Contracted by Liz Claiborne in Guatemala  
VI. FLA Process  
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III. FLA Independent External Monitoring in Year Two  
Summary and Analysis  
A summary of the data that was collected through FLA independent external monitoring 
visits during the period January-December 2003. 
During the FLA’s second year of monitoring (referred to as Year Two), which took place January-
December 2003, FLA-accredited monitors conducted 110 independent monitoring visits in twenty 
countries.  During the visits, the monitors evaluated factory compliance with the FLA Workplace 
Code of Conduct and applicable national and local laws.  
The reports from each of these 110 factory visits, along with company plans to remediate the 
reported noncompliance issues, are available to the public on the FLA website 
(http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html).  By reviewing individual factory reports, 
readers can learn about particular factory conditions and different companies’ approaches to 
remediating various noncompliance issues.  
This report is divided into two parts:  
C. Facts and Figures
Provides an overview of the FLA’s aggregate supply chain and the organization’s 
approach to monitoring it in Year Two
D. Findings and Analysis
Makes various observations about monitors’ findings for each FLA Code provision  
A. FLA Independent External Monitoring:
Facts and Figures
In 2003, the FLA conducted independent external monitoring (IEM) visits to 110 facilities 
worldwide, representing approximately 5 percent of each company’s applicable factory base in
high-risk regions. In total, ten FLA-accredited monitoring groups spent over 1,056 person days
monitoring 110 facilities worldwide, averaging 9.6 person days per monitoring visit.1  Of these 
110 visits, 31 were ‘shared’, meaning that two or more FLA-affiliated companies or licensees 
sourcing in the same facility participated in the remediation of the noncompliance issues reported 
by the FLA monitor.  Shared audits enable companies to have a greater impact throughout their
supply chains. Working together, companies pool resources to achieve shared goals; streamline
the corrective actions required at a factory; share experiences in remediating particular
noncompliance issues; and have greater leverage in making changes in the factory.
FLA Year Two IEM visits were conducted in 20 countries, with the greatest number occurring in 
East Asia (Graph 1.1).
Graph 1.1: FLA IEMs in Year Two – Regional Distribution
South East Asia: 34
(Indonesia,
Malaysia,
Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam)
East Asia: 35
(China, Hong Kong,
Macau)
South Asia: 13
(Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan)Latin America: 17
(Brazil, Dominican
Republic,
El Salvador,
Guatemala,
Honduras, Mexico,
Peru)
USA: 9EMEA: 2
(Turkey)
The regional breakdown of FLA monitoring visits roughly reflects the distribution of factories 
contracted by FLA affiliated companies, with the notable exceptions of two regions: Europe,
Africa, Middle East (EAME) and Southeast Asia (Graph 1.2).  This discrepancy is due to the
weighting system in the software used to select IEMs; the software gives factories in higher-risk
countries a preference for selection. While FLA companies have a significant number of factories 
in EAME (16 percent), other regions, such as East and Southeast Asia, are considered higher-risk
regions.  The location of monitoring visits is also influenced by the presence of FLA-accredited
monitors in a given country. With a view to ensuring the flexibility of the FLA’s independent
monitoring program, the FLA is working to increase the number of monitors in key locations in 
addition to improving monitor training and audit tools. 
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1 The term ‘person days’ refers to the number of audit days, counting each auditor separately.  For example, 
if a monitoring team consisting of 3 auditors spends 3 days in a facility, it would be considered a 9 person
day audit.
Graph 1.2: Company Sourcing and FLA IEM Locations in Year Two
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According to Year Two data, FLA companies continue to shift the regional distribution of their
applicable facilities.  While each company has a different sourcing strategy, most FLA companies
have increased the number of factories that they contract in China. The number of factories 
contracted by FLA companies has increased in East and Southeast Asia more generally, while the 
number of factories in Latin and North America has decreased.  These developments are
especially interesting in light of the upcoming phase-out of the Multi-Fiber Arrangement2 quota 
system on January 1, 2005. Graph 1.3 shows the sourcing changes of FLA companies from 2003 
to 2004 and highlights select ‘Gains’ and ‘Losses.’
2 The MFA was established in 1974 to reconcile interests of textile-exporting and textile-importing countries 
by establishing quotas.  These quotas set parameters for international trade based on textile.  Under the 
Uruguay Round agreement, countries agreed to eliminate the MFA quotas in phases to begin July 1, 1995 
and to end July 1, 2005. Many believe that eliminating quotas will lead to increased sourcing in China and
other countries and to decreased sourcing in others.  For additional information see the following memo:
http://www.theglobalalliance.org/pdf/yanz-fiber-article.PDF
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Graph 1.3: Changes in Supply Chain, 2004 vs. 2003
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The 110 FLA monitoring visits took place in apparel, footwear, and equipment facilities. Ninety-
seven visits were conducted in apparel factories, meaning the remaining 13 focused on footwear
and equipment facilities.  One notable difference between FLA company presence in apparel
factories versus footwear factories was that each company tended to represent a considerably
smaller percentage of total factory production in apparel facilities. A given apparel factory
generally had many more brands buying from it, as companies tended to spread sourcing across
many more facilities.  Apparel factories also tended to have fewer workers; for example, the
average FLA-monitored apparel factory had 972 workers, whereas the average FLA-monitored
footwear facility had 5,883 workers.
Table 1.1 provides a profile of the aggregate workforce present in FLA monitored facilities, and 
the interviews conducted in the audited factories. More than 3,000 of the workers who were
present at FLA-monitored facilities in Year Two were interviewed during the reporting period.
Table 1.1: Population Profile of
FLA Independently-Monitored Factories* 
Female Male Total
Work Force 
Total 118,121 34,874 152,999
Average/factory 1,135 336 1,471
Interviews Conducted 
Total 2,390 992 3,382
Average/factory 23 9 32
*Please note that these numbers only represent the factory populations of 104 of the 110 factories subject to IEM’s in 
Year Two. Information on the remaining 6 facil ies was not available at the time this section was drafted.it
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B. FLA Year Two Independent External Monitoring (IEM): 
Findings and Analysis 
This section provides an overview of the aggregate findings of FLA independent external 
monitoring (IEM) visits conducted in Year Two.   As is evident from a review of FLA factory 
tracking charts (http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html), information collected 
during FLA monitoring visits is qualitative in nature.  In the interest of tracking trends and making 
comparisons, the FLA has translated qualitative information collected during IEM visits into 
quantitative data.   
Understanding the data reported in this section 
To better understand how the data reported in this section was composed, take for example the 
FLA Code provision relating to Harassment or Abuse.  While the Workplace Code states “Every 
employee will be treated with respect and dignity.  No employee will be subject to any physical, 
sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse,” the FLA Benchmarks provide monitors with 
more detailed guidance about the meaning of FLA Code provisions.i  If a monitor observes while 
conducting a monitoring visit that 1) workers are not allowed access to toilets, and 2) a particular 
manager is verbally abusive, he/she would report two distinct instances of noncompliance to the 
FLA, even though both represent noncompliance with the same Code provision.   
On the other hand, if a monitor observes several instances of noncompliance with a single 
benchmark, these will be counted as one noncompliance issue for a given factory.  For example, 
if a monitor observes restrictions to toilets in different sections of the factory, these distinct 
instances of noncompliance would only be cited once under Harassment or Abuse.  In this sense, 
the frequency of noncompliance with a particular Code provision can provide some general sense 
of factory conditions and monitor findings, but does not necessarily represent the complete story.  
Additionally, because the investigations are qualitative and not quantitative in nature, the 
numbers represented here should not be taken as hard statistics. Rather they should be 
understood as indication of trends in the FLA supply chain.    
The FLA is working to develop a database for improved processing and reporting of data 
collected during independent external monitoring visits.  Please access individual factory tracking 
charts for a more comprehensive and detailed look at factory conditions.     
FLA findings and analysis are reviewed in the following sections: 
1) Considering IEM Findings in Terms of FLA Workplace Code Provisions: An Overview 
2) Health and Safety  
3) Wages and Benefits
4) Hours of Work 
5) Overtime Compensation   
6) Freedom of Assoc
ss
iation and Collective Bargaining 
7) Code Awarene
8) Forced Labor
9) Child Labor 
10) Harassment or Abuse
ion
12) Miscellaneous 
11) Nondiscriminat
1) Considering IEM Findings in Terms of FLA Workplace Code Provisions: An Overview 
In Year Two, independent external monitoring took place in 110 facilities.  Monitoring findings
from 105 of those visits have been compiled and processed for inclusion in this report.  Findings 
from five facilities were not included in these data because full information was not available at 
the time of processing (the monitoring reports from those five facilities can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html).  As a result, this report focuses on 1,595
noncompliance issues that were observed in 105 factories.  Graph 2.3 illustrates the breakdown
of the total noncompliance issues by FLA Workplace Code provision.
Graph 2.3: FLA Year Two IEM Findings by Code Element
Forced Labor, 3%
Child Labor, 2%
Miscellaneous, 1%
Harassment & Abuse, 5%
Hours of Work, 8%
Nondiscrimination, 2%
Freedom of Association, 4%
Wages and Benefits, 16%
OT Compensation, 5%
Health and Safety, 46%
Code Awareness, 7%
* Please note that these findings only represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as found in 105 of
the 110 fac ories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.t
Comparing Monitoring Results from Year One and Year Two
The average number of noncompliance issues reported by FLA-accredited monitors in Year Two,
15.19 per factory increased by about 120 percent from Year One (July 2001-December 2002),
when there were an average of 6.85 instances of noncompliance reported per factory.  On the 
surface, this increase may signal an escalation in the rate of noncompliance; however, it is more
likely that a combination of factors led to the increase in reported noncompliance.  These include
the FLA’s focus on selecting high-risk facilities for monitoring; improvement in the quality of
monitors selected by the FLA to conduct monitoring; and the fact that FLA monitors have become
more acquainted with FLA monitoring tools and requirements.
A notable change in the FLA’s system was the increased level of quality control of monitoring
reports that the FLA headquarters staff exercised in Year Two, which is likely to have improved
the rigor of monitoring results. The FLA staff examined every factory report, and reviewed areas
that needed further clarification with monitors.  It also circulated documents that focused on 
challenging noncompliance issues, such as Freedom of Association, and offered monitoring
guidance that supplemented the FLA monitoring instrument. In some cases, FLA staff
accompanied monitors on IEM visits to evaluate their approach to monitoring and reporting, and
to help them to improve.
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Despite such improvements over the course of Year Two, the FLA recognizes that there is a 
continued need to improve the quality of monitoring.  Based on experiences in factories, it is 
apparent that FLA findings related to Code provisions, such as Freedom of Association, 
Harassment or Abuse, and Discrimination, do not mirror the realities on the ground.  Improving 
the monitoring methodology and monitors’ ability to utilize it can help to bring about necessary 
improvements in the quality of data that the FLA collects.  To this end, the FLA has redesigned its 
monitoring instrument and is improving other aspects of the IEM process.  The next Annual 
Public Report will provide more information about these improvements, and future Public Reports 
will also include more in-depth analyses of trends in factory compliance from year to year.   
2) Health and Safety:
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: “Employers will provide a safe and healthy 
working environment to prevent accidents and injury to health arising out of, 
linked with, or occurring in the course of work or as a result of the operation 
of employer facilities.”
FLA Benchmarks for this provision are available in the endnotes. ii
Graph 2.4: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Health and Safety
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OT Compensation, 5%
Health and Safety, 46%
Code Awareness, 7%
* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
f
In all regions, the most commonly reported noncompliance issues related to Health and Safety,
making up a total of 48 percent of all reported noncompliance in Year Two.  As compared to 
other Code provisions, e.g., Freedom of Association, Harassment or Abuse, or Nondiscrimination,
many Health and Safety issues are readily detectable through a careful visual and chemical 
inspection. This may in part explain its high rate of reported noncompliance vis-à-vis the other 
Code provisions.  Nonetheless, the findings clearly indicate that Health and Safety issues are
pervasive around the globe.
A breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues tallied according to the Health and 
Safety benchmarks is provided in the endnotesiii.
In Year Two, FLA-accredited monitors uncovered some of the Health and Safety issues that are 
not strictly delineated in the FLA benchmarks, but which were important to bring to the attention
of companies. For example, in one factory in Bangladesh, female workers were observed using
the scrap dyed cloth from the factory floor for sanitary protection during menstruation and were
therefore experiencing genital disorders. In another case in India, consultations with local
resources showed that 80 percent of female garment workers were suffering from iron deficiency
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anemia. Issues such as these require investigation of root causes, which necessitate a more 
comprehensive approach to monitoring. To this end, the FLA is developing a new monitoring 
instrument and methods for training monitors to uncover patterns in the occurrence of 
noncompliance.  The FLA Sustainable Compliance Project is designed to identify and address root 
causes of noncompliance as well.  
With regard to remediating Health and Safety noncompliance, various participating companies 
have moved to create factory systems that prevent such issues from recurring in the future.  For 
instance, some companies have encouraged employees to participate in worker Health and 
Safety committees.  In one independently monitored facility, a company worked with a factory to 
establish a position for a Health and Safety inspector who is responsible for monitoring Health 
and Safety compliance on a periodic basis. In other factories in South and Southeast Asia, 
companies have contracted third parties to carry out health and safety awareness programs for 
workers and supervisors.       
3) Wages and Benefits:
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: “Employers recognize that wages are 
essential to meeting employees’ basic needs. Employers will pay 
employees, as a base, at least the minimum wage required by local law 
or the prevailing industry wage, whichever is higher, and will provide 
legally mandated benefits.”
The endnotes include FLA Benchmarks for this provisioniv.
Graph 2.5: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Wages and Benefits
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f* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Graph 2.5 indicates that the Wages and Benefits provision had the highest rate of reported
noncompliance after Health and Safety. The endnotesv give a complete breakdown of the 252
incidents of noncompliance with the Wages and Benefits Code provision in Year Two.  Among the
most commonly reported noncompliance issues were factory failure to pay workers’ legal benefits
(15 percent of noncompliance with this Code provision), inadequate time recording systems (11
percent of noncompliance with this provision), and a lack of worker awareness of their Wages
and Benefits. 
Similar to Health and Safety findings, the high rate of noncompliance with this Code provision
may in part reflect monitors’ relative strength in monitoring for noncompliance in this area. 
Noncompliance with this provision can often be found through a review of records, since factories
are required to document hours of work, pay, and benefits.  An insightful monitor can often find
evidence of noncompliance through a review of time slips, payroll records, pay slips, overtime
records, and other documentation.  Worker interviews can also elucidate noncompliance in some
circumstances, since a series of questions can highlight whether a worker understands a 
factories’ pay system.
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Despite the high rate of noncompliance with Wages and Benefits, however, some observe that it 
may still be underreported. With periodic monitoring by sourcing companies and other 
independent groups, factory personnel have become sophisticated in concealing noncompliance 
related to wages.  They often hide original documents and show monitors a doctored copy of 
their books. So, while it is not backed by verifiable evidence, it is likely that the rate of 
noncompliance with this and other code provisions relating to hours and wages (i.e., Hours of 
Work and Overtime Compensation) is higher than actually reported. The FLA aims to address this 
issue through its new monitoring instrument, and more advanced monitoring methodologies.  
Through the FLA Hours of Work in China pilot project, the FLA is also experimenting with ways to 
address the issues that lead management to keep double books.   
During Year Two, various FLA companies addressed the more common Wage and Benefit 
noncompliance findings by encouraging management to improve record-keeping, and to calculate 
workers’ legal wages and benefits correctly.  Some companies also developed plans to review 
factory records periodically in order to verify that workers receive adequate pay.  Others 
introduced electronic swipe card systems and computerized record keeping software in their 
sourcing factories. And in a more unique case, when factory security guards who were employed 
by external security agencies did not receive adequate pay or benefits, one company required 
that the sourcing factory ensure that these employees also received minimum wages and 
benefits for work conducted on the factory premises.  
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4) Hours of Work 
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: “Except in extraordinary business 
circumstances, employees will (i) not be required to work more than 
the lesser of (a) 48 hours per week and 12 hours overtime or (b) the 
limits on regular and overtime hours allowed by the law of the country 
of manufacture or, where the laws of such country will not limit the 
hours of work, the regular work week in such country plus 12 hours 
overtime; and (ii) be entitled to at least one day off in every seven day
period.”
Endnote iv contains the FLA Benchmarks for this provision.
Graph 2.6: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Hours of Work
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f* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Eight percent of all reported noncompliance for Year Two, approximately 130 individual incidents 
related to Hours of Work.  Most incidents took place in Southeast Asia (46), East Asia (36), and
South Asia (35). Noncompliance with maximum hours of work standards was more common in 
regions where there is increased demand for production (see graph in Facts and Figures),
indicating that factories may not have the capacity to complete orders without increasing working
hours.
The endnotes contain a breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues tallied according
to the Hours of Work benchmarks.vi
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Sixty-three percent of all noncompliance with this Code provision related to excessive overtime 
hours. In China, for example, findings of excessive overtime were not uncommon, even in 
factories where factory managers can acquire a waiver from the local labor bureau that permits 
them to employ workers for more than the legally-allowed overtime limits (a maximum of 36 
hours of overtime per month). These waivers, which tend to be valid for six months, are often 
easy to obtain. In fact, based on investigations in China, the FLA believes there is a risk that 
waivers can be acquired through bribes or local connections with labor departments.  The FLA 
does not consider local waivers to be valid if they do not comply with China’s national standards; 
therefore, even if factories had obtained such permits, they were not considered to be in 
compliance with the Code if they went beyond national work hour restrictions. 
In working with companies to remediate Hours of Work noncompliance, the FLA has observed 
that the underlying causes of excessive overtime include: pressures on workers to achieve high 
production quotas set by management; inflexible and very short production deadlines; and strict 
and sometimes outdated domestic labor laws. Managers also remark that company production 
targets conflict with local labor laws.  The FLA is looking more closely at the complex of issues 
that contribute to excessive working hours through its Hours of Work Project in China.  
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5) Overtime Compensation
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: “In addition to their compensation for 
regular hours of work, employees will be compensated for overtime 
hours at such premium rate as is legally required in the country of 
manufacture or, in those countries where such laws will not exist, at a 
rate at least equal to their regular hourly compensation rate.” 
Endnote iv provides FLA Benchmarks for this provision.
Title change: Graph 2.7: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Overtime Compensation
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* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
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Overtime Compensation (5 percent of total reported noncompliance) is related to the FLA Code 
provisions Wages and Benefits and Hours o  Work, which together comprised 30 percent of
noncompliance findings in Year Two.  Most noncompliance with this Code provision related to 
unfair compensation for overtime hours (42 percent); lack of accurate recording of overtime
hours (20 percent); and inadequate overtime compensation awareness among workers (14
percent). The endnotes provide a breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues tallied
according to the Wages and Benefits benchmarks.vii
In various instances, unfair compensation of overtime hours resulted in workers not being paid
150 percent, 200 percent, or 300 percent of minimum wages for overtime work, as is required by 
local law in different countries.  In other cases, workers worked during one half of their lunch 
hour and were not compensated accordingly. Interviews demonstrated that workers faced
unpleasant consequences for refusing to work overtime, and that overtime was the rule, rather
than the exception for many workers.
In 20 percent of the cases, overtime compensation noncompliance was due to management’s
failure to provide complete records of overtime work.  Monitors also observed that some
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supervisors were keeping separate books to record the overtime worked by the workers, and did 
not want to disclose those records to monitors. 
Some FLA monitors and brands have observed a general distrust for compliance staff among 
factory management in various countries, which has stood in the way of transparent reporting of 
hours, wages, and overtime compensation.  With ongoing dialogue, however, some brands have 
reported cases of management becoming more transparent in providing access to records 
relating to working hours, compensation, and back wages. In cases where overtime was not 
being paid, some companies have found that efforts to help management develop realistic 
production schedules or to improve productivity have alleviated overtime, and provided the cash 
to pay overtime when necessary.  There have also been reports of factories supplementing 
overtime pay with services workers request.  For example, a footwear factory in Indonesia, in 
addition to paying overtime, provided transportation for 3 shifts so that workers would not have 
to walk home after night shifts.  In several other factories, workers working overtime were 
provided breaks, snacks, or meals.  
6) Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining 
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: “Employers will recognize and respect
the right of employees to freedom of association and collective 
bargaining.”
Access FLA Benchmarks for this provision in the endnotesviii.
Graph 2.8: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining
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f* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Four percent of the total 1,595 IEM findings in Year Two related to Freedom of Association in
spite of the fact that a high percentage of the IEMs were conducted in high-risk locations like 
China, Vietnam, Bangladesh, and Central America. As discussed in the featured issue of this
year’s report, Freedom of Association is an essential yet challenging Code provision to enforce
due in part to the complex nature of this international standard, which accords workers the right
to choose to affiliate or not to affiliate with a union.  Because workers are given this choice, it is 
often difficult to identify and document occurrences of noncompliance.  These complexities also 
make remediation challenging, yet nonetheless necessary.
Of the seventy reported instances of Freedom of Association noncompliance, 34 percent were 
classified as restrictions on workers’ right to establish and join organizations of their own
choosing without previous authorization. In many cases, workers’ rights were limited by local
laws.  For example, all factories in China were found to be in noncompliance with this Standard.
FLA monitors also found cases where employment practices discriminated against union-affiliated
workers, and where management interfered in union activities or tried to prevent union
development. The endnotes provide a breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues
tallied according to the Freedom of Association benchmarks.ix
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Interestingly, 40 percent of the reported Freedom of Association issues did not fall under any of 
the current FLA benchmarks; they qualified as “Other.” These findings highlighted the need for a 
more sophisticated understanding of this standard among monitors, as well as a need for 
enhanced investigation techniques and reporting tools. In order to increase monitors’ capacity to 
investigate and report effectively on Freedom of Association, the FLA published the 2003 FLA 
Monitoring Alert – Freedom of Association. As mentioned earlier in this report, the FLA has also 
developed a new monitoring instrument, which will be used in Year Three monitoring visits.  The 
instrument includes a new exercise that will help monitors map out labor-management 
relationships with a view to detecting freedom of association issues more effectively.  The 
information collected through this exercise will also enable the FLA and companies to devise 
more effective remediation plans.  
With regard to remediation of Freedom of Association noncompliance in Year Two, the FLA 
encouraged companies to provide education and training to workers and managers in order to 
increase their awareness of this standard. In several cases, companies were urged to develop 
hiring and firing protocols, and to develop systems for consultation and negotiation with workers.  
However, the FLA also underscored that companies should not engage in actions that could be 
construed as intervention in workers’ organizational activities, since intervention in organizing 
represents a different kind of infringement on freedom of association.  The organization has also 
worked to improve approaches to remediate key Freedom of Association issues through 
collaborative projects, most notably the Central America project and monitor trainings.   
For more information about Freedom of Association and the countries where adherence to this 
provision is particularly challenging, see the Year Two Feature Issue: Freedom of Association 
section of this report.
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7) Code Awareness
Graph 2.9: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Code Awareness
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f* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Code Awareness was one of the leading issues uncovered by monitors in Year Two, making up 7
percent of all reported noncompliance issues.  Code Awareness is unique in that it is not a Code
provision itself, but rather is one of the benchmarks that monitors review during the monitoring
process. Workers’ awareness of Code provisions is essential for their effective implementation on
a daily basis, and FLA companies are obligated to ensure workers’ awareness of the Code.
Factories’ fulfillment of this obligation is measured by three benchmarks: the posting of a Code
of Conduct that makes the standards clear; worker and management awareness of the Code;
and a mechanism in the factory for reporting noncompliance with the Code. The endnotes
include a breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues tallied according to Code 
Awareness.x
From a regional perspective, most instances of noncompliance with this Code provision were
observed in South Asia, followed by East Asia. Most of the reported Code Awareness
noncompliance across all regions, 42 percent of all issues raised, dealt with the lack of a 
mechanism by which workers can report noncompliance issues. FLA companies are required to
provide workers with a channel through which they can communicate grievances to brand 
representatives.
Although this is still an area for improvement, some companies have worked to meet this 
obligation in innovative ways. While most have installed suggestion boxes designed for discreet 
submission of grievances, some have also provided workers with prepaid postcards addressed to 
company representatives.  Others have experimented with free hotline numbers, and many post 
the cell phone and office numbers of local human rights compliance staff in the factories.  Still 
others have worked with local organizations to collect and address grievances.
It is worth noting here that as companies work to improve local compliance structures, some
have worked to train workers and management to install or strengthen factory grievance 
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systems.   The hope is that problems can be resolved more quickly and effectively at the factory 
level, and that contacting brands concerning noncompliance can become a last resort.  
Worker and management Code Awareness was also a challenging area, making up 30 percent of 
all reported noncompliance issues in this section.  Despite company Code postings in local 
languages, and requirements for management to communicate the standards periodically and 
verbally, Code Awareness levels among workers are low in many factories. Regular training 
sessions about the Code and local labor laws and the provision of worker handbooks are 
suggested remediation approaches for these issues.  The FLA has observed several instances of 
such company efforts improving Code awareness.  Programs focused on involving local NGOs, 
unions, or worker representatives in administering worker education have proven to be especially 
effective.
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8) Harassment or Abuse
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  “Every employee will be treated with
respect and dignity.  No employee will be subject to any physical, sexual, 
psychological or verbal harassment or abuse.”
FLA Benchmarks for this provision are available in the endnotes. xi
Graph 2.10: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Harassment or Abuse 
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* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Noncompliance with the Code provision on Harassment or Abuse made up 5 percent, or 
approximately 79 cases, of all reported noncompliance in Year Two. The endnotes provide a
breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues tallied according to the Harassmen  or
Abuse benchmarks.xii
Almost 20 percent of Harassment or Abuse cases involved verbal abuse of workers by
supervisors. Interviews revealed, however, that it is likely that many more verbal abuse cases go 
unreported in factories because workers are often scared to report verbal abuse to managers for
fear of losing their jobs.  In some regions, workers do not consider supervisors yelling at them to 
be verbal abuse, and so do not report it.
Sixteen percent of reported noncompliance with this provision related to workers being subjected
to monetary fines or penalties for arriving late at the factory, taking a day off without prior
notice, or losing sewing equipment. Eleven percent related to inadequate training of the 
management in disciplinary practices.
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Sexual harassment was reported in three factories in Year Two. This low number seems to reflect 
underreporting of an issue that can be difficult for workers to communicate and monitors to 
detect. Like Freedom of Association, the FLA is making changes to its monitoring methodology to 
try to address such underreporting.  In these cases it was noted that factories lacked procedures 
and adequate training to investigate the cases internally.  Therefore, in Year Two, some 
companies helped factories develop procedures to investigate the charges against the 
supervisors and were able to settle the cases in a just manner.  
Remediation for other Harassment or Abuse cases included helping factory management to 
develop proper protocols and arranging trainings to improve management’s respect for workers. 
In India, where the labor law requires a sexual harassment committee to be formed in each 
factory, at least one company provided training and guidance to the committee representatives 
with a view to preventing future noncompliance.       
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9) Forced Labor: 
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: “There will not be any use of forced labor,
whether in the form of prison labor, indentured labor, bonded labor or 
otherwise.”
FLA Benchmarks for this provision are provided in the endnotesxiii.
Graph 2.11: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Forced Labor
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* Please note that these findings represent the 1595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as found in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Forced Labor made up 3 percent of all reported noncompliance issues in Year Two, totaling 46
individual cases. Almost half of all reported noncompliance with this provision took place in South
Asia (49percent), followed by Southeast Asia (22 percent) and East Asia (21percent).  A
breakdown of Year Two reported noncompliance issues tallied according to the Forced Labor 
benchmarks is available in the endnotes.xiv
It is important to note that the FLA Benchmarks for the Forced Labor Code Provision are not 
limited to “forced labor” or “bonded labor.” In fact, none of the 110 factories that were 
independently monitored in Year Two showed evidence of forced or bonded labor.  Instead, all of
the noncompliance findings for this provision related to personnel or recordkeeping practices that 
did not comply with FLA standards.  Almost half (46%) of these issues related to insufficient
hiring and employment records.  In other cases, workers were hired as daily workers, which
enabled factories to avoid providing various benefits and protections that full-time workers are
entitled to by law.  There were also instances of factories holding workers’ identification cards or 
other documentation, limiting workers’ freedom of movement.
Various factories were also engaged in recruitment practices that did not comply with FLA
standards. According to FLA benchmarks, contracts, recruitment arrangements, or any other
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mechanism may in no way allow for the confinement of workers or restrictions on their free 
movement.  The benchmarks protect workers against some of the disciplinary tactics that are 
associated with recruitment arrangements, which have been known to give management the 
power to withhold wages already earned by workers in order to prevent them from leaving their 
jobs before the end of their contracts.  
In instances where these issues arose, some companies required factories to institute improved 
recordkeeping practices relating to hiring and workers’ status. Others required factories to obey 
legal limitations on day workers wherever relevant.  In a case where workers’ freedom of 
movement was restricted, a company worked to put policies in place that would ensure that 
workers had free access to their passports or identity cards, and that recruitment arrangements 
would not undermine workers’ basic rights.   
10) Nondiscrimination 
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  “No person will be subject to any 
discrimination in employment, including hiring, salary, benefits,
advancement, discipline, termination or retirement, on the basis of gender,
race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, nationality, political opinion,
or social or ethnic origin.” 
FLA Benchmarks for this provision are provided in the endnotesxv.
Graph 2.12: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Nondiscrimination
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f* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Two percent of the total noncompliance issues reported in Year Two related to the FLA’s
Nondiscrimination provision. Almost half (43 percent) of Nondiscrimination noncompliance took
place in Southeast Asia.  Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) had relatively high
noncompliance, representing 32 percent of reported Nondiscrimination noncompliance, followed
by East Asia with 19 percent. The endnotes provide a breakdown of Year Two reported
noncompliance issues tallied according to the Nondiscrimination benchmarks. xvi
Most Nondiscrimination noncompliance related to pregnancy benchmarks, including pregnancy 
testing (23percent of all reported Nondiscrimination cases), pregnancy discrimination (14 
percent), pregnancy risk (9 percent), and pregnancy accommodation (3 percent). There were no 
reports of dismissal due to pregnancy.  Further explanation of these categories can be reviewed
in the FLA Benchmarks.
Some monitors reported that factories had made verbal contracts with female workers when they
were hired, clarifying that the workers were not allowed to get pregnant until after a pre-
designated date. This was part of an attempt on the part of factories to avoid paying maternity 
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leave and benefits, as is their legal responsibility in many countries.  The monitoring reports also 
revealed many issues relating to discriminatory hiring practices. In some instances, monitors 
found job advertisements specifically targeting young women workers and discriminating against 
workers of other ages.  
Several companies addressed discrimination issues by assisting factories in developing 
Nondiscrimination policies. In cases where pregnancy testing was used, several companies 
informed factories that this was a serious breech of the FLA Code and must stop immediately. 
One company also reviewed job advertisement texts to ensure that they did not contain 
discriminatory language, and, as a preventative measure, several companies included education 
about Nondiscrimination in various worker and management training programs.  
11) Child Labor 
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  “No person will be employed at an age
younger than 15 (or 14 where the law of the country of manufacture allows)
or younger than the age for completing compulsory education in the country
of manufacture where such age is higher than 15.” 
FLA Benchmarks for this provision are provided in the endnotesxvii.
Graph 2.13: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Child Labor
Code Awareness, 7%
Health and Safety, 46%
OT Compensation, 5%
Wages and Benefits, 16%
Freedom of Association, 4%
Nondiscrimination, 2%
Hours of Work, 8%
Harassment & Abuse, 5%
Miscellaneous, 1%
Child Labor, 2%
Forced Labor, 3%
* Please note that these findings represent the 1595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as found in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Of the 110 factories that were independently monitored in Year Two, there were no reported
instances of children working in factories. The 2 percent of all noncompliance issues that related
to the Child Labor Code provision totaled 26 incidents, 42 percent of which related to incomplete
or fraudulent age documentation.    In other cases, factories had not taken adequate measures 
to verify the age of workers (19percent). Most of these cases related more to adequate record-
keeping on the part of the factory than to issues directly related to Child Labor.  As a result,
factories were required to improve those systems. The endnotes provide a breakdown of Year
Two reported noncompliance issues tallied according to the Child Labor benchmarks.xviii
In six instances (19 percent), factories failed to comply with legal provisions for juvenile workers,
who have reached the minimum legal working age as defined by local law, but due to their age
are limited in the kind of work that they are allowed to do. Working with dangerous chemicals or
using heavy or dangerous machinery are among the kinds of work that these workers are
restricted from doing in many countries.  In the reported instances of noncompliance, juvenile
workers were engaged in restricted work, such as dying cloth or cutting.  In these cases, the
companies worked with factories to ensure that the legal limitations for juvenile work were
understood, and that necessary arrangements were made for these workers.
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The presence of child care facilities in factories also arose as an issue in two audits. In some 
countries, factories are required to provide child care if the production workforce exceeds a 
certain number. Not all laws provide specifications about the quality of the facilities, however, 
leaving room for substandard child care facilities.  In these cases, companies required factories to 
provide clean and safe child care facilities.   
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12) Miscellaneous
Graph 2.14: FLA Year Two IEM Findings – Miscellaneous
Code Awareness, 7%
Health and Safety, 46%
OT Compensation, 5%
Wages and Benefits, 16%
Freedom of Association, 4%
Nondiscrimination, 2%
Hours of Work, 8%
Harassment & Abuse, 5%
Miscellaneous, 1%
Child Labor, 2%
Forced Labor, 3%
f* Please note that these findings represent the 1,595 incidences of separate noncompliance issues as ound in 105 of the
110 factories subjected to IEMs in Year Two.
Miscellaneous reporting captures those issues that were observed by FLA-accredited monitors,
but are not currently included in the FLA Code or Benchmarks. Under Miscellaneous “Other,” 
noncompliance issues included improper documentation in the factory, unsafe transportation for
workers, or failure to provide worship space for workers. 
A breakdown of Year Two reported miscellaneous noncompliance issues is provided in the 
endnotes.xix
There were four instances of factories subcontracting to contractors that had not been approved 
by the FLA participating company operating in the factory. In those cases, factories received a
strict warning from the companies and were told to stop subcontracting to unapproved facilities
immediately. Many factories used subcontractors for processes like embroidery, washing, stain
removal etc., but in most cases, these subcontractors were approved by the company after the 
existing labor conditions at the subcontracted factory had been investigated.  There were no 
reported incidents of subcontracting to homeworkers in any of the 110 FLA monitored facilities.
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ENDNOTES – Part 3 of FLA’s Year Two Public Report  
i HARASSMENT OR ABUSE  
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  Every employee will be treated with respect and 
dignity.  No employee will be subject to any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal 
harassment of abuse.
Benchmarks 
 Employers will utilize progressive discipline, e.g., escalating discipline using steps such as 
verbal warning, written warning, suspension, termination.  Any exceptions to this rule, e.g., 
immediate termination for theft or assault, shall be in writing and clearly communicated to 
workers. 
 Employers will not use physical discipline, including slaps, pushes or other forms of physical 
contact (or threats of physical discipline). 
 Employers shall not offer preferential work assignments or other preferential treatment of 
any kind in actual or implied exchange for a sexual relationship, nor subject employees to 
prejudicial treatment of any kind in retaliation for refused sexual advances. 
 Employers will utilize consistent written disciplinary practices that are applied fairly among all 
workers. 
 Employers will provide training to managers and supervisors in appropriate disciplinary 
practices.
 Management will discipline (could include combinations of counseling, warnings, demotions, 
and termination) anyone (including managers or fellow workers) who engages in any 
physical, sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse. 
 Employers will maintain written records of disciplinary actions taken. 
 Employers will prohibit screaming, threatening, or demeaning verbal language.  
 Security practices will be gender-appropriate and non-intrusive. 
 Access to food, water, toilets, medical care or health clinics or other basic necessities will not 
be used as either reward or punishment. 
 Employers will not unreasonably restrain freedom of movement of workers, including 
movement in canteen, during breaks, using toilets, accessing water, or to access necessary 
medical attention. 
 Employers will not use monetary fines and penalties for poor performance. 
ii HEALTH AND SAFETY 
A. WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: Employers will provide a safe and healthy working 
environment to prevent accidents and injury to health arising out of, linked with, or 
occurring in the course of work or as a result of the operation of employer facilities.    
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B. Benchmarks 
 Employer will comply with applicable health and safely laws and regulations.  In any case 
where laws and  Code of conduct are contradictory, the higher standards will apply.  The 
factory will possess all legally required permits. 
 All documents required to be available to workers and management by applicable laws (such 
as policies, MSDS, etc.) shall be made available in the prescribed manner and in the local 
language or language spoken by majority of the workers if different from the local language. 
 All applicable legally required or recommended elements of safe evacuation (such as posting 
of evacuation plans, unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation procedures, 
etc.) shall be complied with and workers shall be trained in proper safety, first aid, and 
evacuation procedures. 
 All safety and medical equipment (such as fire fighting equipment, first aid kits, etc.) shall be 
in place, maintained as prescribed and accessible to the employees. 
 Workers shall wear appropriate protective equipment (such as gloves, eye protection, hearing 
protection, respiratory protection, etc.) to prevent unsafe exposure (such as  inhalation or 
contact with solvent vapors, noise, dust, etc.) to hazardous elements including medical 
waste. 
 All chemicals and hazardous substances should be properly labeled and stored in accordance 
with applicable laws.  Workers should receive training, appropriate to their job 
responsibilities, in the safe use of chemicals and other hazardous substances. 
 To prevent unsafe exposure to hazardous chemicals, appropriate accommodations shall be 
made for pregnant women and minors as required by applicable laws in a manner that does 
not unreasonably disadvantage employees. 
 All ventilation, plumbing, electrical, and lighting services shall be provided and maintained to 
conform to applicable laws and prevent hazardous conditions to employees in the facility.  
 All safety and accident reports shall be maintained for at least one year, or longer if required 
by law. 
 All production machinery and equipment shall be maintained, properly guarded, and 
operated in a safe manner. 
 All facilities including factory buildings, toilets, canteens, kitchens, and clinics, shall be kept 
clean and safe and be in compliance with applicable laws. 
 All food preparation shall be prepared, stored, and served in a sanitary manner in accordance 
with applicable laws. Safe drinking water should be available in each building. 
 All dormitories shall be kept secure, clean and have safety provisions (such as fire 
extinguishers, first aid kits, unobstructed emergency exits, emergency lighting etc.).  
Emergency evacuation drills should also be conducted at least annually. 
 Workers should be involved in planning for safety, including through worker safety 
committees.
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Table 2: Health and Safety Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark 
Health and Safety Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Fire Safety  Health and Safety legal compliance 60 8%
Document Maintenance/ Accessibility 40 5%
Postings and Evacuation Procedure 153 21%
Safety Equipment 89 12%
PPE 79 11%
Chemical Management  54 7%
Chemical Management for Pregnant women and 
juvenile workers 4 1% 
Ventilation/ Electrical/ facility maintenance 69 9%
Accident Record Maintenance 17 2%
Machinery Maintenance 42 6%
Sanitation in Facilities 56 8%
Sanitation in Dining Area 17 2%
Sanitation in Dormitories 8 1% 
Worker Participation 18 2%
Health & Safety Other 35 5%
Total 741 100%
iv
WAGES AND BENEFITS, HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME COMPENSATION
A.  WORKPLACE CODE PROVISIONS:  
WAGES AND BENEFITS: Employers recognize that wages are essential to meeting 
employees’ basic needs. Employers will pay employees, as a base, at least the 
minimum wage required by local law or the prevailing industry wage, whichever is 
higher, and will provide legally mandated benefits. 
HOURS OF WORK: Except in extraordinary business circumstances, employees will (i) 
not be required to work more than the lesser of (a) 48 hours per week and 12 hours 
overtime or (b) the limits on regular and overtime hours allowed by the law of the 
country of manufacture or, where the laws of such country will not limit the hours of 
work, the regular work week in such country plus 12 hours overtime; and (ii) be 
entitled to at least one day off in every seven day period.
OVERTIME COMPENSATION: In addition to their compensation for regular hours of 
work, employees will be compensated for overtime hours at such premium rate as is 
legally required in the country of manufacture or, in those countries where such laws 
will not exist, at a rate at least equal to their regular hourly compensation rate. 
B.  Benchmarks
Employers will pay workers the legal minimum wage or the prevailing industry wage, whichever 
is higher.
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 Where training wages are legally allowed, no worker will be paid a training wage for more 
than three months cumulatively. 
 Employers will communicate orally and in writing to all employees in the language of the 
worker the wages, incentive systems, benefits and bonuses to which all workers are entitled 
in that company and under the applicable law. 
 All notices that are legally required to be posted in the factory work areas will be posted.  All 
legally required documents, such as copies of legal  Code or law, will be kept at the factory 
and available for inspection. 
 In general, workers will have access to understandable information about their wages and 
benefits, and will not express dissatisfaction with their ability to get information. 
 All workers have a right to use or not to use employer provided services, such as housing or 
meals.
 Deductions for services to employees will not exceed the cost of the service to the employer.  
If questioned, employers will demonstrate the reasonableness of these charges. 
 Accurate and reliable payroll reporting, including pay stubs will be provided. 
 Employers will provide workers a pay statement each pay period, which will show earned 
wages, regular and overtime pay, bonuses and all deductions. 
 Time worked by all employees, regardless of compensation system, will be documented by 
time cards or other accurate and reliable recording systems such as electronic swipe cards. 
 All compensation records will be maintained accurately and should be acknowledged by the 
employee as accurate. 
 Employers will provide all legally mandated benefits to all eligible workers. 
 Legally mandated bonuses (e.g. 13th month payments and severance payments will be paid 
in full and in a timely manner. 
 Legally mandated benefits will be provided or paid in full within legally defined time periods. 
 All legally mandated deductions for taxes, social insurance, or other purposes will be 
deposited each pay period in the legally defined account or transmitted to the legally defined 
agency.  This includes any lawful garnishments for back taxes, etc.  The employer will not 
hold any of these funds over from one pay period to the other unless the law specifies that 
deposits are to be made less frequently than pay periods (e.g., monthly deposits, weekly 
pay).  If the law does not specify, then deposits will be made before the next pay period in 
all cases.
 All voluntary deductions (savings clubs, loan payments, etc.) will be credited to proper 
accounts and funds will not be held illegally or inappropriately by employers.   
 Workers will be paid for holidays and leave as required by law.   
 All hourly wages, piecework, bonuses, and other incentives will be calculated and recorded 
accurately.
 All compensation shall be paid in a timely manner. 
 Workers paid on the basis of incentive quotas will be paid not less than the minimum or 
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prevailing wage, whichever is higher. 
 Regardless of any production quotas, incentives will not be reduced or unpaid if the result 
will be wages below the minimum wage. 
 Employers will not use hidden or multiple payroll records in order to hide overtime, to falsely 
demonstrate hourly wages, or for any other fraudulent reason. 
 All legally required payroll documents, journals and reports will be available complete, 
accurate and up-to date.  (In the United States terms this would include W-4s, I-9s, green 
cards, 941s and supporting material) 
 All employees will be credited with all time worked for an employer for purposes of 
calculating length of service to determine the benefits to which workers are entitled. 
 Under extraordinary business circumstances, employers will make extensive efforts to secure 
voluntary overtime work prior to mandating involuntary overtime.
 Positive incentives will be utilized, and known by the workers. 
  Negative incentives or punitive actions will not used to induce overtime in excess of  Code 
standards. 
 Employer personnel practices will demonstrate an effort to maintain a level of staffing that is 
reasonable in view of predictable or continuing fluctuations in business demand.  
 Except in extraordinary business circumstances, employees will (i) not be required to work 
more than the lesser of (a) 48 hours per week and 12 hours overtime or (b) the limits on 
regular and overtime hours allowed by the law of the country of manufacture or, where the 
laws of such country will not limit the hours of work, the regular work week in such country 
plus 12 hours overtime; and (ii) be entitled to at least one day off in every seven day period.  
An extraordinary business circumstance is a temporary period of extra work that could not 
have been anticipated or alleviated by other reasonable efforts. 
 The employer will demonstrate a commitment to reduce mandated overtime and to enact a 
voluntary overtime system to meet unforeseen situations. 
 If the employer repeatedly requires overtime in order to respond to the same situation, the 
employer will explain why it will not have sufficient staff on hand to avoid the necessity of 
overtime. 
 Employers shall be able to provide explanation for all periods when the extraordinary 
business circumstances exception has been used.  Employers shall take reasonable steps to 
inform workers about the nature and expected duration of the circumstances. 
 The factory will comply with all applicable laws governing work hours, including those 
regulating or limiting the nature and volume of work performed by women or workers under 
the age of 18.
 Employers will maintain necessary records identifying all workers entitled to legal protections 
for women and workers under 18. 
Employers will ensure reasonable meal and rest breaks, which, at a minimum, must comply 
with local laws. 
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 Employees will be paid for all hours worked in a workweek.  Calculation of hours worked 
must include all time that the employer allows or requires the worker to work.   
 The factory shall comply with applicable law for premium rates for overtime compensation. 
 Workers shall be informed about overtime compensation rates, by oral and printed means 
 Where workers are paid on a piece rate, the payment for overtime work performed shall 
result in no less payment than the premium pay required by law. 
 Overtime hours worked in excess of Code standard will be voluntary. 
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Table 3: Wages and Benefits Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Wages and Benefits Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Minimum Wage 19 8%
Training Wage 2 1%
Wage Benefits Awareness 31 12%
Wage and Benefits Posting 9 4%
Wage and Benefits Information Access 10 4%
Voluntary Use of Benefits 1 0%
Deduction for Services 2 1%
Payroll Reporting 6 2%
Pay statement 14 6%
Time-recording system 27 11%
Record Maintenance 15 6%
Legal benefits 37 15%
Payment of wages 4 2%
Payment of Legal Benefits 7 3%
Timely Payment of Benefits 5 2%
Illegal Holding of Funds 2 1%
Legal Compliance for holiday/leave 9 4%
Accurate recording of wage compensation 9 4%
Timely Payment 4 2%
 Minimum wage/ Quotas 2 1%
Minimum wage/ Incentives 1 0%
False Payroll Records 11 4%
Record Maintenance 13 5%
Accurate benefit compensation 7 3%
Wages and Benefits Other 5 2%
Total 252 100%
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Table 4: Hours of Work Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Hours of Work Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Forced overtime 12 9%
Positive Incentives 1 1%
Negative Incentives 3 2%
Reasonable Maintaining of Staff 1 1%
Overtime Limitations 82 63%
Reduce Mandated OT 8 6%
Explanation of continued required OT 5 4%
Overtime Explanation 7 5%
Legal compliance with protected workers 5 4%
Record Maintenance (Women, <18yrs) 3 2%
Hours of Work Other 4 3%
Total 131 100%
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Table 5: Overtime Compensation Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Overtime Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
OT Breaks 3 4%
Accurate recording of OT hours worked 16 20%
OT Compensation 33 42%
OT Compensation Awareness 11 14%
OT Compensation for Piece  5 6%
Voluntary OT 8 10%
OT Other 3 4%
Total 79 100%
viii
FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
A. WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  Employers will recognize and respect the right of 
employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining. 
B. Benchmarks 
 Workers will have the right to establish and, subject only to the rules of the organization 
concerned, to join organizations of their own choosing without previous authorization.  The 
right to freedom of association begins at the time that a worker seeks employment, and 
continues through the course of employment. 
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 The employer will not interfere, to the detriment of worker’s organizations, with government 
registration requirements regarding the formation of workers’ organizations. 
 The employer will not dismiss, discipline, or otherwise coerce or threaten workers seeking to 
form, join or participate in workers’ organizations. 
 The employer will not interfere with workers’ exercise of the right to freedom of association 
through intimidation, including illegal or unreasonable searches. 
 The employer will not use force, or the presence of police or military, to intimidate workers, 
or to prevent peaceful organizing or assembly. 
 The employer will not interfere with the right to freedom of association by controlling 
workers’ organizations or favoring one workers’ organization over another.   
 The employer will not discriminate against workers who seek to exercise their right to 
organize and bargain collectively. 
 In cases where a single union represents workers, the employer will not interfere in any way 
in workers’ ability to form other organizations that represent workers.    
 Employers will comply with all national and local laws and regulations concerning collective 
bargaining and free association.  Where conflicts are known to exist, employers will use the 
standard that provides the greatest protection for workers. 
 The employer will not shift production or close a factory for the direct purpose of retaliating 
against workers who have formed or are attempting to form a union. 
 Workers’ organizations have the right to elect their representatives and conduct their 
activities without employer interference.
 The employer will not dismiss, discipline, or otherwise coerce or threaten workers because of 
their exercise of the right to freedom of association. When union officers are dismissed, 
demoted or otherwise suffer a loss of rights at work, a monitor should look with special 
attention at the possibility of anti-union discrimination.   
 Employers will negotiate in good faith with any union that has been recognized, by law or 
agreement between the employer and that union, as a bargaining agent for some or all of its 
employees.
 Employers and employees will honor in good faith, for the term of the agreement. the terms 
of any collective bargaining agreement they sign. Employees shall be able to raise issues 
regarding CBA compliance by the employer without retaliation
 In any case where the industrial relations system specifies certain unions as the exclusive 
bargaining agent, employers will not be required to engage in collective bargaining with other 
worker groups or organizations on matters covered by the collective agreement. 
 Trade unions not recognized as bargaining agent of some or all of the workers in a facility 
should have the means for defending the occupational interests of their members, including 
making representations on their behalf and representing them in cases of individual 
grievances, within limits established by applicable law. Workers' representatives should have 
the facilities necessary for the proper exercise of their functions, including access to 
workplaces    
 Employers will not use blacklists of any kind. 
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 Employers shall not offer or use severance pay (or “ indemnicization” in Latin America) as a 
means of restricting union formation or union operations. 
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Table 6: Freedom of Association Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Freedom of Association Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Right to Freely Associate 24 34%
Employer Interference in registration 2 3%
Unfair dismissal 1 1%
Employer interference/ intimidation 0 0%
Employer interference/ external forces 0 0%
Employer control/ favoritism 1 1%
Discrimination 0 0%
Employer interference/ formation of alternative 
organizations 0 0%
Compliance to local collective bargaining laws 2 3%
Retaliation against Union Formation 0 0%
Employer Interference/Elections 6 9%
Union Harassment 0 0%
Union Negotiation 0 0%
Victimization 3 4%
Union as the Bargaining Agent  0 0%
Access  to Unions 3 4%
Blacklisting 0 0%
Severance 0 0%
Freedom of Assoc. & Collective Bargain. Other 28 40%
Total 70 100%
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Table 7: Code Awareness Noncompliance in Year Two –Principals of Monitoring - 
Obligation of Companies 
Code Awareness Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Code Posting & Establish Clear Standards 26 22%
Worker / Management Code Awareness 35 30%
Non-Compliance Reporting Mechanism 49 42%
Code Awareness Other 6 5%
Total 116 100%
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xi HARASSMENT OR ABUSE  
WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  Every employee will be treated with respect and 
dignity.  No employee will be subject to any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal 
harassment of abuse.
A.  Benchmarks 
 Employers will utilize progressive discipline, e.g., escalating discipline using steps such as 
verbal warning, written warning, suspension, termination.  Any exceptions to this rule, e.g., 
immediate termination for theft or assault, shall be in writing and clearly communicated to 
workers. 
 Employers will not use physical discipline, including slaps, pushes or other forms of physical 
contact (or threats of physical discipline). 
 Employers shall not offer preferential work assignments or other preferential treatment of 
any kind in actual or implied exchange for a sexual relationship, nor subject employees to 
prejudicial treatment of any kind in retaliation for refused sexual advances. 
 Employers will utilize consistent written disciplinary practices that are applied fairly among all 
workers. 
 Employers will provide training to managers and supervisors in appropriate disciplinary 
practices.
 Management will discipline (could include combinations of counseling, warnings, demotions, 
and termination) anyone (including managers or fellow workers) who engages in any 
physical, sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse. 
 Employers will maintain written records of disciplinary actions taken. 
 Employers will prohibit screaming, threatening, or demeaning verbal language.  
 Security practices will be gender-appropriate and non-intrusive. 
 Access to food, water, toilets, medical care or health clinics or other basic necessities will not 
be used as either reward or punishment. 
 Employers will not unreasonably restrain freedom of movement of workers, including 
movement in canteen, during breaks, using toilets, accessing water, or to access necessary 
medical attention. 
 Employers will not use monetary fines and penalties for poor performance. 
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Table 10: Harassment or Abuse Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Harassment or Abuse Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Progressive Discipline 6 7%
Physical Abuse 1 1%
Sexual Harassment 3 4%
Disciplinary Practices 4 5%
Training of Management in Disciplinary Practices 9 11%
Disciplinary Action  Punishment of Abusive 
Supervisors/ Manager 5 6%
Record Maintenance 3 4%
Verbal abuse 16 19%
Gender Sensitive Security 4 5%
Access to Facilities 7 8%
Freedom of Movement  4 5%
Monetary Fines and Penalties   13 16%
Harassment or Abuse Other 8 10%
Total 83 100%
xiii FORCED LABOR
A. WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION: There will not be any use of forced labor, whether  
in the form of prison labor, indentured labor, bonded labor or otherwise.
B.  Benchmarks 
 Employers will not use prison labor. 
 Employers will not bind workers to employment as a condition of fulfilling terms of a debt to 
a third party or to the employer.  Advances will not exceed three months pay or legal limits, 
whichever is less. 
 Workers will be compensated for their work directly through the provision of cash or its 
equivalent. -In-kind compensation is permissible, if local law permits, so long as legal limits 
are complied with and receipt of in-kind compensation is voluntary. 
 Workers will not be engaged to work in a factory by a family member, associate or friend so 
that the family member, friend or associate receives continuing remuneration, consideration, 
or other return from the employer.  (This will not refer to normal references, referral bonuses 
or standard employment recruitment practices.) 
 Employers will maintain sufficient hiring and employment records to demonstrate and verify 
compliance with this Code provision. 
 If factory entrances are locked or guarded to prevent non-employee access to the premises 
for security reasons, employees will have free egress at all times. 
 Workers will not be required to live in employer-owned or controlled residences.  
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 The freedom of movement of workers who live in employer controlled residences will not be 
unreasonably restricted.   
 All workers will have the right to enter into and to terminate their employment freely. 
 Employment terms shall be those to which the worker has voluntarily agreed. 
 Employers are prohibited from practices that restrict a worker’s ability to terminate his or her 
employment or freedom of movement, including physical or mental coercion, deposits, 
unreasonable financial penalties or recruitment fees, and access to and renewal of identity 
papers and/or work permits or other legal identification documents. 
 Workers will retain possession or control of their passports, identity papers, travel documents 
or any other personal legal documents.  Employers will not retain them to restrict workers’ 
access to their personal identification documents, or to ensure that workers will remain in 
employment in the factory. Employers may obtain copies of original documents for record-
keeping purposes. 
 Employers will provide, at employee request, secure storage for employee documents.  Such 
storage will be freely accessible to workers. 
 There can be no employment terms (including contracts, recruitment arrangements, or any 
other instruments) which specify that employees can be confined or be subjected to 
restrictions on freedom of movement; allow employers to hold wages already earned; 
provide for penalties resulting in paying back wages already earned; or, in any way punish 
workers for terminating employment.  (It is acceptable to provide bonuses to workers who 
stay for a term of contract and meet reasonable conditions, such as regular attendance, 
punctuality, good quality, etc.) 
 Deductions for repayment of any recruitment fees will not be made without the consent of 
the worker. 
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Table 8: Forced Labor Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Forced Labor Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Forced Labor 0 0%
Indebtedness 1 2%
In-kind Compensation 0 0%
Debt / Bondage labor 0 0%
Employment Records 21 46%
Freedom of Movement 3 7%
Employer Controlled Residence 2 4%
Freedom of Movement 1 2%
Freedom In Employment 3 7%
Employment terms 2 4%
Freedom of Movement 1 2%
Confiscated Original Documents 2 4%
Accessible Records/ Documents 3 7%
Recruitment Contracts 6 13%
Recruitment Fees 1 2%
Forced Labor Other 0 0%
Total 46 100%
xv
NON-DISCRIMINATION
A.   WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  No person will be subject to any discrimination 
in employment, including hiring, salary, benefits, advancement, discipline, 
termination or retirement, on the basis of gender, race, religion, age, disability, 
sexual orientation, nationality, political opinion, or social or ethnic origin. 
B.  Benchmarks 
 Employment decisions will be made solely on the basis of education, training, demonstrated 
skills or abilities. All employment decisions will be subject to this provision.  They include: 
hiring, job assignment, wages, bonuses, allowances, and other forms of compensation, 
promotion, discipline, assignment of work, termination of employment, provision of 
retirement.
 There shall be no differences in compensation and benefits attributable to gender.  
 Employers will not prohibit the employment of married women.   
 Employers will not use pregnancy tests or the use of contraception as a condition of hiring or 
of continued employment. Employers will not require pregnancy testing of female employees, 
except as required by national law. 
 Information arising from pregnancy testing undertaken voluntarily will not be used as a factor 
in involuntarily reassigning, firing or making any other employment decision that 
disadvantages a pregnant woman.    
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 Reasonable accommodation will be made in the event of pregnancy, in a manner that will not 
unreasonably disadvantage the pregnant woman. 
 Employers will not, on the basis of a woman’s pregnancy, make decisions that result in 
dismissal, threat to dismiss, loss of seniority, or deduction of wages. 
 Employers will ensure that pregnant women are not engaged in work that creates substantial 
risk to the health of the pregnant woman.
 Employers will ensure that women are not engaged in work that creates substantial risk to 
their reproductive health.
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Table 11: Nondiscrimination Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Non Discrimination Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Hiring Discrimination Practices 15 43%
Sex discrimination 0 0%
Marital Discrimination 0 0%
Pregnancy Testing 8 23%
Pregnancy Discrimination 5 14%
Pregnancy Accommodation 1 3%
Pregnancy Dismissal 0 0%
Pregnancy Risk 3 9%
Reproductive Health 0 0%
Non discrimination Other 3 9%
Total 35 100%
xvii
CHILD LABOR 
A. WORKPLACE CODE PROVISION:  No person will be employed at an age younger 
than 15 (or 14 where the law of the country of manufacture allows) or younger than 
the age for completing compulsory education in the country of manufacture where 
such age is higher than 15. 
B. Benchmarks 
 If the law requires government permits or permission from parents, as a condition of 
employment, the employers will keep documentation on-site for inspection at all times. 
 Employers will maintain proof of age documentation for all workers, such as a birth 
certificate, which verifies date of birth.   
 In those cases where proof of age documentation is not readily available, employers will take 
precautions to ensure that all workers are at least the minimum working age, including 
medical or religious records, or other means considered reliable in the local context. 
 Apprentices or vocational students will be at least the minimum working age.  
 Employers will comply with all regulations and requirements of apprentice of vocational 
education programs, and will be able to document to monitor that these are legally 
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
recognized programs.  Informal arrangements, which result in students leaving school prior 
to attaining the compulsory age for schooling, are not acceptable.  
 Childcare facilities will not physically overlap with production areas, and children will not have 
access to production areas. 
 Children under the local minimum working age will not be allowed in the factory work area at 
any time, unless they are part of a guided school group tour or other such unusual event.  
Children must not visit parents in the factory production areas. 
 Employers will comply with applicable laws that apply to young workers, i.e., those between 
the minimum working age and the age of 18, including regulations relating to hiring, working 
conditions, types of work, hours of work, proof of age documentation, and overtime. 
 Employers will have a system for identifying work stations and operations that are 
inappropriate for young workers according to applicable laws. 
Employers will ensure that, all workers engaged in operating or working close to hazardous 
equipment, working at dangerous heights or lifting heavy loads, or exposed to hazardous 
substances, are above the legal age for such work. 
xviii
Table 9: Child Labor Noncompliance in Year Two – By Benchmark  
Child Labor Benchmarks Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Parent Consent Documentation 0 0%
Age Documentation 11 42%
Age Verification 5 19%
Legal working Age (Vocational) 0 0%
Legal Compliance (Apprenticeships) 0 0%
Childcare Facilities 2 8%
Children on premises 0 0%
Legal Compliance for Juvenile workers 5 19%
Juvenile worker Identification System 1 4%
Lack of protection of under age workers 2 8%
Child Labor Other 0 0%
Total 26 100%
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Table 12: Miscellaneous Noncompliance in Year Two * 
Miscellaneous Number of 
Noncompliance 
Issues
Percent of Total 
Illegal subcontracting 4 25%
Possible homework 0 0%
Miscellaneous Other 12 75%
Total 16 100%
*Miscellaneous are the non compliances that do not fall under any of the FLA Benchmarks or the 
country law are cited
Fair Labor Association
Year Two
Annual Public Report 
Part 4 of 4
Published August 18, 2004
This is the fourth of four parts of a printer-friendly version of the Fair Labor
Association’s Year Two report, which was designed for website use.  Therefore, some
of the website features (including links and layering) have been modified or removed
from this print version. Please access the FLA’s website, accessible at 
www.fairlabor.org/2004report, to utilize these features.
Please note also that the FLA publicly reports on all of its independent external 
monitoring visits on a factory-by-factory basis.  Those reports, which are called FLA
tracking charts, complement the FLA’s annual public report by providing very detailed 
information about selected factories.  The tracking charts can be found at
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html
Please direct questions about the report to info@fairlabor.org.
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This report is organized as follows:
In Part One:
I. About this Report
II. Companies Up Close – an Introduction
A. Participating Companies
1) adidas-Salomon 2) Eddie Bauer
3) GEAR for Sports 4) Liz Claiborne
5) Nike      6) Nordstrom
7) Patagonia     8) Phillips-Van Heusen
9) Reebok (including Reebok footwear, an FLA-accredited compliance program)
10) Zephyr-Graf-X 
In Part Two:
B. Category B Licensees
1) American Pad and Paper, LLC 2) Commemorative Brands, Inc. 
3) Cutter & Buck, Inc. 4) Drew Pearson Marketing
5) Global Accessories, Inc. 6) Herff Jones, Inc.
7) Jostens, Inc.     8) Lands’ End, Inc.
9) MBI, Inc. 10) New Era Cap Company, Inc. 
11) Outdoor Cap Company 12) Oxford Industries, Inc. 
13) Riddell, Inc. 14) Twins Enterprise, Inc.
15) VF Corporation 
In Part Three:
III. Overview of Findings
A. Facts and Figures
B. Findings and Analysis
In Part Four:
IV. Freedom of Association – Year Two Featured Code Provision
A. Overview of Standard
B. FLA Efforts
C. Four Countries in Brief
1. China 
2. Vietnam 
3. Bangladesh 
4. Mexico
V. Third Party Complaints Case Studies
A. Facility Contracted by Nike in Sri Lanka 
B. Facility Contracted by Lands’ End in El Salvador
C. Facility Contracted by Liz Claiborne in Guatemala
VI. FLA Process
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IV. Freedom of Association:
Year Two Featured Code Provision 
Freedom of association is the featured FLA Code provision in this year’s FLA Public 
Report.  We chose to focus on this Provision because it plays an essential part in 
efforts to ensure compliance with the labor standards in the FLA Workplace Code of
Conduct. Where workers are able to exercise their rights freely, they are able to play a
key role in ensuring that other FLA Workplace Standards are implemented. Freedom of
association is also an especially challenging standard to implement, and therefore one
that has been the subject of various FLA efforts to ensure an environment in which
workers can exercise this right freely.
This report is divided into three sections. Together these sections serve to inform 
readers about some of the universal and country-specific challenges that arise with 
regard to freedom of association and efforts the FLA is making to overcome them.
Freedom of association sections:
2) A brief overview of the standard and the challenges to its implementation
3) A review of the FLA’s efforts to improve its approach to freedom of association
4) Discussions of situations in four countries where the right to freedom of 
association is limited in law and practice: 
 China
 Vietnam
 Bangladesh
 Mexico
The FLA Third Party Complaints section of this report provides case studies of three 
factories where freedom of association issues arose.
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A. Freedom of Association: A Critical and Challenging FLA Code Provision
1. Freedom of Association: Essential to Compliance 
Freedom of association is crucial to sustainable improvements in working conditions.
The right to freely associate and bargain collectively is identified as a fundamental
workplace right by the International Labor Organization (ILO), is protected under the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and is a key provision of the FLA Code of
Conduct. Freedom of association provides workers with the choice to form or join
organizations. As such, it is a means through which workers can defend their rights 
and interests in the workplace and serves as a foundation upon which to build and
ensure respect for other labor rights.
The rights to freely associate and to collectively bargain are essential to developing
long-term compliance in factories covered by the FLA Code, because they provides
workers with the tools to monitor and enforce their rights at work. Yet freedom of
association is also one of most difficult Code elements to investigate and remediate. In 
Year Two of the FLA monitoring program, freedom of association continued to present
challenges in monitoring and remediation, prompting the FLA to undertake initiatives to 
address some of these challenges at both the factory and national levels.
2. Freedom of Association: Challenging to Implement
The exercise of freedom of association is affected by various legal, political, and
economic conditions. FLA monitors must therefore be familiar with local laws and 
regulations, labor market conditions, the degree of labor law enforcement, prevailing 
management practices, and the level of worker organization in the area where
monitoring is to take place. The monitor must identify any discrepancies between the
FLA Code and local law, highlight risk factors present in that the relevant labor market,
and then assess the specific practices in the facility being monitored.
For each of the Code provisions, the FLA monitoring process requires monitors to
gather information from various sources and then to cross-check and substantiate
those findings before reporting on the factory’s compliance status. For example, when
assessing a “concrete” issue, such as a health and safety requirement, monitors can
apply quantitative measurements to determine compliance status. However, for
freedom of association, assessing the situation in a factory generally involves a 
qualitative assessment of the labor-management relationship in order to establish 
whether management restricts workers ability to associate freely. An analysis of the
labor-management relationship at a given facility requires a comprehensive 
investigation of the various levels of interaction between labor and management –
from hiring through termination – to identify any practices that may interfere with
workers’ rights to form and join organizations of their choice. Interviews with workers
are a crucial source of information and insight into their freedom of association. This 
process can sometimes be hindered by the reluctance of workers to openly discuss 
abuses for fear of retaliation from management. Monitors need to be particularly
sensitive to detect whether workers are being coached or intimidated by management.
Training monitors in effective interviewing and listening techniques; ensuring that all 
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interviews are conducted in discreet manner, either off-site or in a factory location that
is private; and developing the methodology used by monitors to research and cross-
check information are among the actions taken by the FLA to enhance monitors’
capacities to detect noncompliance relating to freedom of association.
The legal and political context in a country may also pose a challenge to
implementation of freedom of association.  In various countries, the right to freely
associate has been limited, either across the entire country, as in China and Vietnam,
or, as has become more common in recent years, in particular areas set aside by the
government to attract foreign investment. Bangladesh, for example, has a history of 
limiting freedom of association in export processing zones, where a great deal of the 
country’s apparel production takes place.  In other countries, relatively high rates of 
reported union membership may mask limitations on freedom of association.  For
example, Mexico’s legal system allows for clauses in collective bargaining agreements
that essentially require workers in a given enterprise to join the union that signed the
agreement there, regardless of whether the union actively represents the interests of
workers at the enterprise.  Particularly in cases where unions collude with
management, workers’ rights and interests often go unprotected in this context,
despite union presence.
There are many other countries around the world that have not formally limited
freedom of association in law, but nevertheless fail to protect the right in practice. 
Without adequate enforcement, the de facto situation for workers is the same as
where legal limitations on freedom of association are on the books. In some cases,
legal authorities actually participate in unlawful anti-union activities, including
intimidation, harassment and abuse, illegal arrests, etc. In countries with poor
enforcement of the right to freedom of association or official involvement in anti-union
activity, workers are not able to choose to form or join unions. It is in these countries
that companies committed to the principle of freedom of association can influence
factory management to obey the law.
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B. FLA’s Efforts to Improve Its Approach to Freedom of Association
In Year Two, the FLA discussed issues relating to freedom of association at a number 
of meetings of the Board of Directors and the Monitoring Committee. The discussions
revolved around four specific issues:
 The difficulties monitors face in identifying and “measuring”
freedom of association compliance;
 The complex task facing FLA companies trying to remedy
freedom of association violations;
 The problem of blacklisting of union supporters in Central
America; and
 The problematic labor law contexts in certain countries.
1. Improving FLA Monitoring
In the first two years of FLA independent external monitoring, the FLA observed that
monitors seemed to have underreported the incidence of noncompliance with the FLA
Code provision for freedom of association.  As a result, the FLA has provided additional
guidance to monitors, which has included an explanation of the ILO Conventions and
Recommendations, a review of the situation in export processing zones and countries
like China and Vietnam, guidance on how to investigate cases at factory level, and a
set of ‘frequently asked questions’. The FLA also developed a new audit instrument for
use in monitoring factories, and discussed effective monitoring for freedom of
association during trainings for monitors regarding use of the instrument. The FLA
foresees that such guidance will lead to improved detection of freedom of association
noncompliance.
2. Improving Remediation
As with all Code provisions, however, the task of identifying issues is less than half the 
battle.  The real challenge lies in effecting real change in the way workers experience
those rights. In the case of freedom of association, that involves not only the creation
of an environment in which workers and management understand workers’ rights and
how to exercise them, but also a set of policies and procedures to protect those rights
and avoid abuse. In practice, it is often in the exercise of management functions, such
as hiring, discipline, and termination, and in the processing of grievances that freedom
of association is abused. If a company does not have sound policies and procedures
covering those functions, there is a real risk of non-compliance. In addition, if the staff
responsible for hiring, firing, and disciplining workers is not properly trained in the
policies and procedures, the risk of non-compliance increases.  Moreover, if there is not
a solid grievance procedure and complaints mechanism available to workers, those 
violations may go unchallenged.
During the reporting period, the FLA faced cases where management asked job 
applicants about their support for unions (and did not hire workers if they expressed
support) and other cases where known union members were forced to resign from
their positions. When the FLA investigated those situations, it found that the factories
concerned did not have the policies, procedures, trained staff, or complaints
mechanisms necessary to prevent such abuses.  The remedies open to FLA companies
in such cases are very practical and include the installation of appropriate policies and
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procedures and the training of the staff responsible for the relevant functions in
factories. In other cases the remedies are far more complex and involve changing 
attitudes and even workplace culture.  Such processes require a long-term, specialized
effort. In many cases, FLA companies face a severe shortage of local organizations
capable of providing consultancy and capacity-building services to effectively redress
these serious issues. The third party complaints included in this report offer some
interesting examples of ways in which companies addressed these kinds of issues.
Respect for freedom of association does not require companies to promote trade
unions. Companies are expected to make workers and managers aware of the right to 
freedom of association and to ensure that any worker or manager can exercise that
right in practice. To that end, it may be necessary for an FLA company to provide
education and training and to strengthen policies, procedures, and structures within
the factory (including structures of consultation and negotiation with workers).
However, companies must avoid any action that could be construed as intervention in
workers’ organizational activities, since, according to ILO standards, management
intervention in organizing may represent a different kind of infringement on workers’
freedom of association.
3. Region- and Country- Specific Efforts
The Central American region has presented a very clear case of the risks and remedies 
discussed above. In 2003, a number of participating companies reported concern that
free trade zones in the region were compiling blacklists of workers who zone
authorities considered to be undesirable. Some of those lists contained as many as 15 
categories of persons who were prevented from seeking employment in the zone. In
many cases, factories located in the zones cooperate in the compilation of the lists by
submitting to the zone authority details about workers they have dismissed. 
Authorities, in turn, circulate the names of the dismissed workers to all the factories in
the zone, making it impossible for those workers to find other employment in the zone.
In response to this widespread practice, the FLA established the FLA Central American
Project in 2004.  To address the practice of blacklisting, the project works with
governments, zone authorities, managers, and workers to ensure that equality of
opportunity exists in zones and that associational rights are not violated in employment
relationships in facilities where FLA companies produce. Best-practice policies and 
procedures for dealing with hiring, termination, discipline, and grievance handling will
be installed at participating factories, and training will be provided. The practice of 
inducing union supporters to resign by offering them cash benefits will also be
addressed. By involving FLA companies as well as non-FLA companies in the project,
and by targeting entire zones or regions, the FLA hopes that the project will have a
ripple effect in the region and elsewhere. The FLA Central America Project is ongoing,
and outcomes and learning from the project will be reported in greater detail in the
FLA’s Year Three Public Report.
As discussed elsewhere in this report, the labor law environments of a number of
countries complicate the enjoyment of associational rights. In this regard, the FLA has
focused on Bangladesh, China, Mexico, and Vietnam, in particular, to think creatively 
about how to improve freedom of association in factories in these countries. The FLA
Monitoring Committee has discussed specific strategies that companies may employ in 
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those countries to ensure that workers are able to choose their representatives and
that workers’ organizations function democratically.
The FLA was also directly involved in the resolution of a number of third-party
complaints dealing with freedom of association (see the following section to read the
third-party complaint case studies). One of the most interesting aspects of those cases
is that once the initial situations of conflict were resolved and agreements were 
reached, the real work of implementing and abiding by the agreements began.  Both
workers’ and managers’ lack of experience in labor relations, however, complicated the 
process. The skills that were lacking ranged from how to negotiate to how to run a 
meeting to how to listen and problem-solve. Unfortunately the basic competencies
required to make a labor-management relationship function are generally not taught at 
vocational and management schools.  The parties involved in efforts to remediate
freedom of association noncompliance invariably find themselves at odds over
procedural and attitudinal problems as much as over the core issues of terms and
conditions of work. Training in the basic skills of listening, negotiating, resolving
disputes, and concluding agreements would go a long way toward ensuring respect for
freedom of association.
The FLA will continue to improve the competencies of its staff and its partners to
facilitate resolution of complex freedom of association issues in the coming year 
through ongoing training and innovation.  Dealing with freedom of association in 
diverse situations will remain challenging for the FLA and the larger labor standards 
community for years to come.  The FLA looks forward to cooperating with diverse
actors to develop methods and share learning -- and to enhance workers’ ability to 
exercise freedom of association around the world.
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C. Countries in Focus 
1. Freedom of Association in China 
I. Background on China 
China is the world’s most populous nation and has had single-party, communist rule
since the mid-twentieth century. Since the end of the 1970s, it has engaged in a wide 
range of economic reforms that are moving the country away from a centrally planned
economy towards one that is market driven. Although the basic political structure of
the country remains that of a one-party state, the political situation in China is 
characterized by an effort by the ruling Communist Party of China to redefine its role in 
a situation of rapid economic and social change.
With a US$1.2 trillion gross domestic product (GDP) in 20021 and remarkably rapid
economic growth over the last 20 years, China is the 6th largest economy in the world.
Its potential for continued growth is great, given the size of its population and its
leadership’s push towards progress.  Its total labor force is estimated to be more than
750 million workers.  That said, China exhibits many of the characteristics of a 
developing country.  Close to 50 percent of the country’s population subsists on less
than two dollars a day, and according to the 2003 United Nations Development
Program’s Human Development Report, China ranked 104th on the human
development scale.2
Nonetheless, China’s past development and potential for continued growth is nothing
less than extraordinary.  The country has attracted large amounts of foreign direct
investment (FDI) and formally joined the WTO in December 2001, both of which 
accelerated structural transformation.  By 2002, the government had approved more
than 200,000 foreign-funded businesses, with about half of all FDI focused on the 
export sector. Foreign-funded businesses reportedly delivered more than 50 percent
of China’s exports and more than 25 percent of China’s industrial output in 2002, and
indicators show that their market share continues to increase.3
China's global trade totaled US$616 billion in 2002, with a trade surplus of 
approximately US$30 billion.  The country's primary trading partners are the United 
States, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, the European Union, and Singapore. While China
dominates the international market for apparel (see sidebar), footwear, and toy 
production, recent export growth has been attributed to China’s move into the 
technology sector where it produces a wide range of mechanical and electronic
products. Such exports range from computers to televisions and DVDs to microwave
ovens.
1 According to World Bank figures, China’s per capita GDP in 2001 was US$ 1,159.0
2 The HDI ranking includes a total of 175 countries. For more information and the rest of the HDI
indicators see http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/cty_f_CHN.html,
3 See China, Promoting Growth with Equity, Country Economic Memorandum, October 15, 2003, Report
No. 24169-CHA, World Bank.
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In Focus: the Chinese textile and apparel sector
China is the world’s largest producer and exporter of textiles and apparel. While no
aggregate data on European and US importers’ future plans relating to China is
currently available, it is expected to be among the “winner countries” following the
elimination of textile import quotas in 2005, when the Multi-Fibre Arrangements (MFA)
end.  This is due in large part to the country’s ability to produce almost any type of
textile and apparel article at almost any quality level -- and deliver them at extremely
competitive prices.
Official Chinese statistics for 2001 show that the sector comprised about 21,000
enterprises with total output of US$116 billion. Thirteen million people are employed in 
this industry. Most textile and apparel production is concentrated in the coastal areas
of the country; Guangdong province is China’s major producer of apparel for export,
accounting for one-third of the country’s apparel exports in recent years. According to
China’s National Textile Industry Council, in 2001, China's export of textile and apparel
totaled over US$53 billion, which amounted to 20 percent of the nation's commodity
exports.
To learn more about China’s growing strength in this sector, see USITC’s Textiles and Apparel:
Assessment of the Competitiveness of Certain Foreign Suppliers to the U.S. Market
(Investigation No. 332-448, sent to USTR in June 2003) Publication 3671 January 2004,
available at: http://hotdocs.usitc.gov/pub3671/main.html.
II. Freedom of Association and Chinese Labor Law
A. Trade Union Monopoly-
Under Chinese law, the All China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) is the only trade
union recognized in China. It exercises a legal and heavily protected monopoly over all
subsidiary union organizations and trade union activities. It remains under the control
of the Communist Party, which appoints its officials.  This means that by law there is
no possibility of truly independent unions forming in China, which compromises
workers’ freedom of association.
In October 2001, the National People's Congress passed amendments to the Trade
Union Law, the leading law regulating freedom of association.4 The amendments give
union organizing activities in the private sector the legal protection that they previously
lacked -- including the provision of specific legal remedies against employers’ attempts
to interfere with organizing activities and punishment of union officials for failure to
carry out official duties -- thus aligning some of China’s labor law more closely with ILO
4 The Trade Union Law of the People’s Republic of China was adopted at the Fifth Session of the
Seventh National People’s Congress on April 3, 1992, and amended in accordance with the Decision on
Amending the Trade Union Law of the People’s Republic of China made at the 24th Meeting of the
Standing Committee of the Ninth National People’s Congress on October 27, 2001.
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labor standards.  The amendments, though, did not include any change in the legal
monopoly of the ACFTU.
Therefore, in its current form, the Trade Union Act imposes a trade-union monopoly,
preventing the establishment of trade union organizations that are independent from
the public authorities and the ruling party.  Moreover, the Act requires that grassroots
organizations be controlled by higher-level trade unions and that grassroots
organizations’ constitutions be established by the National Congress of Trade Unions,
which is the governing body of the ACFTU. As discussed above, such limitations on
independent unions contradict the principles of freedom association established in ILO
conventions.
B. International Labor S andards and China’s Labor Law t
Although China has endorsed important international human rights conventions and 
United Nations (UN) resolutions, respect for human rights in China continues to be of 
major concern to the international community.5 With regard to workers’ rights, China 
has ratified three of the eight fundamental conventions of the International Labor
Organization (ILO):6  the Equal Remuneration Convention (No. 100), Minimum Age 
Convention (No. 138), and the Worst forms of Child Labor Convention (No. 182). China
has not, however, ratified either of the two fundamental ILO conventions concerning
freedom of association, the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to 
Organize Convention (No. 87) and the Right to Organize Convention (No. 98).
Nevertheless, its membership in the ILO requires it to respect, promote, and realize the
right to freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining, which are
included among the fundamental rights enumerated in the ILO’s 1998 Declaration on 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
When China ratified the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR) in 2001, it entered a reservation on Section 1.a of Article 8, which
guarantees the right of every individual to form a trade union and to join the trade
union of his/her choice. The reservation states that the article would be applied within
the parameters of “relevant provisions of the Constitution of the People's Republic of
China, Trade Union Law of the People's Republic of China, and Labor Law of the
People's Republic of China.” 7  For the most part, however, these laws do not coincide
with the spirit of the ICESCR article.
Indeed, the Chinese Constitution and Chinese legislation provide that freedom of
association can be exercised by workers at the levels of the enterprise, the
sector/industry, or the nation.  These provisions apply to export processing zones
(EPZs) or enterprises/industries with EPZ status.  Under Chinese law, workers in state-
5 China has signed the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and ratified the following
international treaties:  International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women; Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment; Convention on the Rights of the Child (available at:
http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf , accessed on Feb.2 2004).
6 To date, (April 2004) China has ratified a total of 23 ILO Conventions, 20 of which are still in force
today. For more information on the conventions ratified by China, see 
http://webfusion.ilo.org/public/db/standards/normes/appl/index.cfm?lang=EN.
7 See the statement made by the Chinese Government upon signature and confirmed upon ratification of
March 27, 2001, http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/treaty4_asp.htm,  accessed on Feb.2 2004).
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owned and foreign-owned enterprises have the right to form and join organizations of 
their own choosing.
The effect of these legal guarantees is limited, however, by China’s clear policy that 
such freedoms are subject to the interests of the State and the Communist Party. Most
notably, China’s Trade Union Act imposes general restrictions on trade unions’ and 
members’ political activities.  The Act reiterates that trade unions shall assist the
government in its work, and mandates that in the event of a clash of interests between
workers and the government or the party, the trade union shall protect the overall
interests of the entire Chinese people.  In considering complaints against China, the 
ILO’s Committee on Freedom of Association has concluded that many provisions of the 
Trade Union Act are contrary to the fundamental principles of freedom of association.
The Committee found that they constituted major constraints on the right of unions to
establish their own constitutions, organize their activities, and formulate programs. It
noted that the mission of trade unions should be to defend and promote the interests
of their constituents and not to reinforce the country's political and economic system. 8
Current Chinese Law Dealing with Freedom of Association 
o Trade Union Law of the People’s Republic of China, adopted on April 3, 1992,
and amended at the 24th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the Ninth
National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China on October 27, 
2001
o Decree 22 of the Ministry of Labor and Social Security of the People’s Republic 
of China, Regulations on Collective Contracts, adopted by the Ministry of Labor
and Social Security at its 7th Plenary Meeting on December 30, 2003.
III. Right to Bargain Collectively
Chinese legislation permits collective bargaining for workers in all types of enterprises.
Under the law, collective contracts are to be developed through collaboration between
the labor union and management.  The law provides that workers may elect
representatives to negotiate collective contracts with management in the absence of a
union. The law states that collective contracts should specify working conditions,
wages, and hours of work.
According to data provided by the Department of Labor Relations and Wages, in
China’s Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the number of collective contracts signed
and registered with the Ministry exceeded 240,000 by the end of 2000 and covered
more than 60 million workers.  Most of these agreements, however, were products of
an administrative process between the ACFTU and management rather than collective
bargaining.
8 For more information on the cases and conclusions of the Committee of Freedom of Association on
China, see Complaints against the Government of China: 286th Report (Case No. 1652) and 310th Report
(Case No. 1930) 321st Report (Case No. 2031).
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Democratically-Elected Trade Unions in China?
The Trade Union Act requires that members of trade union committees at various
levels be democratically elected by trade union members.  Furthermore, the Act
provides that no close relatives of the chief members of an enterprise may become
members of enterprise trade union committees.
Observers in China claim that these rules are often ignored, however.  They report
that union representatives are often appointed by local government authorities,
factory management, or higher-level ACFTU officials.  In some cases, factory
management staff members occupy elected union positions, effectively fusing the
positions of union chairman and senior manager into one.
Nonetheless, there are signs of progress in various enterprises in China.  While
various projects plant seeds for future union elections by educating workers about
the Trade Union Act’s requirements for democratically-elected representatives,
other enterprises have already seen the free election of representative union
officers.  For example, in 2001, one of the first free elections by secret ballot was
held at a foreign-owned factory in Guangdong that has an ACFTU-affiliated union.
In October of the same year, a second free election was held at a foreign-owned
factory in Fujian Province.
There are other ongoing initiatives that aim to bolster the Trade Union Act’s
requirement of democratically-elected unions.  The FLA and its Participating
Companies and Licensees are working to support these efforts.
IV. Right to Strike 
Neither the Chinese Constitution nor Chinese law provides for the right to strike. In
fact, the right to strike was removed from the Constitution in 1982 on the grounds that 
the political system had “eradicated problems between the proletariat and enterprise
owners.” Nevertheless, more than 100,000 strikes and work stoppages reportedly take 
place each year. 
The ILO´s Committee on Freedom of Association urged the Chinese government to
take the necessary steps to amend its labor law to ensure that workers and their
organizations are not punished for exercising the right to strike in defense of their
social and economic interests.9 The government maintains that the National People's
Congress has always tried to promote, establish, and explore labor relations that 
encourage the ‘gradual’ improvement of working conditions and working life. 
Although the amended Trade Union Law does not provide for the right to strike, it
acknowledges that work stoppages and work slowdowns may occur.  In such an event,
the Trade Union law stipulates that in the event of any work stoppages, the primary
9 Complaint against the Government of China presented by the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU), Report No. 316, Case(s) No(s). 1930
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goal of the union is to "assist the enterprise or institution in making proper
preparations for resuming work and restoring work order as soon as possible" -- 
regardless of whether or not the workers’ demands have been met. 
At present, Chinese law provides that the settlement of a collective dispute between
the employing unit and its laborers shall take the following course: 
1. The dispute shall be resolved by both parties through workplace conciliation.
2. If conciliation fails, the case can then be referred to the labor dispute
arbitration committee for arbitration.
3. If one of the parties does not accept the awards of arbitration, it can file a
lawsuit with the people's courts, which is a court system that starts at the local 
level and extends to the provincial and national levels.
4. The local people's government can also call the concerned parties together to 
coordinate and settle the dispute.
For More Information about Freedom Association in China:
See a) Observations submitted to the ILO by the International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions (ICFTU), and b) Information submitted by the Chinese Government to 
the ILO, which are both published in the Review of Annual Reports under the follow-up
to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, 2002.
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/declaris/DECLARATIONWEB.INDEXPAGE
See also Country Reports on Human Rights Practices  2003; released by the US State
Department, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, February 2004.
,
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/hr/c1470.htm
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2. Freedom of Association in Vietnam
I. Background on Vietnam
Vietnam is a socialist republic of about 80.5 million people. Although the number of 
people living in poverty has decreased significantly over the last ten years, 37 percent
of the population still lives below the national poverty line, and around 25 million are 
unemployed or underemployed.10 In 2003 Vietnam was ranked 109th in the United 
Nations Development Program (UNDP) Human Development Indicator rankings.11
Vietnam is in a transition from a centrally-planned to a market-oriented economy.
Much of this shift has depended on an export-led growth strategy that emerged from
the doi moi ('renovation') reforms of the late 1980s.  Following implementation of the 
Enterprise Law in January 2000, the private sector has flourished in Vietnam, with 
more than 18,500 new businesses starting in 2001 alone. The domestic private and
foreign-invested sectors currently produce almost 60 percent of industrial output.12
With a gross domestic product (GDP) of more than US$35 billion in 2002, the Vietnam
was the world’s 56th-largest economy, according to the World Bank. During the period
from 1998 to 2002, the Asian Development Bank estimates GDP growth at 5.5 percent
a year,13 which is about the same as India, but much slower than the growth rate of
China and Bangladesh during the same period. Exports rose from US$9.1 billion in
1997 to US$16.5 billion in 2002, which meant that exports were increasing by an 
average of more than 12 percent each year.14
Textiles and apparel production is an important element of Vietnam’s export-led
growth policy, currently accounting for more than half of the country's manufactured
exports and approximately 16 percent of total exports. The industry employs 1.6
million workers, approximately 25 percent of all industrial workers in the country. 15
There are approximately 187 state-owned enterprises, 800 private enterprises, and
more than 180 foreign-invested enterprises in the textile and apparel sector. Foreign
investment in the sector amounts to more than US$1.8 billion.16 The industry is
10 Based on World Development Indicators Database, World Bank, July 2003; European Commission’s
Vietnam Country Strategy Paper, 2002-2006; and Country Reports on Human Rights Practices , 2002,
released by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, March 31, 2003; Available at: 
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2002/18270pf.htm (visited on 5 Feb. 2004).
11 See UNDP Human Development Indicators 2003, available at:
http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/cty_f_VNM.html (visited on 5 Feb. 2004).
12 This data is based on the Comprehensive Poverty Reduction and Growth Strategy by the Government
of Vietnam, Hanoi, May 2002.
13 The country’s official data show more than 6 percent GDP growth although the IMF estimates less than
5 percent.
14 Viet Nam’s Economy: Success Story or Weird Dualism? UNDP, June 2003
15 SeeAn Assessment of the Economic Impact of the United States-Vietnam Bilateral Trade 
Agreement: Annual Economic Report for 2002, Hanoi: Support for Trade Acceleration (STAR)
project, and Central Institute for Economic Management; and Challenges to Vietnamese firms in the
world garment and textile value chain, and the implications for alleviating poverty, Khalid Nadvi and
John Thoburn, EADI Workshop on Clusters and Global Value Chains in the North and the Third World
Novara, Italy, October 2003
16 Figures from the Ministry of Industry, Vietnam Textile & Garment Corporation,  Presentation at the
WTO FORUM, May 2003
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dominated, however, by VINATEX, a conglomerate of state-owned enterprises that
accounts for more than one-third of all textile and garment exports.17
Beginning January 2005, the Multi-Fibre Arrangement18 will no longer be effective, and
World Trade Organization (WTO) members will remove any remaining quota 
restrictions on textiles and apparel. If Vietnam has not yet become a WTO member,
however, it will still be subject to quotas applied by the European Union (EU), Japan, 
and the United States, which are its most important export markets.
Key Facts: EPZs in V etnami
 Vietnam’s first export processing zone (EPZ) was established in 1991. In 2001,
there were 10 EPZs in the country employing 107,000 workers.
 EPZs are covered by the same laws as the rest of the country.
Jean-Pierre Singa Boyenge, ILO database on EPZ, ILO, Geneva, 2003.
II.   Freedom of Association
Vietnam has ratified three of the eight fundamental conventions of the International
Labor Organization,19 namely the Equal Remuneration Convention (No. 100),
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention (No. 111), and the Worst
Forms of Child Labor Convention (No. 182). Vietnam has not ratified either of the two
fundamental ILO conventions concerning freedom of association: the Freedom of 
Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention (No. 87) and the Right
to Organize Convention (No. 98). Nevertheless, its membership in the ILO requires the 
government to respect, promote, and realize the right to freedom of association and
the right to collective bargaining, which are included among the ILO’s fundamental
rights.
The Vietnamese Law on Trade Unions of 199020 defines a trade union as a large
political and social organization of the working class, voluntarily established under the 
leadership of the Vietnamese Communist Party, that represents Vietnamese workers.
The Labor Code of 1994 provides that all workers are entitled to establish and join
trade unions, within the framework of the trade union laws of Vietnam. Employers may
not prejudice a worker because he/she has formed, joined, or participated in the
17 See The Vietnam-U.S. Textile Agreement Debate: Trade Patterns, Interests, and Labor Rights, Nicole
J. Sayres, June 21, 2002
18 See http://publications.worldbank.org/catalog/content-download?revision_id=1526169 for more
information about the MFA.
19 To date, (February 2004) Vietnam has ratified a total of 16 ILO Conventions, 15 of which are still in
force today. For more information on the ILO Conventions ratified by Vietnam, see
http://webfusion.ilo.org/public/db/standards/normes/appl/index.cfm?lang=EN
20 This law was passed by Legislature VIII of the National Assembly of the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam at its 7th Session, on 30 June 1990.
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activities of a trade union organization, and may not apply economic pressure or other
measures to interfere with the organization and activities of trade unions.
Current Vietnamese Law Dealing with Freedom of Association
o Constitution of 1992
o Labor Code of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam of 23 June 1994 (as amended 2 
April 2002) 
o Law on Trade Unions of 7 July 1990.
o Decree No. 196-CP of 31 December 1994, detailing and guiding the 
implementation of a number of articles of the Labor Code providing for
collective labor agreements
A. Trade Union Monopoly
Under Vietnamese labor law, the Vietnam General Confederation of Labor (VGCL) is 
the only legal trade union in Vietnam. The VGCL is required by law and by its articles of
association to maintain close relations with the ruling Communist Party.  All trade 
unions are required to join the VGCL.  The law also stipulates that government 
authorities must give their approval before a trade union may be created.21
In 2000, there were a total of 79 VGCL affiliates -- 61 provincial/municipal and 18 
industrial. These affiliates had membership consisting of 95 percent of the public-
sector workers, 90 percent of state-enterprise workers, and 50 percent of private-
sector workers.22 According to the Vietnamese government, there were 47,161
enterprises with trade unions in 2000 -- 41,517 in state-owned enterprises and 5,644
in private enterprises.23
To further the reach of the VGCL, Vietnam’s 1994 Labor Code directed the regional
branches of the VGCL to establish unions at all new enterprises with more than 10
employees, as well as at existing enterprises that operated without trade unions.
Despite the Labor Code, many enterprises in export processing zones (EPZs) still have 
no union presence.  According to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU), only about 10 percent of workers in EPZs have long-term employment 
contracts. The remaining workers are reportedly on contracts of between three months
and a year, which helps employers avoid the legal requirement to set up unions in
enterprises with more than 10 full-time employees.24 For workers in EPZs, this means 
precarious contracts and limited opportunities to join a union.
21 For more information, see Observations submitted to the ILO by the International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) published in the Review of annual reports under the follow-up to the ILO
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work – 2002, (p.186).
22 Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Trade Union Situation in Southeast Asia, August 2003.
23 Information submitted by the Vietnamese Government to the ILO, and published in the Review of 
Annual Reports under the follow-up to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at
Work,2000 (Pg. 164).
24 See ICFTU Annual Survey of Violations of Trade Union Rights (2003), Vietnam (available at
http://www.icftu.org/displaydocument.asp?Index=991217733&Language=EN , visited on 5 Feb. 2004)
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tB. Union Relations with Managemen
In Vietnam, it is fairly common to find that union representatives are directly appointed
by management or that union officers hold management positions in the factory.
Most labor experts believe that such intersection of duties compromises the 
independence of unions from management.  In these situations, many workers may
not even be aware that the union exist, or may not be familiar with the union’s 
functions or duties.
Different enterprise ownership arrangements seem to result in differences in the
performance of unions. A study prepared by the World Bank in 2002, which analyzed
unions in different footwear factories, found that there were higher degrees of 
accountability to workers in the foreign-invested firms, less in the domestic private
enterprises, and considerably less in state-owned enterprises. It also highlighted that 
there was considerable variance in the skills of enterprise-level union leaders to
represent workers and bargain with management. The study also determined that
communication between workers and management in Vietnamese shoe factories
ranged from non-existent to highly-adversarial. 25
III. Right to Bargain Collectively
The Vietnamese Labor Code provides for union recognition and collective bargaining.
Collective agreements have been signed at 56 percent of state-owned enterprises, 36
percent of foreign-invested enterprises, and 20 percent of private domestic
enterprises.26  It is reported, however, that these agreements are often drafted without
a negotiation process or consultation with workers and their union representatives.
On April 2, 2002, amendments to 56 articles of the Labor Code of Vietnam were
passed.  The amended law clarifies a number of issues regarding collective 
agreements, including: who may sign the agreement; how many copies must be
executed; and in what circumstances the collective labor agreement may be deemed
void (e.g., if it is signed by unauthorized parties or the provisions are illegal).27
The amended law also provides that labor disputes may be resolved via an internal
labor dispute resolution panel formed by the trade union and representatives of the
employer or via the courts.  The courts are empowered to resolve all disputes that
cannot be dealt with internally.
25 See Corporate Social Responsibility in Vietnam: The athletic shoe industry and labor issues, World
Bank , 2002
26 Information submitted by the Vietnamese Government to the ILO, and published in the Review of 
annual reports under the follow-up to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at
Work – 2000, (Pg. 164)
27 The amendments also include provisions restricting overtime and measures to increase the flexibility
regarding hiring and firing practices; work permits; overtime payment; payment of bonuses; disciplinary
measures; and consequences of illegal termination.
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IV.   Right to Strike
While Vietnamese labor law recognizes the right to strike, it permits the right to be
exercised only after a lengthy pre-strike procedure that requires management and
workers to take the case to the enterprise’s own labor conciliation council or, in its
absence, to the provincial labor arbitration council. This requirement can be
problematic, since it is not uncommon to find that neither the enterprise does nor the 
province in which it is located has a labor conciliation council. 
Despite these legal restrictions, strikes do take place – even without fulfilling all pre-
strike legal requirements.  They are generally tolerated by the authorities.28 Between
1995 and 2000, there were 212 strikes in Ho Chi Minh City alone (177 in the private
sector and 35 in state-owned enterprises).29 At least 57 strikes were reported to have 
taken place during 2002 (37 in foreign-invested enterprises, 15 in domestic private
enterprises, and 4 in state-owned firms).30  Although neither the VGCL nor its affiliate
unions sanctioned these strikes officially, the local and provincial levels of the VGCL 
reportedly supported many of them unofficially.31
28 Observations submitted to the ILO Office by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU) published in the Review of annual reports under the follow-up to the ILO Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work – 2002, (Pg.186). See  ICFTU Annual Survey of Violations
of Trade Union Rights (2003), Vietnam (available at 
http://www.icftu.org/displaydocument.asp?Index=991217733&Language=EN , visited on 5 Feb. 2004)
29 Press release, Bangkok ILO Office January 6, 2003: “ILO and Vietnam Launch New Initiative to
Improve Industrial Relations and Promote Economic Development: Three-year project funded by US
Department of Labor”
30 Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Trade Union Situation in Southeast Asia, August 2003
31 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices – 2002 Released by the Bureau of Democracy, Human
Rights, and Labor March 31, 2003 (available at: http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2002/18270pf.htm
visited on 5 Feb. 2004)
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3. Freedom of Association in Bangladesh
I.   Background on Bangladesh
Bangladesh is one of the poorest and most densely populated countries in the world.
Poverty is widespread, affecting almost 50 percent of the population. Despite the 
government’s commitment to eliminating poverty, the absolute number of people in
poverty continues to rise. According to United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
figures, more than 82 percent of the population was living below US$2 a day in 2001. 
In the UNDP Human Development Indicators ranking, Bangladesh is ranked 139th.32
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank predict that Bangladesh’ gross
domestic product (GDP) will grow over the next 5 years at about 4.5 percent each
year.  This growth rate is well below the 7-8 percent rate that is considered necessary
to lift Bangladesh out of severe poverty.33
Bangladesh has a large apparel industry, which, along with its smaller textile industry, 
generated 86 percent of total exports in 2001. Bangladesh’s major trading partners in
textiles and apparel are the European Union and the United States.34 Its apparel
industry is mainly privately owned and export oriented, while its textile industry is
divided almost equally between state-owned and private enterprises. The textile and
apparel sector consists of 3,600 firms with a total workforce of 1.6 to 1.8 million 
workers, 90 percent of whom are women.35 There is a concentration of manufacturing
activity in and around the capital city of Dhaka and a growing garment manufacturing
presence in the country's two export processing zones (EPZs).
Between 1991 and 2001, the United States was the largest foreign direct investor in
Bangladesh with US$5.5 billion invested, followed by the United Kingdom at US$1.6 
billion, Malaysia at US$1.3 billion, and Japan at US$1.1 billion. Most foreign direct
investment in Bangladesh’s textile and apparel sector has come from investors
attracted by its low labor costs and access to European and US markets. Despite the 
influence of foreign direct investment, most garment factories are owned by 
Bangladeshi companies or families.
32 For more information on the rest of HDI indicators, see 
http://hdr.undp.org/reports/global/2003/indicator/index.html
33 Data from US Department of State, Background note on Bangladesh, January 2004, available at: 
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/3452pf.htm
34 The EU is Banglades’s biggest trade partner . Bangladesh’s principal exports to the EU are textile
products (75 percent of the EU imports from Bangladesh). Its apparel exports to the EU enjoyed the
competitive advantage of quota-free imports to the European market. All but a small part of Bangladesh’s
textile and apparel exports go to the EU (50 percent of the 2001 total, or $2.7 billion) and the United
States (42 percent, or $2.4 billion) For more information, see EU Strategy paper 2002-2006 available at :
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/bangladesh/intro/index.htm, and USICT Textiles and
Apparel: Assessment of the Competitiveness of Certain Foreign Suppliers to the U.S. Market
(Investigation No. 332-448, sent to USTR in June 2003) Publication 3671 January 2004, available at:
http://hotdocs.usitc.gov/pub3671/profiles.html
35 All data and figures taken from USICT Textiles and Apparel: Assessment of the Competitiveness of
Certain Foreign Suppliers to the U.S. Market  (Investigation No. 332-448, sent to USTR in June 2003)
Publication 3671 January 2004, available at: http://hotdocs.usitc.gov/pub3671/profiles.html
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The ready-made-garment industry faces the loss of guaranteed markets in the United
States and elsewhere when quotas are abolished in January 2005 with the end of the 
MFA. According to experts, Bangladesh will have to improve productivity and quality
and cut lead times considerably if it is to remain competitive in the world market after
2005.36
II.   Freedom of Association in Bangladesh
Bangladesh has ratified seven of the eight fundamental International Labor
Organization (ILO) conventions. In 1972 Bangladesh ratified both fundamental ILO 
Conventions concerning freedom of association: Freedom of Association and Protection
of the Right to Organize (Convention No. 87, and Right to Organize and Collective
Bargaining (Convention 98). When Bangladesh ratified the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), it entered a reservation on articles 7
and 8, which guarantee the right of everyone to form trade unions and join the trade
union of their choice.37 The reservation indicated that there would be some limitations
placed on workers’ freedom of association.
The Constitution of Bangladesh provides for the right to form associations or unions,
subject to any “reasonable” restrictions imposed by law in the interests of morality or 
public order. Bangladeshi labor law requires a workplace to have 30-percent union
participation before a union can be registered, and a union may be dissolved if
membership falls below this level. Prior to official registration, which signifies state 
recognition of the trade union, a union may not function. The ILO’s Committee of 
Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) considers 
that such requirements severely restrict workers’ ability to form organizations of their
own choosing and has requested that the government amend these provisions.38
According to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), workers
who try to establish a trade union are not protected by law before they have registered
their union.  In this environment, employers persecute organizers of fledgling unions,
sometimes by violent means or with the help of the police. Moreover, the government
takes measures to ensure that the number of participating workers does not increase 
to the 30-percent minimum level. In many cases, particularly in the textile sector, the
government passes the names of workers who apply for union registration on to
employers, who dismiss the workers.
In 2002, Bangladesh’s total workforce consisted of approximately 58 million workers.
Only 1.8 million belonged to unions, most of which were affiliated with political parties.
36 See US Department of State, Background note on Bangladesh, January 2004, available at:
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/3452pf.htm
37 “The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh will apply articles 7 and 8 under the
conditions and in conformity with the procedures established in the Constitution and the relevant
legislation of Bangladesh”. For more information see
http://www.hri.ca/fortherecord1998/documentation/reservations/cescr.htm
38 See CEACR: Individual Observations concerning Convention No. 87, Published: 1999, 2001, 2002,
2003
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There are no reliable labor statistics for the large informal sector, in which the vast
majority (75 to 80 percent) of economically active people work. 39
Current Bangladeshi Labor Law Dealing with Freedom of Association
o Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority Act No. XXXVI of 1980,
amended by Ordinance No. XLIX, of 1984 and Ordinance NO. LII of 1988.
o Bangladesh Private Export Processing Zones Act 1996 (Act No. XX of 1996)
o The Industrial Relations Ordinance, 1969 (XXIII of 1969)
III.   Right to Bargain Collectively
In Bangladesh, collective bargaining by workers is legal on the condition that their 
unions are legally registered as collective bargaining agents. Collective bargaining
occurs occasionally in large private enterprises, but in areas of high unemployment,
workers often do not practice collective bargaining, due to concerns over job security. 
Collective bargaining in small private enterprises generally does not occur.40
IV.   Right to Strike
Strikes are common in Bangladesh and are recognized in the Industrial Relations
Ordinance of 1969 as a legitimate avenue for addressing unresolved grievances.
Nevertheless, the ILO Committee of Experts has asked the government to amend
several provisions of the Industrial Relations Ordinance that restrict workers’ right to
defend their economic interests through strikes.  These provisions include:
 the necessity for three-quarters of the members of a workers' organization
to consent to a strike;
 the government’s power to prohibit a strike if it  lasts more than 30 days or
to prohibit a strike at any time if it is considered prejudicial to the national
interest; and
 the penalties (which include imprisonment) that may be imposed if workers
participate in an industrial action that is deemed by the government to be 
unlawful.
39 ICFTU Bangladesh: Annual Survey of Violations of Trade Union Rights (2003), available at: 
http://www.icftu.org/displaydocument.asp?Index=991217710&Language=EN
40 US Department of State, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, 2003, available at: 
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2003/27944pf.htm
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V.   Freedom of Association in Export Processing Zones in Bangladesh
A.  The BEPZA
In 1980, the Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority Act41 was enacted. It
provided for the establishment of the Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority,
(BEPZA), which is the official arm of the government responsible for the creation,
development, operation, management, and control of export processing zones (EPZs).
In accordance with this act, the two EPZs operating in Bangladesh were established: 
Chittagong, which was established in 1983; and Dhaka, which was established in 1993. 
In response to the demand of local and foreign investors, three additional export
processing zones, Comilla, Mongla, and Ishurdi, are under construction at the time of 
writing this report.
The BEPZA Act provides that the government may exempt an EPZ from as many as 16
laws,42 including the Industrial Relations Ordinance (IRO).43 In 1986, the government
declared, in accordance with the BEPZA Act, that the IRO was not applicable in the
EPZs.  The declaration effectively suspended the rights of workers in EPZs to freedom
of association and collective bargaining.
The ILO supervisory bodies have reiterated44 that workers may not be denied the
fundamental right to organize, since it constitutes a serious violation of the 
Conventions. Therefore, the ILO has urged the government of Bangladesh to take
measures to ensure that workers in EPZs are able to exercise their legal rights to
organize and bargain collectively.
In turn, the Bangladeshi government claims that the restrictions on trade unions in
EPZs "are temporary measures” that are necessary to protect investment and
employment.  The government justifies its policy by pointing out that workers in these
zones enjoy better facilities and service conditions than workers in other industrial
sectors.45 Some Southeast Asian countries have argued that such temporary
restrictions are part of a gradual process to develop conditions in which trade unions
can operate freely, but the ILO’s Committee of Experts has stated that the right to
organize may not be denied even temporarily. Furthermore, in the case of Bangladesh, 
the ILO argues that the suspension of the right of association cannot be considered a
"temporary measure" in view of the fact that it was adopted in 1980.
41 Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority Act No. XXXVI of 1980, amended by Ordinance No.
XLIX, of 1984 and Ordinance NO. LII of 1988.
42 See section 11A of the Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority Act 1980.
43 The Industrial Relations Ordinance, 1969 (XXIII of 1969).
44 The Committee of Experts has been urging the Government since 1991 to amend the 1980 Act so as to
bring it into conformity with the ILO Conventions.
45 See CEACR: Individual Observations concerning Convention No. 87, Published: 1999, 2001, 2002,
2003; and Convention No. 98, Published: 2001, 2002.
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Labor Relations in Bangladesh’s EPZs
The suspension of Bangladeshi labor law in the country’s EPZs created a vacuum in
industrial relations in these zones. In an effort to fill that void, the BEPZA enacted two 
“Instructions,” which deal with the terms and conditions of employment and the fixing
of minimum wages and other related benefits. The law allows companies operating in 
the zones to create more favorable conditions for workers than those laid out in the
Instructions, but companies must, at a minimum, maintain the standards of the
Instructions.  The second of these Instructions, which provided for wage increases, has
never been implemented.
The Industrial Relations Department (IRD) in each EPZ supervises the Instructions’
implementation, which includes the settlement of disputes and handling of grievances.
The Bangladeshi government has introduced worker welfare committees to factories in 
an effort to find alternatives to unions in the EPZs.  Many EPZ workers have reported
that the IRD is not effective in its enforcement of standards and that worker welfare
committees either do not function or are not effective mechanisms for meeting
workers’ needs or communicating issues to management. Since EPZ workers do not
have legal recourse to courts of law regarding violations of workplace rights, they have
little or no means by which to redress serious issues that arise in the EPZs.
B. International Influence on Freedom of Associa ion in the Zones t
Bangladesh and the United States signed a generalized system of preferences (GSP)
agreement in 1991. After it ended in 2001, the United States extended it for another
three years on the condition that Bangladesh allow trade unions to operate in the
zones.  The US government said that if Bangladesh did not end its suspension of labor 
laws in the EPZs and guarantee freedom of association, it would lose its eligibility for
GSP benefits. The Bangladeshi government issued a declaration46 in 2001 announcing
the withdrawal, from January 1, 2004, of restrictions imposed on trade union rights in 
the EPZs.
The implementation of this policy has been delayed by the opposition of the largest 
foreign investors in the Bangladeshi EPZs, who declared that they will pull out if labor 
unions are allowed to operate in the zones.  They voiced concerns about the potential
for unions to be corrupt and or unable to adequately represent the interests of the
workers in the zone.  Some cited statements by EPZ workers who said that they were
not interested in joining a union. This policy stalemate led to negotiations between the
AFL-CIO and the zone investors that eventually produced a compromise that is 
currently pending in the Parliament, with strong indications that it will be adopted. 
That would provide some clarity as to what EPZ enterprises are required to do in the
transition period to freedom of association. 
46 SRO No. 24, Law/2001 
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4. Freedom of Association in Mexico
I. Background on Mexico
With a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of over US$637 billion, Mexico is the world’s 
tenth largest economy and the eighth largest exporter of goods and services.  Mexico
maintains one of the most open trade policies, exemplified by its Free Trade 
Agreements with Canada, the United States, and the European Union.  The country’s
proximity to the US has also meant a close economic relationship between the two 
countries. Approximately 88% of Mexico’s exports are bought by the US, accounting
for almost a quarter of the country’s GDP. Furthermore, Mexico relies heavily on the
US for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).  According to official figures from the Mexican
Secretariat of Economy, 57.4% of the FDI in the textile and apparel sector came from
the US as at September 2003.47
Despite the size of its economy, Mexico is currently ranked 55th of 177 countries in the
United Nations Development Program’s (UNDP) Human Development Indicators
ranking.48  With a population of over 100 million, 8% earn less than US$1 a day, and 
over 24% earn below US$2.
47 In 2000, Mexico was the largest recipient of FDI (US$22.5 billion) in Latin America. Net U.S. FDI in 
Mexico in 2002 was US$7.4 billion. For more information see US Department of State, Background note: 
Mexico, November 2003
48 UNDP Human Development Indicators 2003 (Available at:
http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/cty_f_MEX.html
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In Focus: The Mexican Textile and Apparel Sector 
Mexico is no longer achieving the growth in the garment export industry that it enjoyed
during the 1990s. In 1996, Mexico became the US's leading textile and apparel supplier 
in terms of volume. In 2002, it lost that status as China regained its position as the 
number one supplier to the US in terms of both value and volume.
In 2002, the textile and garment sector accounted for 7.3% of the all manufactured
exports, representing a slight decrease from 2001.  Nevertheless, the textile and
garment sector remained the third largest export sector in the country that year49 and
maquiladoras continued to be a significant source of employment.
In December 2003, there were close to 3,000 enterprises in Mexico’s maquila sector,
22% of which were textile and apparel facilities.  Textile and apparel maquilas
employed close to 200,000 workers, over 60% of whom were female. Between 1994
and 2000, employment in the maquila sector grew by 120%, however, since then,
there have been serious job losses in the sector, particularly among textile and apparel
manufacturers.50  Labor and trade specialists warn that jobs losses may continue with 
the end of the Multi-Fibre Arrangements (MFA) in January 2005, since some predict
that Mexico will lose production to other textile and apparel producing countries at that 
point.  Others maintain that Mexico’s proximity to market and close trade relations with
the US may cushion the impact of the MFA’s expiry.
II. Freedom of Association in Mexico 
A. Corporatist and Independent Unions in Mexico
Mexico’s Constitution and its Federal Labor Law, the main labor law in Mexico,
recognize workers’ right to form and join the trade unions of their choice. Traditionally
this has taken two forms: corporatist trade unions and independent trade unions.
Corporatist unions, which are often referred to as “white unions” or charro unions, by
definition have strong ties to the government or a political party.  Their objectives are
primarily political; they work to increase the number of union members, and the 
number of collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) signed, in order to command
greater political and economic power.  It is common for white unions to have virtually
no relationship with their members and to collude with management to improve 
enterprise profits.  In such cases, workers rarely know their representatives and 
sometimes do not even know that a union exists in the factory.51  These unions are
common in Mexico’s legal environment, where “closed shops” and “exclusionary
49 POSICION COMPETITIVA DE MEXICO EN EL MERCADO NORTEAMERICANO, 1993-2003:
EL SECTOR TEXTIL-CONFECCION Y LA INDUSTRIA MAQUILADORA, CNIME, AC. (See
http://www.cnime.org.mx/ ) 
50 Numbers adapted from statistics compiled by the   Consejo Nacional de la Industria de la maquiladora,
available at http://www.cnime.org.mx, and the INEGI: Instituto NAcional de Estadística, geografía e
Informatíca , available at http://www.stps.gob.mx/01_oficina/05_cgpeet/302_0021.htm#Empleo
51 ICFTU, Annual Survey of Violations of Trade Union Rights (2003)
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clauses” of CBAs (see sidebar) make it possible for white unions to maintain power in 
many enterprises. 
By contrast, independent trade unions in Mexico are not affiliated with the 
government, and generally are seen as being more representative of their members’
interests. Independent unions tend to have fewer members, but they are often much
more active than white unions.  Because independent unions are known to push for
considerable changes in the workplace, establishing a truly independent union has
been difficult.  In many cases, suspected leaders have been fired and blacklisted for 
trying to form a new union.
In Mexico, no prior authorization is required to form a trade union.  However, in order
to obtain the legal status that is required for collective bargaining or strikes, unions 
must be registered by Juntas de Conciliación y Arbitraje (Mexican conciliation and 
arbitration boards), which are tripartite committees comprised of representatives of the
government, employers, and workers, and who often represent white unions.
Independent unions have historically encountered difficulties in trying to register with
local Juntas, which have been known to delay or even withhold recognition of 
independent trade unions if they are seen to threaten the status quo.
In Focus: “Closed Shops” and “Exclusionary Clauses”
Although Mexican labor law does not prohibit the existence of more than one union in
the workplace, Article 395 of Mexico’s Federal Labor Law allows “closed shops” to be
created through collective bargaining agreements. The “exclusionary clauses” of these
agreements stipulate that an employer can only recruit workers who are members of a
specific trade union, and that employees must remain members of that union to keep
their jobs. In practice, this means that as a worker signs a contract to work in the
factory, the worker simultaneously becomes a member of the union. This enables
union leaders to veto new hires or to force the dismissal of any worker by expelling
him/her from the union. These clauses are included in most of the collective bargaining
agreements that are signed in Mexico, and help to explain why such a large
percentage of workers in Mexican maquilas are unionized.
B. Mexico’s Ratification of International Labor S andardst
Mexico has ratified six of the eight fundamental International Labor Conventions.  It 
has not ratified the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention (No. 98),
one of the two fundamental ILO Conventions concerning freedom of association.
Nevertheless, membership in the International Labor Organization obliges Mexico to 
respect, promote, and realize in good faith the principles concerning workers’
fundamental rights.  Among these are freedom of association and the effective
recognition of the right to collective bargaining.
Although the right to form trade unions and the right to strike are preserved in the
Mexican Constitution and in the corresponding regulatory laws, Mexico ratified the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) with a
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reservation on Article 8.52  Article 8 guarantees everyone the right to form trade unions
and join the trade union of his or her choice for the promotion and protection of his or
her economic and social interests. In 1999, the UN Committee on Economic Social and 
Cultural Rights called on the Mexican Government to withdraw this reservation, since it
did not correspond with the spirit of the ICESCR or Mexico’s international obligations.
III. Right to Bargain Collectively
According to Mexican law, if a registered union exists in a facility, employers are
obliged to negotiate and sign a collective bargaining agreement with that union. Article
387 of the Federal Labor Law provides that workers may exercise their right to strike if
the employer refuses to negotiate.
White unions frequently sign a “protection contract” with employers, which ensures
that neither the union nor management will stand in opposition to the other. As part of
the agreement, the employer pays the union a monthly sum, and in turn employers are
able to set employment conditions and wages in the facility unilaterally.  According to
Acticle 923 of the Federal Labor Law, as long as the negotiated agreement is in force,
workers may not hold a strike to demand any conditions that are already regulated in 
the collective bargaining agreement.
A protection contract also serves to exclude other unions from a factory.  The
agreement guarantees that if workers try to form another union in the facility, the 
employer will refuse to have any dealings with that union. In the event that the new
union actually manages to form and register with the Junta, it must demonstrate that it 
is more representative of the worker population at the enterprise before being able to
obtain bargaining power. In these cases, elections are held.  Elections are traditionally
held in the open, and workers individually declare their vote orally in front of the
official of the Jun a, the unions, and the employer. As a result, it is not uncommon for
management or white unions to use intimidation tactics to influence workers’ votes. To
prevent against intimidation, secret ballots may be used in accordance with law, but
only when all parties agree to take this approach.
t
IV. Right to Strike
Mexico’s Constitution and Federal Labor Law recognize the right to strike.  However,
striking workers must give five to six days’ advance notice, and the Juntas have
discretionary powers to declare a strike illegal. If deemed illegal, workers must return
to work within 24 hours or face dismissal. If the strike is considered legal, the facility 
must shut down completely.  Management officials may not enter the premises until
the strike is over, and the company may not hire replacements for striking workers.
The Government of Mexico reported that 8,282 strikes were called in 2000. They 
involved 60,015 workers, but only resulted in 26 legally recognized strikes.  The other
52 The Government of Mexico accedes to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights with the understanding that article 8 of the Covenant shall be applied in the Mexican Republic
under the conditions and in conformity with the procedure established in the applicable provisions of the
Political Constitution of the United Mexican States and the relevant implementing legislation. See
http://www.hri.ca/fortherecord1998/documentation/reservations/cescr.htm
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strikes either took place but were ruled illegal under Mexican law, or were called off 
due in large part to Jun at  decisions or negotiated settlements.
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V. Case Studies: Third Party Complaints in Year Two 
The Third Party Complaint procedure was established to enable any person or
organization to report to the FLA an instance of noncompliance with the FLA Workplace
Code of Conduct in production facilities of FLA-affiliated companies.  It functions as a
safety valve to ensure that there is always recourse for workers in FLA applicable
facilities to seek redress to noncompliance.
This section provides case studies of three third party complaints that were dealt with
during FLA Year Two. Case studies provide readers with a more detailed understanding
of particular factory situations, as well as the larger context in which noncompliance 
issues arise.  They also demonstrate the FLA’s approach to third party complaints, and
the actions that FLA companies take to remediate various noncompliance issues.
A. Facility Contracted by Nike in Sri Lanka
B. Facility Contracted by Lands’ End in El Salvador 
C. Facility Contracted by Liz Claiborne in Guatemala
Each of these cases relate to freedom of association, which is the featured Code
provision in this year’s Public Report.  This is no coincidence.  The fact that a majority
of third party complaints received by the FLA to date have focused on noncompliance
with freedom of association strongly indicates that this is a challenging Code provision 
to monitor and remediate.  These and other third party complaints underscore the
importance of improved systems for promoting freedom of association throughout the
more than 3,000 factories where FLA Standards apply.
*Please no e: due to FLA’s policy regarding third par y complaints, the names of FLA
applicable factories are withheld in all third party complaints case studies.  More
informa ion about the factories can be ound in their factory tracking charts, which
are posted on the FLA’s website
t t
t f
.
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A. Third Party Complaint Regarding a Facility
Contracted by Nike in Sri Lanka
Overview
This report focuses on a Nike contracted factory located in a free trade zone (FTZ) in
Sri Lanka. The factory was the site of a highly-publicized dispute between workers and
management regarding worker affiliation with Free Trade Zone Workers Union 
(FTZWU).53 The Fair Labor Association (FLA) became involved in October 2003 when 
the FTZWU and Nike Inc. filed two separate third party complaints with the FLA. In an
effort to resolve the deadlock between workers and management, the FLA worked with
a local NGO, the Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA), to convene a roundtable
discussion in October 2003. After two days of negotiation and consultations at the
roundtable, a Memorandum of Understanding between the union and management
was concluded.  Since then, significant progress has been made in implementing the
agreement.  A meeting involving all parties in June 2004 marked the closure of the
third party complaint by the FLA, since both parties demonstrated that they were
implementing the Memorandum in good faith.
In Context  Freedom of Association in Sri Lankan Free Trade Zones:
The first free trade zone (FTZ) was established in Sri Lanka in 1978. There are now
three major FTZs in the country (Katunayake, Biyagama and Koggala), as well as many
smaller industrial parks, estates, and zones.  Combined, the three major FTZs employ
over 100,000 workers, seventy-five percent of whom are unmarried women between
18-29 years of age.
Sri Lankan law recognizes the right of workers to organize and bargain collectively and
does not prohibit unions from forming in FTZs.  According to statistical information
provided to the ILO by the Sri Lankan Government, however, trade unions have only
been established in 37 of the 287 enterprises operating in FTZs, and only two collective 
agreements have been signed. Employees’ councils do exist in 149 enterprises in FTZs,
although none have collective agreements in place.
In 1999, the Industrial Disputes Act in Sri Lanka was amended, prohibiting unfair labor 
practices by employers and strengthening the recognition of unions. Previously, the
law did not require management to recognize or bargain with unions. The amended 
law requires employers to enter into negotiations with a trade union where the 
membership is more than forty percent of the total workforce.
53 The FTZWU amalgamated with another Sri Lankan trade union to become the Free trade Zones and
General Services Employees Union (FTZGSEU) in 2004. For the purposes of this report, however, we
will refer to it as FTZWU to avoid confusion.
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Case History
In early April 2003, workers at a factory located in a free trade zone (FTZ) in Sri Lanka
joined the FTZWU, seeking intervention in a dispute with management that focused on
the payment of workers’ annual festival bonus (equal to one month’s salary). According
to FTZWU, about 220 of the 400 workers in the factory joined the union and elected
their office bearers.  The FTZWU tried to gain recognition at the factory for several
months but its attempts were not successful.  Citing Sri Lanka’s Industrial Disputes Act,
management maintained that it would only recognize or negotiate with the union when
it represented at least forty percent of the workforce. The union and management
debated the point for months, and finally agreed to hold a referendum on July 9, 2003
to determine if the union had the requisite membership for recognition.
Turn-out for the referendum was extremely limited; only seventeen workers, or four
percent of the workforce, participated in the ballot.  All of the valid votes were votes
for the union: sixteen voted for the union, whereas one ballot was spoilt.  As a result, 
the FTZWU and the international observers from US and European labor groups that
were present during the referendum contested the results, citing that intimidation had
prevented workers from voting.
According to reports from the FTZWU at the time, workers had been intimidated by
various parties, including factory management and Sri Lanka's Board of Investment
(BOI) in the weeks preceding the election. Responding to complaints about this
behaviour, the Department of Labour appointed a committee to investigate the
charges against the factory management but found no evidence of misconduct by the
company.
FLA Involvement
The Fair Labor Association (FLA) became involved in mediating the situation in October
2003 when the FTZWU and Nike Inc filed third party complaints with the FLA. VF 
Activewear, a Category B Licensee,54 supported the FLA’s intervention. By that point, a
complaint had also been filed with the Committee on Freedom of Association at the
International Labor Organization (ILO), and petitions had been sent to both the US
Government and European Union challenging Sri Lanka’s trade benefits.
In response to the third party complaint and after investigating the situation, the FLA
contacted the parties to the dispute with a proposal for an amicable, non-
confrontational resolution of the issue. The FLA convened a roundtable discussion in
coordination with the Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA), a respected local NGO in Sri
Lanka.  The roundtable was held on October 14 and 16, 2003, and was attended by 
representatives of the FTZWU, factory management, Nike, Columbia Sportswear, the 
ILO, the American Centre International Labor Solidarity (ACILS), the CPA, and the FLA.
After days of negotiation, the union and management reached an agreement in which 
both parties committed to a process of reconciliation and agreed to work towards
creating an environment conducive to good labor practices and respect for freedom of
association. At the request of both parties, the Commissioner General of Labour 
54 VF Activewear university-licensed goods were not produced in this facility, so it technically was not an 
FLA applicable facility for the company.
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appointed Dr. P. Saravanamuttu, Executive Director of CPA as an Authorized Officer in
terms of section 3(I) (c) of the Industrial Disputes Act No 56 of 1999 to resolve any 
disputes between the parties to the settlement.
According to the Memorandum of Settlement, the factory management accepted the
FTZWU as representing the concerns of its members at the factory, and agreed to
respect the right of workers to choose to form and join organizations of their own
choosing. Management also agreed that no workers or union members would be 
harassed, victimized, discriminated against, or otherwise subjected to any unfair labor
practices for any reason. In return, the FTZWU agreed to call off the international
solidarity campaign that had been waged against the factory, and to suspend the
complaints lodged with the ILO pending the successful outcome of the review after
eight months.
On October 22, 2003, CPA held a meeting at the factory to introduce the agreement to 
the management and employees. The meeting was also attended by representatives of
the FTZWU; the Labor Commissioner; EPZ management; and Nike, Inc.  At the
meeting, the parties agreed to meet monthly to closely monitor the process.
CPA also worked to create awareness of the agreement among factory managers, who
would be responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the agreement, by holding
a series of discussions with over 45 members of the factory staff. CPA also held 
discussions with the branch union committee to ensure that they understood the
agreement as well.
Remediation
In addition to training and capacity building for both parties, the agreement provided
for a reformulation of the factory’s internal grievance procedures. Both parties 
accepted confidentiality as the guiding principle of the process, and agreed to refrain
from any form of public declaration concerning cases under review.
A. Training and Capacity-building
In early December, the factory participated in the ILO Factory Improvement
Programme. Twenty representatives from the trade union and Council on Standards
and Industrial Relations, as well as some twenty floor-managers, were in attendance. 
The training addressed freedom of association and the rights of workers under Sri
Lankan law; examples of non-union and unionized employees working together were
also provided. After an evaluation of workers’ understanding following the trainings,
CPA determined that further training programs were necessary.  Training and capacity-
building for workers and management were seen as essential to being able to resolve
issues that may arise in the factory in the future.
B. Internal Grievance Procedure
The Agreement provided for a revision of the factory’s internal grievance procedure.
Among other things, the new procedure was amended to allow trade union members
to be represented by the branch union. It was also shortened; certain steps were
made optional, and the aggrieved were empowered to access higher levels of authority
directly.
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The revised procedure went into effect on November 17, 2003. In January 2004,
during a monitoring visit, human resources management assured CPA that the IGP was
being used by the employees, although it was also apparent that some of the 
employees still enter the procedure informally, rather than filling out forms as required 
by the formal procedure.
C. Practical Arrangements for Union Activities
During the first eight months of the agreement, the following processes were agreed
upon, with the understanding that they would not interfere with the factory’s
production and productivity:  a set of procedures for branch union meetings; branch
union-management meetings; union annual general meetings; and modalities of
meetings.  Branch union committee members began meeting with management on a
monthly basis.
The first meeting was held on December 19, 2003. Respecting each individual’s right to
join or not join a trade union, the union has continued to recruit new members and
collect membership fees.
Moving Forward
A few conflicts have arisen since the agreement was signed. One of the issues
concerned a public communication by the FTZWU declaring that the union had
prevailed over the factory management, which violated the spirit of the agreement.
Another issue raised has been the continued harassment of union members by
management. FTZWU pointed out that the workers who voted for the union during the
union referendum were isolated and made to have lunch separately from the rest of
the lines. These issues have all been resolved to the satisfaction of both parties.
There has been significant progress made in the reconciliation process and in
improving labor-management relations at the factory, and the FLA and CPA believe
that FTZWU and the factory will be able to continue this process independent of 
external interventions.  At the review meeting in June 2004, all parties concerned 
confirmed that the agreement had been implemented in good faith and that the third
party complaint could be closed. The FTZWU claims a membership of over 200
members at the factory and the branch union is able to function normally, holding
monthly meetings with management.
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B. Third Party Complaint Regarding a Facility
Contracted by Lands’ End in El Salvador
Overview
This report focuses on an apparel factory in an Export Processing Zone (EPZ) in El 
Salvador, which produces FLA university-licensed goods for Lands’ End.  The factory
was the subject of a third party complaint about allegedly discriminatory practices,
which excluded workers from a recently closed, unionized factory from being hired due
to their previous union affiliation. In response to the third party complaint, the FLA
worked with key actors including Lands’ End and the Workers Rights Consortium
(WRC), as well as a local union and other labor groups, to remediate the situation.
The remediation plan that was finally implemented was the result of considerable
collaboration, and aimed to reflect the desires of the workers, as expressed in 
interviews and through union leaders.
In Context: Freedom of Association in El Salvadoran EPZs
While the Constitution of El Salvador recognizes the right of employers and workers “to
associate freely for the defense of their respective interests by establishing associations
and trade unions,” the unionization rate in maquilas is very low. Union leaders state 
that there is a general anti-union policy in EPZs, meaning that any attempt to organize
is repressed. Tactics that are reportedly used by maquila management to keep unions
out of their factories include “blacklists,” which contain the names of workers who
belong or have belonged to a union.  Workers assert that those whose names appear 
on the lists are not hired by factories, because they are seen as a threat to the status
quo.
Case History
In February 2002, union leaders from Sindicato de T abajadores de la Industria Textil
(STIT), a trade union for textile factory workers in El Salvador, initiated an organizing
campaign in order to obtain enough representation to gain collective bargaining rights
in Tainan, a factory that was located in the Salvadoran EPZ of San Bartolo, and owned
by the parent company, Tainan Enterprises. Within a month of the union submitting
an application to the Ministry of Labor to negotiate a collective bargaining agreement 
with factory management, it was announced that the factory would close.  The closing
had serious implications for the 600 workers who were employed there at the time.
r
According to available information, many of the dismissed Tainan workers tried to 
apply for jobs at different factories in the San Bartolo EPZ. However, they found that 
they were consistently asked if they had previously worked at the unionized facility of 
Tainan, or if they belonged to a union. If workers answered affirmatively, they were
refused work. Union leaders, moreover, reported that they were not even able to pass
through the gates to the EPZ, because zone guards were given their photos and
instructions not to let them enter.  Workers who entered the zone clandestinely
through other entry points and succeeded in securing jobs were dismissed after several
days. While employers alleged that these dismissals were due to low productivity, the
workers believed that it was due to their union affiliation.
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FLA Involvement
Late in 2002, after conducting an investigation of this situation, the Worker Rights
Consortium (WRC) contacted the FLA about allegations of labor standards violations at
a factory where Lands’ End (an FLA Category B Licensee) sourced collegiate products.
Consequently, the FLA reviewed the situation with local sources, and based on
information collected, conducted an independent external monitoring (IEM) visit of the 
facility.  The IEM was completed in April 2003 (see FLA factory report). Indeed,
discrimination against union-affiliated workers from the closed factory was among the 
findings cited by the monitor.  Following the visit, the FLA, the WRC, and Lands’ End
met to discuss remediation of the monitors’ findings.  During the meeting, Lands’ End
committed to a remediation plan that included the posting of a non-discriminatory
hiring policy; efforts to encourage rejected union-affiliated applicants to re-apply for 
work at the factory; revision of the hiring manager’s job description; supervisor and
management training; and improvement of occupational health and safety.
Despite efforts to remediate noncompliance issues in the factory, the FLA received a
third party complaint about the facility in May 2003 from an NGO in El Salvador that
asked to remain anonymous (which is an option under the FLA’s third party complaint
process). The complaint focused on alleged violations of FLA Code provisions relating
to freedom of association and non-discrimination. In response to the complaint, the
FLA initiated a factory assessment, in accordance with the FLA’s third party complaint
procedure, to identify noncompliance issues and to assess management’s
understanding of the anti-discrimination policy and its implementation. During the 
assessment, the FLA found that there was a strong likelihood of noncompliance with
the FLA Standards listed in the complaint and that such noncompliance had not been
remediated following the first FLA monitoring visit in April.
The FLA worked with Lands’ End, the contracted factory, local groups, the WRC and
the workers to develop a remediation plan that was acceptable to all parties. Moreover,
a preventive action plan focused on enabling workers to freely associate, and on
ensuring that fair and objective criteria are used in the hiring process.
Remediation
A. Reinstatement of the Workers
Many of the former Tainan workers who had allegedly been subject to discrimination
by factory management moved on to other occupations in the months following
dismissal, including child care, buying and selling goods on the streets, or washing and 
cleaning houses. Others worked for several months in restaurants or in other factories,
while still others were unemployed or could not be reached. During interviews with
the FLA, however, several former Tainan workers reported that they would not be
willing to return to the factory, even if policies there changed. They explained that
they did not trust management, and/or were concerned that workers who feared that
unionization would lead to the factory closing would harass them in the workplace.
Nonetheless, in January 2004, representatives of Lands' End hand-delivered letters to 
nine of the twenty-one former Tainan workers who had allegedly been subject to 
discrimination, inviting them to apply for positions at the factory. The letters explained
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that they would be given preference over other applicants for available jobs. Lands’
End was not able to contact the other workers, but made a second trip to the region in 
an attempt to find the remaining workers and deliver their invitation letters.
B. Collaboration with Just Garments 
During the same period that this third party complaint was in process, representatives
from STIT and Tainan Enterprises participated in discussions that led to a final 
agreement in November 2002.  As part of the agreement, Tainan Enterprises provided
the resources to open a facility that would employ the dismissed Tainan workers, and 
as a result, Just Garments was formed in April 2003.
During interviews and other exchanges, former Tainan workers claimed that they
wanted to be able to work in a factory with a non-hostile environment where rights are
respected and where they can freely associate.  They wanted to work at Just
Garments. Therefore, instead of reinstatement at the factory or other compensation,
the workers requested through their union that Lands’ End invest in Just Garments.  In
response, in May 2004, Lands’ End committed to provide cloth and machinery to the 
factory. It also committed to provide technical assistance in product quality,
identification of full-package production requirements, export/duty issues, and customs
procedures.
Preventive Action Plan
In consultation with Lands’ End, the factory management revised its non-discrimination
policy, which highlights employees’ right to freedom of association, including affiliation
or non-affiliation to the association of their choosing. Lands' End also reviewed the
factory application and hiring processes, and states that changes have been made to 
the procedures to ensure fairness for applicants.
Furthermore, during the month of April 2004, factory management staff and workers
received training on the updated employee handbook, which included legal awareness
training on workers’ legal rights. Lands' End also met with the Labor Minister, the
Maquila Association, and the EPZ Authority to communicate Lands' End’s policy
supporting freedom of association and non-discrimination, and called on them to 
respect these basic rights.
As of writing this report, Lands’ End reports that it has completed the remediation and
preventive action plans that are detailed in the factory tracking chart. While the FLA
verified that portions of the remediation plan have been completed, it has still to verify
completion of other remediation and preventive actions at the factory.  The FLA will
use the tracking chart to report its verification activities in coming months.
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C. Third Party Complaint Regarding a Facility
Contracted by Liz Claiborne in Guatemala 
Overview
This report relates to two apparel factories in Guatemala, which are owned and
managed by the same Korean company and have had a longstanding contract with Liz
Claiborne.  In July 2003, the first collective bargaining agreement in Guatemala’s
maquila sector was signed by management and union representatives from these
factories, which had been the subject of interventions by various parties.  The 
agreement is a unique product of collaboration among workers, a local monitoring
group, local government, factory owners/management, international unions, a
multinational corporation, and the Fair Labor Association. While the case remains
opens for the FLA due to the need for continued improvements at the factory, it is 
viewed internationally as an example of multi-stakeholder engagement leading to 
workplace change.
Legal and Economic Context
Guatemala’s Constitution and Labor Code recognize workers’ freedom of association
and their right to organize free from discrimination or abuse. In addition, the Labor
Code contains provisions that protect the right of workers to choose not to join or to
withdraw from a union. Accordingly, the Labor Code of Guatemala provides that a
union must have at least 20 members in order to be able to register, and at least
represent 25 percent of the workforce to bargain collectively. In this context, it took
the founding members of the two unions in this case over a year to organize and
obtain their legal recognition.
In Guatemala, the apparel sector is the greatest generator of formal employment.
There are currently an estimated 250 maquilas that employ approximately 120,000
workers.  Apart from those involved in this case, there is another union that is 
currently in the process of registering in the maquila sector.  Other than these isolated
cases, however, there are no other active unions in Guatemala’s maquila sector.
Background
This third party complaint actually focuses on two separate factory locations that are
owned and managed by the same company.  The factories are located in an industrial
zone approximately 30 km from Guatemala City and are owned by a Korean company
with Korean management, who oversee middle managers from Guatemala.  Given
seasonal variation, at any given point 30 to 70 percent of the production in these
factories is for Liz Claiborne and the remaining percentage is for other American
brands. As of April 2002, the first factory had a total of 709 workers, 605 women
(85%) and 104 men (15%).  Also as of April 2002, the other factory had a total of 382
workers, 315 women (82%) and 67 men (18%).
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In July 2001, workers at both factory locations filed an application for official
recognition of their unions to the Guatemalan Ministry of Labor,55 and on the same day
informed factory management of the union.  By registering the union, they obtained a
"job protection" court order, which protects against dismissal of union affiliates. 
According to worker accounts, an anti-union campaign began almost immediately. 
Anti-union workers and factory management were reported to have circulated
propaganda against the trade union, slandered officials, threatened to place trade
union officials on blacklists, pressured workers to sign documents expressing
opposition to the union, and alarmed the workforce that the company would close. In
the following month, non-union workers reportedly assaulted and made death threats
against union members which resulted in the resignation of some union members out 
of fear for their safety. 
As reports of heightened tensions at the factories continued, COVERCO, a local
monitoring group contracted by Liz Claiborne, made frequent visits to the facility. 
During a visit in July, a monitor witnessed an assault on union leaders and
communicated concern about the conditions in the facility.  Police and representatives
from MINUGUA, the UN mission in Guatemala also visited the facilities, but had little 
success in assuaging tensions there.   Both the managers and the police said they were 
unable to ensure union members’ safety.
In an effort to influence a change in atmosphere at the factories, Liz Claiborne officials
distributed a letter in Spanish to workers in both factories. The company declared that
they would continue to source from the facilities if workers respected the right of all
workers to join, or not join a union; and if the situation was resolved in a peaceful
manner.
In light of ongoing tensions and international attention, the Guatemalan government
actively sought a resolution of the situation. On July 25, 2001, it hosted a meeting 
between the union and factory management which sought to “improve observance of
national law and international labor standards in the country.” At the meeting, factory
management was instructed to resolve the situation, with a warning that it could lose 
its export license if problems persisted. The factories’ parent company and the Ministry
of Labour signed an agreement which included the company’s commitment to:
1. respect the right to freedom of association;
2. reinstate all union members in their posts, preserving their seniority in the
company, and allow them to carry out their union activities without
interference;
3. allow representatives from the MINUGUA, the UN mission in Guatemala to enter
plant premises to ensure that the agreement was being observed; and
4. apply disciplinary measures against persons responsible for labor rights
violations.
The parent company also made a public statement clarifying that it would not close the
factories as a result of the union’s establishment.
55 Both unions were affiliated with the Trade Union Federation of Food, Agricultural and Allied Workers
(FESTRAS), which has been assisting and advising them. Currently the unions are not part of the
Federation.
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Unfortunately, this agreement did not resolve the issues at the Guatemalan factories.
Over the course of the next year, problems continued to arise.  The factories became
well-known in the international labor context and activists often referred to them to 
exemplify the need for improvements in the promotion of labor rights in Guatemala
more broadly.  These groups included the International Textile, Garment and Leather
Workers' Federation (ITGLWF), which filed a complaint with the International Labor 
Organization (ILO) in early 2002 alleging numerous anti-trade union actions in
Guatemala.  The AFL-CIO, in December 2002, filed a petition before the United States
Trade Representative requesting that Guatemala be excluded from the GSP for
continuing to "systematically violate workers' rights to freedom of association and
collective bargaining."  In 2003, international activists sought to use negotiations
around the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) as a vehicle for
improvements in labor rights in Guatemala.
In this context, the Ministries of Labor and of Economic Affairs worked to exhibit the
government’s enforcement of labor standards. One approach they took was declaring
that, regardless of the economic and social consequences, a number of maquilas would
have their export licenses withdrawn due to their repeated violations of the Labor
Code. A list of 37 noncompliant factories was released and circulated among factories,
and the two sister Guatemalan facilities were the first to be targeted. Observers
speculate that this was due in large part to the factories’ high international profile.
The Third Party Complaint in Process
In June 2003, the FLA received a third party complaint from union members alleging
violations of the Code of Conduct.  After investigating the situation, FLA President
Auret van Heerden met with the Minister of Labor to determine ways in which 1) the 
fourteen-year-old business could remain open; 2) 1,000 workers could retain their
jobs; and 3) the only two maquila unions in Guatemala could freely exist. It became
clear that the only way that the factory could avoid losing its export license was to sign
a collective agreement with the union before the end of June.
Several rounds of meetings and negotiations were held between the union and factory
management. Given the magnitude of the situation, the president of the company that
owned the facilities traveled from Korea to participate in the meetings and had a
considerable impact on the outcome of negotiations. The FLA played an active role in
facilitating the discussions, which were also attended by representatives from Liz 
Claiborne, the Guatemalan government, the monitoring group COVERCO, local unions,
the US Embassy, the Minister of Labor, and the General Secretary of the ITGLWF.
On July 3, 2003, the negotiations started in an atmosphere of mutual respect.
Discussions over the course of the next week were intense, but with continuous
mediation and advice, management and the union completed negotiations on July 10.
On that day, they signed a Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) and a Declaration of 
Principles, which was a commitment by the factory to respect freedom of association
and the collective bargaining agreement. It states that “the companies and the unions
will rely on the FLA as a communication channel in the short term to help establish
mutual trust between the companies and the unions, and to promote mutual respect
for the parties.” The group also discussed a Plan of Action for the Declaration of
Principles, as required by the Ministry of Labor.
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Beginning July 15 2003, COVERCO began to monitor compliance with the Declaration
of Principles and the collective bargaining agreement on behalf of the FLA.  Union
leaders indicated that the climate in the factory improved significantly after they signed
the collective bargaining agreement, and that the threats and antagonism they had
experienced had stopped. At the beginning, there was a sense of greater trust and
good faith, and the communication channels operated more effectively than they had
before negotiations. The workers also saw positive outcomes of the collective 
bargaining process when they started to receive the benefits that the union had
negotiated.
Despite initial positive results, the situation became increasingly tense.  Both sides felt
that the CBA was not being respected. Ongoing monitoring of the situation was also
interrupted this past year when factory management denied access to COVERCO,
complaining that the monitoring group was only listening to union leaders.  In May of 
2004, the FLA received another Third Party Complaint from the unions stating that 
factory management was violating the CBA.
Ongoing Remediation
Since the first complaint was received, Liz Claiborne worked with union representatives
and factory management based in Korea and Guatemala to remediate the ongoing
challenges that exist in the factory.  During the past year, serious concerns arose
regarding adherence to the CBA, resolution of previous problems, and productivity of 
workers.  For instance, union leaders reported that no disciplinary measures were
taken against workers that committed the abuses against them in July 2001. In
addition, both management and union members have reported inappropriate language
and disrespectful responses to complaints filed through the factory’s internal system.
Despite these challenges, there have been changes that indicate progress in recent
months.  In July of 2004, there were management changes both in Korea and
Guatemala.  Restructuring in Guatemala included the creation of a position solely
responsible for labor/management relations and, as of August 18, 2004, management
and unions had reportedly been meeting almost everyday since July 5, 2004 to review
and resolve issues.  These meetings indicate an atmosphere of increased collaboration
between management and unions. Liz Claiborne’s compliance team has pledged to 
support continued engagement that is positive and productive.
The FLA will continue to monitor the situation and report publicly on actions taken in 
response to these complaints.
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VI. FLA PROCESS 
The Fair Labor Association combines the efforts of participating companies, licensees, 
universities, and consumer, labor and human rights groups to promote adherence to
international labor standards and improve working conditions worldwide. The FLA
works to increase and sustain factory compliance with its Workplace Code of Conduct,
which is based on the core labor standards of the International Labor Organization
(ILO).
The FLA Process is a system that enables companies to effectively implement the
Code, and includes the means by which to verify and report on compliance.
Company Implementation
(internal monitoring) IndependentExternal Monitoring
Company Commitment to FLA Standards
Company Remediation of
Noncompliance Issues
Independent Verification
of Company Activities
Public Reporting
Third Party Complaints
THE FLA PROCESS
Commitment to FLA Standards
The FLA process begins with companies making a formal commitment to the FLA’s
standards and system. Companies agree to adopt the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct 
in the manufacture of their products. This marks the first step. The “continuous-
improvement approach” of the FLA program then requires companies to put principle
into practice.
Monitoring and Verif cationi
Participation in the FLA requires companies to establish an internal compliance
program throughout their supply chains. This includes internal monitoring and
remediation of instances of non-compliance, and various activities to ensure that the
Code is implemented. The FLA staff conducts onsite visits to company headquarters
and field offices to evaluate a company’s progress in establishing systems to uphold its
FLA commitments.
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The FLA relies on independent external monitoring (IEM) to verify companies’ activities
to comply with their obligations.  The FLA selects independent external monitors, 
accredited by the FLA, to perform unannounced inspection visits of companies’ supplier
factories around the world.  The FLA does not give companies or factories advance
notice of the time or location of these monitoring visits.
Remed ation and Follow-upi
When an IEM visit uncovers Code noncompliance, the FLA process requires companies
to work with their suppliers to remediate the issue within 60 days, at which point the
company must report the correction of the issue back to the FLA.
The FLA then evaluates the company’s remediation plan, advises it on necessary
actions, collects evidence, and, when deemed necessary by FLA staff, conducts a
follow-up visit to verify that the company has taken the necessary steps to remediate
the noncompliance issue.
Public Reporting
Finally, the FLA publishes both a Public Report that describes FLA companies’
compliance efforts as well as tracking charts, which contain detailed information about 
the IEM findings from each monitored factory, its remediation plan, and the status of 
actions called for in the plan.  The annual Public Report and the tracking charts can be 
found on the FLA website.
Third Party Complaints
The FLA has also established a third party complaint mechanism. It provides an
additional reporting channel and a further check on systematic monitoring efforts.  Any
person or group that uncovers instances of noncompliance in a company’s supplier
facility can file a third-party complaint with the FLA.
Special Projects 
To help address systemic noncompliance issues that have proven particularly difficult
to remediate on a factory-by-factory basis, the FLA has developed a number of special
projects to complement the regular FLA compliance program. The goal of these
projects is to involve a wide range of interested parties in testing and innovating new
strategies to improve Code compliance.  Current special efforts include: a pilot project 
focusing on hours of work in China; a project exploring strategic monitoring and the
relationship between improved labor-relations systems and Code compliance; and the 
Central America project, which addresses blacklisting and anti-union activities in the
maquiladora sector.
END
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